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Cover image. Violent methane venting at Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (Barents Sea, 1250 
metre water depth). The lower part of the jet consists of methane gas, whereas the upper 
section (~1 metre above sea floor) comprises methane gas-hydrate flakes. Image source: 
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cruise ARK IXX3b.   
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Summary
Methane is an aggressive greenhouse gas and an important component of the global carbon 
cycle. High amounts of methane are temporarily stored in sediments of the continental 
margins as free gas, dissolved or frozen as clathrate. At cold seeps, focused flow transports 
high amounts of methane from deep reservoirs into shallow surface sediments. Locally, 
methane emission into the water column from seeps can be observed in the form of gas 
ebullition. Furthermore, large expanses of continental margin sediments contain high amounts 
of methane. However, the contribution of the oceans to atmospheric methane sources is 
globally estimated as <3 %.  This is because the anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) with 
sulphate as the terminal electron acceptor removes ~80 % of methane in the sediment. AOM 
is mediated by archaea related to methanogens in consortium with sulphate reducing bacteria. 
This process produces large amounts of sulphide in marine sediments, and supports 
thiotrophic communities such as filamentous bacteria, and symbiotic worms and clams. AOM 
often co-occurs with the precipitation of authigenic carbonates which may build up reef like 
structures. Another sink for methane in the ocean is the aerobic oxidation of methane (MOx). 
This process is mediated by bacteria, which may occur as free-living cells or in symbiosis 
with megafauna organisms. However, marine sediments are barely penetrated by oxygen and 
will mostly not provide suitable conditions for free living MOx communities. In contrast, 
motility, sediment dwelling and ventilation activities of the animal hosts to MOx bacteria 
enlarges the range for the distribution of MOx. Previous work has shown that the process of 
AOM dominates methane turnover at seeps and consumes 60-100 % of the methane flux. 
In this thesis, a variety of different cold seep systems (mud volcanoes and a gas seep) were 
investigated using a multidisciplinary approach to gain a more systematic understanding of 
these, methane-driven “biogeosystems”. The main goals were the detection and quantification 
of hot spots of methane oxidation as well as an assessment of environmental factors 
determining the activity and the distribution of methanotrophic communities. Furthermore, 
key microbial players were identified and the impact of AOM and MOx activity on the 
surrounding, marine environment was studied. The investigations revealed the following: 
1. Submarine mud volcanoes are colonized by specialized microbial communities utilizing the 
fluxes of reduced substrates such as methane and sulphide as energy source. At the actively 
methane-seeping Håkon Mosby mud volcano (HMMV, Barents Sea), a distinct spatial 
zonation of several novel clades of free-living and symbiotic aerobic and anaerobic 
methanotrophs was found. The main selection mechanism determining vertical and horizontal 
distribution and dominance of the methanotrophic communities were fluid flow rates 
controlling access to electron acceptors for methane oxidation.    
2. The analysis of archaeal and bacterial specific lipid concentrations and their associated 
?13C-values from three seepage areas at HMMV (thermal centre, grey mats and Beggiatoa
site) showed a distinct distribution of methanotrophic biomass. At the centre, MOx was the 
primary biomass-generating process in surface sediments as shown by the predominance of 
bacterial lipids belonging to a type I methanotroph. In patches of reduced sediment, covered 
by greyish, thiotrophic, microbial mats at the boundary of the centre, a four-fold increase in 
archaeal lipids specific for anaerobic methanotrophs was found. It was accompanied by a 
strong depletion in 13C, giving evidence of active microbial communities, which mediate 
AOM in the upper 20 cm of sediment. Further away from the centre, in the zone covered by 
Beggiatoa mats, anaerobic methanotrophy appeared to be the predominant biomass 
generating process. Here, sharp, vertical gradients of 13C-depleted archaeal and bacterial 
lipids indicate that AOM communities were restricted to a narrow surface horizon of no more 
than 4 cm. A combination of molecular techniques (DAPI, FISH, gene libraries) and 
biomarker fingerprints provided evidence that the AOM community was dominated by a 
novel strain of archaea (termed ANME-3) and SRB of the Desulfobulbus cluster. 
3. Biogeochemical investigations at HMMV revealed a high upward flow of sulphate-free 
subsurface fluids in the centre, strongly limiting the penetration of sulphate and oxygen from 
seawater. Here, MOx was restricted to the top sediment layer with rates of 0.9 mol m-2 yr-1
and AOM was absent. In the patches of reduced sediments covered with grey mats, a deeper 
penetration of sulphate was observed, fueling AOM activity down to >12 cm with rates of 
12.4 mol m-2 yr-1. Adjacent to the centre at the Beggiatoa site, decreased upward fluid flow 
allowed for an AOM zone of ca 4 cm at the sediment surface with rates of 4.5 mol m-2 yr-1. At 
the outer rim of the HMMV, bioventilation of the pogonophoran worms irrigated a much 
deeper zone with oxygen- and sulphate-rich seawater. MOx activity in the oxygenated surface 
sediments was comparably low with 0.2 mol m-2 yr-1. AOM activity in sulphate-rich 
sediments just beneath the roots of the worms was high with 7.1 mol m-2 yr-1. With respect to 
the area size of the different habitats at HMMV, microbial consumption reduces the methane 
efflux of HMMV by ca 7* 10-5 Tg yr-1, i.e. 22 to 55 %.
4. The abundant mud volcanoes of the Gulf of Cadiz are currently much less active than the 
HMMV. Here, thermogenic methane and associated higher hydrocarbons were completely 
consumed anaerobically in subsurface sediments. AOM and SR rates showed maxima in 
distinct subsurface sediment horizons between 20 to 200 cm below sea floor. In comparison 
to other methane dominated environments of the world oceans, AOM activity and diffusive 
methane fluxes (<0.4 mol m-2 yr-1, respectively) were low to mid range. AOM was generally 
exceeded by SRR, most likely because other hydrocarbons were oxidised anaerobically by SR 
microbes. Lipid biomarker and 16S rDNA clone library analyses gave evidence that AOM 
was mediated by a mixed community of previously described anaerobic methanotrophic 
archaea (ANME-2 and ANME-1) and associated SRB (Seep-SRB1 group).
5. The Tommeliten gas seep is located in the central North Sea. Here, cracks in a buried marl 
horizon allow thermogenic methane to migrate into overlying clay-silt sediments. 
Hydroacoustic sediment echosounding showed several gas flares coinciding with the apex of 
the marl domes. Here, methane is released into the water column and potentially to the 
atmosphere during deep mixing situations. Carbonates in the vicinity of the gas seep 
contained 13C-depleted, archaeal lipids indicating long-term AOM activity. In the sediment, 
the zone of active methane consumption was restricted to a distinct horizon of no more than 
20 cm. Diagnostic, 13C-depleted archaeal and bacterial lipids as well as 16S rDNA clone 
libraries provided evidence that AOM was mediated by ANME-1b archaea and SRB most 
likely belonging to the Seep-SRB1 cluster.
The investigations presented in this thesis confirm that AOM is an ubiquitous process in 
methane bearing, marine sediments. For the first time, the microbial ecology and 
biogeochemistry of mud volcanoes and a coastal gas seep was investigated systematically.  
The magnitude of AOM vs. MOx was mainly controlled by gas and fluid transport processes 
and by the presence of symbiotic fauna. The process of AOM was found to be spatially 
restricted to hotspots controlled by (1) fluid flow rates, (2) bioirrigation activities, (3) 
diffusion and thermodynamic limitations and by (4) the sedimentological layering. Despite 
the horizontal and vertical restriction, AOM represents a major sink for methane at mud 
volcanoes and coastal gas seeps. AOM and MOx biomass, activity, diagnostic lipid 
concentrations and their associated ?13C-values showed matching vertical distributions 
allowing to use a particular profile as a proxy for the other.  Furthermore, lipid biomarker 
analysis matched very well 16S rDNA-based estimates of the diversity of microbial 
communities mediating AOM and MOx. 

Zusammenfassung
Methan ist ein potentes Treibhausgas. Große Mengen sind hiervon in Sedimenten der 
Kontinentalränder als freies oder gelöstes Gas, aber auch gefroren in Form von Gashydraten 
eingelagert. An den sogenannten „Cold Seeps“ werden große Mengen dieses Gases aus 
tieferliegenden Lagerstätten in oberflächennahe Sedimenthorizonte transportiert.  Lokal 
begrenzt kann an den Cold Seeps auch ein Austritt von Methan aus dem Ozeanboden in die 
Wassersäule beobachtet werden. Obwohl Methan zusätzlich in weiten Flächen des 
Meeresbodens an den Kontinentalränden enthalten ist, gehen globale Schätzungen davon aus, 
dass weniger als 3 % des atmosphärischen Methangehaltes aus den Ozeanen stammt. Dies 
liegt daran, dass die anaerobe Methanoxidation (engl.: anaerobic oxidation of methane; AOM) 
mit Sulfat als terminalen Elektronenakzeptor  ca. 80 % des  aufsteigenden Methans schon im 
Sediment aufzehrt. Verantwortlich für diesen Prozess sind Archaeen, die in einem 
Konsortium mit sulfatreduzierenden Bakterien (engl.: sulphate reducing bacteria; SRB) leben. 
Phylogenetisch sind diese Archaeen mit den Methanogenen verwand. Während der AOM 
wird Sulfid produziert, das wiederum von thitrophen Lebensgemeinschaften wie filamentösen  
Bakterien und symbiotischen Würmern und Muscheln aufgenommen wird. Außerdem gibt es 
wahrscheinlich eine kausale Verbindung zwischen der AOM und der Ausfällung authigener 
Karbonate. An den oft durch schlammige Sedimente gekennzeichneten Cold Seeps, stellen 
exponierte Karbonate einen harten Untergrund für die Besiedlung sessiler Organismen dar. 
Abgesehen von der AOM ist die aerobe Methanoxidation (MOx) eine weitere Senke für 
Methan im Ozean. Für den Prozess der MOx sind Bakterien verantwortlich, die entweder 
freilebend oder in Symbiose mit Megafaunaorganismen vorkommen. Die Lebensbedingungen 
für freilebende MOx Bakterien im Ozeanboden sind eher schlecht, da die Eindringtiefe von 
Sauerstoff in den Meeresboden sehr begrenzt ist. Im Gegensatz dazu eröffnen Beweglichkeit 
und/oder Ventilation und Bioturbation der Megafaunawirte den symbiotischen MOx 
Bakterien ein größeres Potential an Lebensräumen. Bisherige Publikationen haben allerdings 
gezeigt, dass die AOM der dominante Modus der Methanoxidation an den Cold Seeps ist. 60 
bis 100 % des Methanflusses werden hier durch die AOM gezehrt.
In dieser Doktorarbeit wurden eine Reihe verschiedener Cold Seeps (Schlammvulkane und 
Gasseeps) mit einem multidisziplinären Ansatz untersucht, um ein systematisches Verständnis 
dieser „Bio-Geo-Systeme“ zu erlangen. Hauptziele waren die Detektion und  Quantifikation 
der sogenannten „Hot Spots“, an denen  Methanoxidation stattfindet, sowie eine Einschätzung 
der Umweltfaktoren, die potenziell die Aktivität und Verteilung der methanotrophen 
Lebensgemeinschaften bestimmen. Zudem wurden die mikrobiellen Schlüsselorganismen 
identifiziert und der Einfluss von AOM- und MOx-Aktivität auf das umgebende, marine 
Ökosystem eingeschätzt. Die Untersuchungen haben folgendes ergeben:  
1. Unterseeische Schlammvulkane werden von spezialisierten, mikrobiellen 
Lebensgemeinschaften besiedelt, welche den Fluss von reduzierten Substraten, wie Methan 
und Sulfid als Energieressource nutzen können. Eine räumlich abgegrenzte Zonierung 
verschiedener neuentdeckter, freilebender und symbiotischer aerober und anaerober 
methanotropher Organismen wurde am aktiven Schlammvulkan Håkon Mosby (HMMV) 
gefunden. Die Fliessgeschwindigkeit des Porenwassers bestimmt hier, wie hoch die 
Verfügbarkeit von Elektronenakzeptoren ist, und selektiert somit die vertikale und horizontale 
Verteilung sowie die Dominanz verschiedener  methanotropher Organismen. 
2. An drei verschiedenen Arealen des HMMVs (Zentrum, graue Matten und Beggiatoa
Habitat) zeigte die Analyse spezifischer archaealer und bakterieller Lipidkonzentrationen und 
deren assoziierte ?13C-Werte eine stark abgegrenzte Verteilung methanotropher Biomassen. 
Am Zentrum des Schlammvulkans ist die MOx der dominante, biomassegenerierende 
Prozess. Dies zeigte sich durch eine Dominanz von bakteriellen Lipiden, die Typ I 
methanotrophen Bakterien zugeordnet werden konnten. In reduzierten Sedimenten der grauen 
Matten, die am äußeren Rand des Zentrums und in der Nähe von Fluid- und 
Gasaustrittsstellen kleinere Flecken bedecken, wurde, im Vergleich zum Zentrum, eine 
vierfach höhere Konzentration von AOM assoziierten Lipiden gefunden. Diese Lipide waren 
durch eine starke Abreicherung des Isotops 13C gekennzeichnet. Die Konzentrationen und die 
leichten ?13C-Werte wiesen darauf hin, dass die mikrobielle Gemeinschaft in den oberen 20 
cm des Sedimentes das Methan anaerob umsetzt. Das Zentrum ist von einer Zone reduzierter 
Sedimente umgeben, die mit dichten Matten von Beggiatoa sp. bedeckt sind. Hier wurde die 
AOM als der primäre, biomasseproduzierende Prozess identifiziert. Steile, vertikale 
Gradienten von 13C-abgereicherten archaealen und bakteriellen Lipiden deuteten darauf hin, 
dass die AOM Gemeinschaft auf einen schmalen, oberflächennahen Horizont von ca. 4 cm 
begrenzt ist. Eine Kombination molekularer Analysetechniken (DAPI, FISH und Genbanken) 
sowie die Biomarkerverteilungen zeigten eine neuartige, dominante AOM-Gemeinschaft. 
Diese besteht aus  Archaeen, welche ANME-3 genannt wurden, und sulfatreduzierenden 
Bakterien der Desulfobulbus-Gruppe.
3. Biogeochemische Untersuchungen am HMMV zeigten eine hohe Flussrate sulfatfreier 
Fluide. Diese Fluide stammen aus großer Tiefe des Schlammvulkans und werden durch einen 
Kanal an die Oberfläche des Zentrums transportiert. Im Zentrum beschränkt der Fluss dieser 
Fluide die Eindringtiefe von Sauerstoff und Sulfat aus dem Bodenwasser auf einen dünnen 
Oberflächenhorizont des Sedimentes. In diesem Horizont ist die MOx mit 0.9 mol m-2 a-1
dominant. AOM konnte hingegen nicht nachgewiesen werden. In Sedimenten, die mit grauen 
Matten bedeckt sind, wurde eine große Eindringtiefe von Sulfat in das Sediment beobachtet, 
was eine hohe AOM-Aktivität in einem ausgedehnten Horizont (>12 cm) mit 
Methanumsatzraten von 12.4  mol m-2 a-1 zur Folge hat. Im Vergleich zum Zentrum, hat in 
den von Beggiatoa sp. bedeckten Sedimenten eine Reduktion im Fluidfluss eine größere 
Eindringtiefe von Sulfat zur Folge. Die vergleichsweise hohe Verfügbarkeit von Sulfat 
resultiert in AOM Raten von 4.5 mol m-2 a-1 in den oberen 4 cm des Sedimentes. Der äußere 
Rand  des Vulkans ist von dichten Pogonophora sp. Beständen besiedelt. Die Bioventilation 
dieser Würmer führt zum Eintrag von sauerstoff- und sulfatreichem Bodenwasser in tiefere 
Sedimentschichten. In den sauerstoffreichen Oberflächensedimenten ist die MOx Aktivität 
mit 0.2 mol m-2 a-1 vergleichsweise gering. Jedoch konnte eine hohe AOM-Aktivität von 7.1 
mol m-2 a-1 in einem Sedimenthorizont direkt unterhalb der Würmer (60 bis 80 cm 
Sedimenttiefe) gemessen werden. Dies ist ein extrem hoher Methanumsatz für diese 
Sedimenttiefe. Am HMMV werden insgesamt ca. 7*10-5 Tg Methan a-1 durch mikrobielle 
Zehrung umgesetzt. Dies ist äquivalent zu einer Reduktion der Methanemissionen um 22 bis 
55 %.
4. Der Golf von Cadiz ist durch eine hohe Anzahl von Schlammvulkanen gekennzeichnet, die 
allerdings weit weniger aktiv als z.B. der HMMV sind. An den Schlammvulkanen im Golf 
von Cadiz werden Methan und assoziierte, höhere Kohlenwasserstoffe in tieferen 
Sedimentschichten (20 – 200 cm Sedimenttiefe) aufgezehrt. Dort konnten maximale AOM- 
und SR-Raten in abgegrenzten Horizonten gemessen werden. Im Vergleich zu anderen, 
methandominierten, marinen Systemen sind sowohl AOM-Raten wie auch diffuse 
Methanflüsse (jeweils <0.4 mol m-2 a-1) gering bis mittel-hoch. Generell wurden höhere SR- 
als AOM-Raten gemessen, weil auch die höheren Kohlenwasserstoffe, wahrscheinlich 
anaerob mit Sulfat, in dem gleichen Horizont wie Methan oxidiert werden.  Lipidbiomarker 
und 16S rDNA-Klonbanken zeigten, dass eine gemischte Gemeinschaft, bestehend aus 
ANME-1 und ANME-2 Archaeen, assoziiert zu Sulfatreduzierern der Seep-SRB1 Gruppe, 
Methan anaerob oxidieren. 
5. An den Tommeliten Gasseeps in der zentralen Nord See steigt thermogenes Methan durch 
Risse eines verschütteten Mergelhorizontes in aufliegende Silt-Ton-Sedimente.  
Hydroakustische Messungen zeigten, dass tiefere Horizonte (wahrscheinlich Mergel) an 
verschiedenen Stellen kuppelförmige Schwellungen aufweisen. Mehrere Stellen, an denen 
Methan aus dem Meeresboden in die Wassersäule und damit potenziell in die Atmosphäre 
entweicht, fallen räumlich mit den Scheitelpunkten dieser Kuppeln zusammen. In der Nähe 
der Gasaustrittsstellen wurden Karbonate gefunden. Biomarkeranalysen zeigten, dass diese 
Karbonate 13C-abgereicherte, archaeale und bakterielle Lipide enthalten. Dies deutet auf lange 
Zeitperioden hin, die durch AOM- und damit Seep-Aktivität gekennzeichnet waren. Die 
Zone, in der Methan im Sediment gezehrt wird, ist begrenzt auf einen Horizont von <20 cm. 
Diagnostische archaeale und bakterielle Lipide und 16S rDNA-Genbanken legen nahe, dass 
Methan von ANME-1b Archaeen und Sulfatreduzierern der Seep-SRB1 Gruppe anaerob 
oxidiert wird.
Die Untersuchungen im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit bestätigen, dass AOM ein ubiquitärer 
Prozess in methanreichen, marinen Sedimenten ist. Zum ersten Mal ist es gelungen, die 
mikrobielle Ökologie und Biogeochemie an Schlammvulkanen und küstennahen Cold Seeps, 
systematisch zu untersuchen. Die AOM- und MOx-Aktivität wird hauptsächlich von Fluid-
Transportprozessen sowie durch das Vorhandensein symbiotischer Fauna kontrolliert. Es 
wurde nachgewiesen, dass der Prozess der AOM räumlich auf einen Hot Spot begrenzt ist, 
dessen vertikale Position und Ausdehnung von (1) Fluid Flüssen, (2) Bioirrigation, (3) 
Diffusion und thermodynamischen Limitierungen sowie (4) der Sedimentabfolge bestimmt 
wird. Obwohl die Ausdehnung des AOM Horizontes begrenzt ist, repräsentiert die AOM die 
Hauptsenke für Methan an Schlammvulkanen und küstennahen Gasseeps. Die Biomasse der 
AOM- und MOx- Gemeinschaften, deren Aktivität sowie diagnostische Lipide und deren 
assoziierte ?13C-Werte zeigten eine sich deckende vertikale Verteilung. Dadurch kann in 
zukünftigen Studien einer dieser Parameter als qualitatives Maß für die anderen genutzt 
werden. Zusätzlich konnte gezeigt werden, dass 16S rDNA und Lipiddaten übereinstimmen 
und für eine Einschätzung der mikrobiellen Diversität von AOM- und MOx-Organismen 
geeignet sind.
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Introduction
The following sections outline the nature and global significance of methane turnover and 
thus the relevance of this dissertation in the field of biogeochemistry and geomicrobiology. 
The first two parts will give an overview about the current knowledge on the chemical and 
physical characteristics of methane as well as the processes forming and consuming methane. 
Also, budgets for- and fluxes between the major compartments of the global methane cycle 
are presented. In the third part of the introduction, methane-rich habitats of the oceans are 
presented and current analytical tools for determining microbial key players and metabolic 
activities in methane turnover are provided. The fourth part outlines the main objectives of 
this work. The final part of the introduction gives an overview on the chapters containing the 
five manuscripts prepared in the framework of the thesis, and specifies my contributions to 
each of them.  
1. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METHANE
 Methane is the most reduced form of carbon and belongs to the compound class of 
hydrocarbons, which also comprise for instance ethane, propane and butane. Methane is the 
simplest molecule of all organic 
compounds consisting of a central carbon 
atom covalently bound to four hydrogen 
atoms in a tetrahedron  (Fig. 1). The 
molecular weight of methane is 16.04 
atomic mass units on average. Under Figure 1. Two models of methane: (a) 
rod, (b) space filling. 
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standard conditions (273 K, 0.1 MPa), methane is a colourless, odourless gas and its melting 
and boiling points are –183 and –164°C, respectively. Three isotopes of methane are 
commonly encountered in nature: the stable isotopes 12C and 13C and the radioactive ?-
radiator 14C, which has a half life of 5730 yrs. 12C is the most abundant isotope in nature, 
however, certain chemical and biological processes discriminate against the heavy isotope 13C
leading to a significant enrichment of 12C in the reaction products. The stable isotope 
composition of carbon is usually reported in the standard ?-notation (?13C) expressed as per 
mill (‰) deviation from the Pee Dee Belemnite standard (PDB): 
By definition, PDB has a ?13C -value of 0‰. Thus, negative ?13C-values indicate depletion in 
13C (or an enrichment in 12C) relative to PDB. 
At atmospheric pressure, methane is poorly soluble in water (~1.5 mM). Salinity as well as 
temperature have a negative effect on solubility (Yamamoto et al., 1976). According to 
Figure 2. (a) Phase diagram of selected molecules. Lines mark the PT conditions of hydrate 
stability (modified after Carroll, 2002). (b) Model of structure I hydrates (modified after 
Greinert, 1998) 
(1)
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Henry’s Law, solubility increases with 
increasing hydrostatic pressure, 
however, this changes at about 400 m 
depth in waters of temperate and 
tropical (non-polar) latitudes. At these 
PT-conditions (4°C, 4 MPa), methane 
and water form a hydrate structure, 
which is a crystalline, ice-like, non-
stoichiometric compound of methane 
molecules encaged by water 
(Kvenvolden 1993, Fig. 2b). In a two-
phase system containing such gas hydrates and aqueous methane, Yang and co-workers 
(2001) showed that the solubility of methane decreases with increasing pressure (Fig. 3). 
Moreover, at PT-conditions where gas hydrate is stable, elevations in temperature and salinity 
increase the solubility of methane. Gas hydrates are also called clathrates (lat.: clatratus = 
cage) and may be formed with molecules other than methane such as higher hydrocarbons  
(up to butane), carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide as well. So far, three crystalline 
clathrate structures are known (I, II and H). Whereas structure I (Fig. 2b) is mostly formed 
with methane as the central molecule, the formation of structure II and H includes larger gas 
molecules such as ethane, propane or butane.  
Among other constituents of the earth atmosphere such as water vapour, carbon dioxide, and 
nitrous oxide, methane has the ability to absorb and re-emit infrared radiation, which has 
major implications for the energy budget of the atmosphere (Campbell, 1986). Gases with this 
ability are also termed greenhouse gases. Most of the incoming solar radiation is absorbed by 
the earth surface and heats it up. Thereby, infrared radiation is emitted to the lower strata of 
Figure 3. Measured and calculated molar 
mixing ratio (?) of methane at various PT 
conditions (modified after Yang et al., 2002) 
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the atmosphere where the greenhouse gases absorb most of it. Such absorption heats the 
atmosphere, stimulating it to emit more infrared radiation, which is again absorbed by the 
greenhouse gases. This phenomenon is also known as the greenhouse effect and the balance 
between the absorbed solar radiation and the infrared radiation re-emitted to space determines 
the net radiative forcing on the climate. A positive radiative forcing is beneficial to some 
extend as it keeps the earth surface in its present habitual temperature conditions. However, 
an increase in the concentrations of greenhouse gases increases the radiative forcing and most 
probably contributes to global climate changes (Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). The cause of 
climatic changes in Earth’s history is commonly attributed to an increase of greenhouse  gases 
in the paleo-atmosphere. Analysis of the Vostok ice core (Fig. 4a) gives evidence for a 
positive coupling between concentrations of atmospheric CO2, CH4 and temperature 
(Falkowski et al., 2000; Petit et al., 1999). Although the ice-core record shows that there were 
periods with atmospheric temperatures that may have increased without extensive changes in 
concentrations of greenhouse gases, the reverse was not observed (Smith et al., 1999). 
Furthermore, it specifically has to be considered that the global warming potential of methane 
is 21 to 56-fold higher compared to CO2. The emissions of methane have more than doubled 
Figure 4. Vostok ice core records of methane concentrations and atmospheric temperature 
changes over the last 420 kyr (a) and atmospheric methane concentrations from the 17th
century to 1998 (b). Modified after Wuebbles and Hayhoe 2002 
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since the industrialisation leading to an increase in the atmosphere by 2- to 3-fold (Fig. 4b). 
The increasing methane concentrations might have contributed to about 20% to the total 
change in radiative forcing since the mid 1700’s which makes methane a very important 
greenhouse gas (Manne and Richels, 2001; Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). Increasing research 
effort has therefore been dedicated to elucidate sources and sinks of methane, especially with 
regard to the ocean and its methane reservoirs. 
2. ORIGINS, SOURCES AND SINKS OF METHANE 
2.1 Methane Production 
Methane originates from three 
different processes in nature: 
abiogenic, thermogenic, and 
microbial. Methane of either 
source is characterised by a 
specific range of ?13C and ?D-
values as well as by the 
proportion of co-occurring 
higher hydrocarbons (C2+) and 
their stable carbon isotope 
composition (Fig. 5, Lollar et 
al., 2002; Whiticar, 1999). Both, 
Figure 5. CD-diagram of methane (modified after 
Whiticar et al., 1999) 
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abiogenic and thermogenic methane are produced under high temperature and pressure 
conditions. Abiogenic methane is produced from carbonate reduction during magma cooling 
and  serpentinisation of exposed peridotite rocks whereas thermogenic methane is formed 
during the thermal degradation of buried organic matter (Charlou and Donval, 1993; Horita 
and Berndt, 1999; Kelley, 1996; Lollar et al., 2002; Whiticar, 1999). Accordingly, 
thermogenic methane is also termed fossil methane. Abiogenic methane is most enriched in 
13C with values ranging between 0 to -42‰ and ?D-values of –100‰ to -450‰ (Horita and 
Berndt, 1999; Kelley and Fruh-Green, 1999; Lollar et al., 2002; Whiticar, 1999). The 
formation of abiogenic methane can be catalysed by a nickel-iron alloy leading to the lower 
range of the observed ?13C-values (Horita and Berndt, 1999). Thermogenic methane is usually 
more depleted in 13C with values between –15 to -55‰ (Whiticar, 1999). Besides temperature 
conditions during formation and the state of maturity, the isotope variations of thermogenic 
methane depend on the precursor molecules which are ultimately originated from 
photosynthesis and thus already depleted in 13C (Whiticar, 1999). Abiogenic and thermogenic 
methane formation are accompanied by the formation of C2+-compounds. While thermogenic 
C2+-molecules show a progressive enrichment in 13C with higher carbon numbers, ?13C-values
of abiogenic C2+-molecules were not found to show this trend (Lollar et al., 2002).  
Anaerobic, microbial degradation of organic matter ultimately leads to methane formation, 
mediated by methanogenic archaea at redox levels <-200 mV (Madigan et al., 2000). The 
mode of methanogenesis can be classified with respect to the carbon precursor: (1) 
hydrogenotrophic  (2) acetotrophic and (3) methylotrophic (Whiticar, 1999 and references 
therein). Furthermore, methanogenesis is associated with a significant kinetic isotope effect 
(KIE) leading to a 13C-depletion of produced methane relative to the residual carbon precursor 
(Fig. 5, Whiticar, 1999). That is, the carbon substrate molecules with the lower isotopic mass 
(i.e, containing 12C) diffuse and react faster than the heavier species (i.e., containing 13C).
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KIEs decrease with higher amounts of carbon atoms of the reactants, thus leading to lower 
?13C-values of methane originated from C1-precoursors compared to that of C2 or C3-
precursors (Whiticar, 1999). Depending on the environmental conditions, i.e. fresh water vs. 
marine, other microbial metabolisms compete with methanogenesis for the same substrates. In 
marine environments, aerobic respiration is predominant in the top horizon of the sedimentary 
sequence followed by nitrate, iron and manganese reduction. Below these sediment layers 
sulphate reduction (SR) is predominant. Sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) out-compete 
methanogens for labile carbon compounds (e.g. acetate) and hydrogen. However, once 
sulphate is exhausted, methanogenesis becomes a dominant microbial process (Whiticar, 
1999). Because volatile carbon substrates like acetate are often already depleted by the SRB 
in marine environments, carbonate reduction, i.e. hydrogenotrophy, prevails: 
HCO3- (aq) + 9H+ (aq) + 8e- (aq) ? CH4 (aq) + 3H2O (l), ?G0 = -159 kJ mol-1        (2) 
In fresh water systems, in contrast, methanogenesis proceeds uninhibited once oxygen is 
depleted because sulphate concentrations are low and sulphate reduction is thus of minor 
importance. In these environments, acetoclastic methanogenesis (acetotrophy) is the 
dominating methane-generating process (up to 70%; Whiticar et al., 1999 and references 
therein):
CH3COO- (aq) + H+ (aq) + OH- (aq) ? CH4 (aq) + HCO3- (aq), ?G0 = -95 kJ mol-1       (3)  
The utilisation of bicarbonate and methylated substrates was suggested to account for the 
remaining 30% of methane production.  
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The different origins of methane observed on Earth fuel scientific discussion about the nature 
of methane on other planets, and whether methane can be used as a biomarker gas for 
extraterrestrial life (Schindler and Kasting, 2000). It is believed that methane on the gas giants 
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune as well as on smaller objects such as Titan, one of 
Saturn’s moons, is abiogenic. However, the discovery of methane in the Martian atmosphere 
by ESAs space probe “Mars Express” is discussed controversially (Formisano et al., 2004; 
Krashnopolsky et al., 2004). Methane has a lifetime <400 yr in the Martian atmosphere 
compelling a relatively constant formation of methane. Because tectonic activities on Mars 
are believed to have ceased 10 million years ago, Krashnapolsky and co-workers (2004) 
proposed the possibility of a subsurface, microbial source of the methane.  
2.2 Methane Consumption 
On Earth, methane is consumed by microbial and chemical pathways. The latter include the 
combustion of methane with oxygen. An even more important chemical sink is the reaction 
with hydroxyl radicals in the tropo- and stratosphere. Here, hydroxyl radicals are formed as a 
result of the photochemical degradation of ozone and a subsequent reaction with water prior 
to the reaction with methane (Lelieveld et al., 1998; Levy, 1971): 
O3 + h? ? O2 + O*                  (4)
O* + H2O ? 2HO*                 (5)
HO* + CH4 ? H2O + CH3*                (6)
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Through a reaction cascade involving oxygen and nitrogen monooxide, the CH3 radicals are 
then transformed into formaldehyde (Grosjean, 1995). 
In the biosphere, bacteria and archaea mediate the biological consumption of methane under 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions, respectively. The reaction of aerobic methanotrophy (MOx) 
is according to the following equation: 
CH4 (aq) + 2O2 (aq) ? CO2 (aq) + 2H2O (l), ?G0 = -842 kJ mol-1        (7) 
The first MOx bacterium was isolated in 1906 by Söhngen. The basis for the present 
phylogenetic classification into biochemically distinct groups was established in the early 
70’s (Whittenbury et al., 1970). Organisms involved in aerobic methanotrophy were found 
among the ?, ? and ? subdivision of the Proteobacteria and have been reported as free-living 
cells from a variety of terrestrial, limnic and marine environments (Hanson and Hanson, 
1996). Methanotrophs are also found as intracellular symbionts in invertebrates (Fisher, 1990; 
Hanson et al., 1993; Larock et al., 1994; Le Mer and Roger, 2001). The catalyst of MOx is a 
group of enzymes termed methane monooxygenases, which is the defining characteristic of 
all aerobic methanotrophs. MOx bacteria can be further classified into type I, II and X 
according to the enzymatic pathway of formaldehyde assimilation during methane 
metabolism. Type I methanotrophs utilise the ribulose monophosphate (RuMP) pathway, 
whereas type II utilise the serine pathway (Hanson and Hanson, 1996). Type X 
methanotrophs utilise both, the RuMP and the serine pathway. Furthermore, a variety of MOx 
bacteria can also use carbon substrates other than methane such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, 
especially trichloroethylene, which raised biotechnical interest in these microbes (Hanson and 
Hanson, 1996; Wilson and Wilson, 1985). 
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Evidence for the anaerobic oxidation of methane 
(AOM) has been first found in organic rich, 
anoxic marine sediments. Martens and Berner 
(1974) detected that methane was not 
accumulating before sulphate was consumed 
(Fig. 6). To explain the methane decrease in the 
sulphate reducing zone, it was proposed that 
methane is oxidised with sulphate as an electron 
acceptor (Barnes and Goldberg, 1976; Iversen 
and Jørgensen, 1985; Martens and Berner, 1974):
CH4 (aq) + SO42- (aq) ? HCO3- (aq) + HS-(aq) + H2O (l), ?G0 = -33 kJ mol-1       (8) 
The necessity of sulphate as an electron acceptor limits AOM to marine and probably  
-although not yet found - to a few sulphate rich, limnic environments. So far, attempts to 
isolate anaerobic methanotrophs have failed. 
However, combinations of DNA and lipid 
biomarker analyses (section 3.2) of 
environmental samples provided evidence that 
two distinct lineages of archaea mediate AOM, 
both of which are closely related to the 
methanogenic Methanosarcinales. They are 
commonly found in consortium with SRB of the 
Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus cluster which 
were termed Seep-SRB1 (Boetius et al., 2000; 
Figure 6. Pore water sulphate and 
methane profiles in anoxic marine 
sediments.  
Figure 7. Microbial consortium of 
methane oxidising archaea (ANME 
II, stained red) and sulphate 
reducing bacteria (Seep SRB 1, 
stained green (Boetius et al., 2000) 
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Hinrichs et al., 1999; Knittel et al., 2003; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001). With 
respect to the ability to mediate AOM, the two phylogenetic groups of anaerobic methane
oxidisers were termed ANME-1 and ANME-2. For the first time, these consortia could be 
visualised by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (section 1.3.2) in sediments above gas 
hydrates at Hydrate Ridge, Oregon (Boetius et al., 2000; Fig. 7). The biochemical functioning 
of AOM has not been elucidated yet, but increasing evidence suggest that the process is a 
reversal of methanogenesis (Hallam et al., 2004; Hoehler et al., 1994; Krüger et al., 2003; 
Valentine and Reeburgh, 2000). The role of the SRB involved in AOM is probably the 
removal of an up to now unknown intermediate via SR, maintaining favourable 
thermodynamic conditions for AOM according to reaction (8). The stoichiometry of this 
reaction has been validated by means of ex situ and in vitro rate measurements for 
environments where ANME-1 and/or ANME-2 prevail (Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 
2005; Treude et al., 2003). 
2.3 Global Budget 
An assessment of production and consumption of methane on a global scale is difficult, 
because the spatial dimensions and fluxes from several types of methane producing and 
consuming environments have not been well constrained. Especially the estimates for polar 
environments and the ocean are preliminary and will most likely be adjusted in the future. 
However, the identification of major sources and sinks and agreeable estimates of methane 
production and consumption allowed for tentative, global budget calculations (Judd et al., 
2002; Lelieveld et al., 1998; Reeburgh 1996). The largest sink of atmospheric methane is 
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within the atmosphere itself where methane is oxidised by hydroxyl radicals according to 
reaction  (6). Besides this major sink, a variety of other sources and sinks were identified (Fig. 
8a, b). The majority of recent methane production is of a biogenic, i.e. thermogenic or 
microbial origin whereas abiogenic methane appears to be of lesser importance (Lollar et al., 
2002; Whiticar, 1999). However, recent findings of novel off-axis hydrothermal vents 
emitting abiogenically formed methane suggest a possible underestimation of abiogenic 
production of methane (Früh-Green et al., 2005; Kelley et al., 2001; Kelley et al., 2005). 
2.3.1 Anthropogenic Sources and Sinks
The highest emission of methane to the atmosphere at present is from anthropogenic sources
(Fig. 8a, Judd et al., 2002; Reeburgh, 1996). These can be divided into microbially mediated 
fermentation and chemical processes. Methane production as a terminal process of 
fermentation occurs where large amounts of organic matter accumulate in aqueous systems, 
Figure 8. (a) Sources of atmospheric methane (modified after Judd et al., 2002). (b) Global 
budget of methane production and consumption in Tg yr-1 (modified after Reeburgh 1996). 
Discrepancies within and between both estimates are due to uncertainties of particular budgets. 
Note that the global budget of panel a does not encompass photochemical degradation. 
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i.e. in flooded rice paddies, waste dumps (landfills) as well as manure and sewage storages. 
However, methane is not only produced but also consumed in those systems. For instance, the 
rice plants pump oxygen into the soil via their roots (arenchyma) fostering high rates of MOx 
(Conrad, 1993; Krüger et al., 2001; Wang et al., 1997). At the same time, the ventilation also 
amplifies methane emissions because the major fraction of methane leaves the soil via the 
arenchyma (e.g. Wang et al., 1997 and references therein). Furthermore, MOx was found to 
consume a substantial fraction of methane which is produced in biofilms covering sewage 
outlets (Damgaard et al., 2001).  
Another major contribution of anthropogenic methane to the atmosphere is due to the enteric 
fermentation in the intestines of ruminants. Ruminants lack enzymes for the break down of 
polymeric substances such as cellulose, pectin and other ß-linked carbohydrates. They 
therefore host a diverse microbial community, which decomposes these polymers, transforms 
the hydrolytic products into volatile fatty acids and builds up microbial protein, which can be 
resorbed by the host. The role of the methanogens in this community is to scavenge hydrogen 
in order to maintain energetically favourable conditions for the carbohydrate decomposing, 
bacterial symbionts resulting in a production of ~83 kg methane cow-1 yr-1 (Benchaar et al., 
1998). Methane oxidizers do not occur in the cow intestines and the methane is directly 
released via the esophagus into the atmosphere.  
Biomass burning represents a chemical formation pathway of methane. In this process, 
methane is produced when organic matter is combusted incompletely. Besides other gases and 
smoke, methane is directly released into the atmosphere. Deforestation and fuel-wood use in 
tropical areas account for 85% of this methane source (Hao and Ward, 1993).   
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40% of fossil methane emissions to the atmosphere are caused by human explorations of 
fossil energy resources (Judd et al., 2002). Methane co-occurs with oil and coal and in the 
process of coal mining, gas and oil production methane may escape to the atmosphere as a 
result of outgassing and leakage. The co-occurrence of methane and coal is known since the 
first underground coal mines. Accordingly, the methane in mines was a termed “mine gas” or 
“firedamp” and caused numerous explosions and fatalities in the history of mining. 
2.3.2 Natural Sources and Sinks
60% of the fossil methane emissions to the atmosphere comprise natural leakages of both, 
marine and terrestrial oil and gas reservoirs (Fig. 8a). A prominent example of a natural 
system releasing fossil methane to the atmosphere is the terrestrial mud volcano Lokbatan, 
Azerbaijan (Aliyev et al., 2002; Kholodov, 2002). About 900 mud volcanoes occur 
terrestrially. Their abundance as well as that of other seep types in the ocean is unknown. 
Hence, the estimate for natural sources of fossil methane is poorly constrained. 
The highest fraction of natural emissions of recent methane to the atmosphere is contributed 
by wetlands. These encompass the tundra, bogs, moors, swamps, alluvial and marshes. For 
centuries, methane from wetlands is known as “marsh” or “swamp gas”. These systems are 
similar to rice paddies accumulating high contents of organic matter, which is fermented 
leading to methanogenesis. By diffusion and advective transport, methane enters the upper, 
oxic horizons of wetlands where it is partly oxidised by MOx bacteria. 
 Termites contribute another significant, natural source of methane to the atmosphere. The 
process of methane formation in these animals is similar to that in ruminants. Termites also 
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lack an enzymatic system for the breakdown of polymers, which are their main diet (i.e., 
wood). This type of methane emission is also unregulated. 
Soils are a significant sink of atmospheric methane. However, the regulation of methane 
consumption in soils by aerobic methanotrophs is a poorly understood process. Its magnitude 
may vary with respect to oxygen ventilation, water content and land usage (King, 1992; 
Mosier et al., 1997). Recent finding describe methanotrophs which can utilize atmospheric 
methane and hence must have extremely efficient enzymes (Bull et al., 2000; Henckel et al., 
2000; Holmes et al., 1999) 
70% of the Earth is covered by oceans. Here, anoxic conditions prevail in deeper sediment 
strata providing good conditions for microbial methanogenesis. Indeed, stable carbon isotope 
ratios confirmed that methane in marine sediments is to a large extend of a microbial origin 
(Claypool and Kvenvolden, 1983). Furthermore, the majority of gas hydrate, the largest 
methane reservoir on earth, is located in the marine environment (Kvenvolden, 1988). 
Calculations of reservoir sizes are highly speculative, however, estimates of gas hydrate 
deposits range between 500 and 24000 Gt carbon, which strongly exceed the reservoir size of 
conventional gas deposits (140 Gt; Falkowski et al., 2000). It is thus surprising that the marine 
methane production and the emission to the atmosphere appear to be comparably small (Fig. 
8a, b). There are three major reasons for this phenomenon: (1) the sequestration of methane in 
the seabed, (2) localised maxima of organic matter fluxes and (3) most important, the high 
capacity for AOM in marine systems.  
(1) An oversaturation of methane reaching PT conditions of hydrate stability lead to gas 
hydrate formation. The majority of gas hydrates within the hydrate stability zone is 
relatively “safely” locked within the sediments and will remain there unless temperature 
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and pressure conditions will change (Judd et al., 2002). Submarine earthquakes and local 
gas hydrate dissociation can trigger sub marine landslides which can lead to a subsequent, 
large-scale release of seabed gas hydrates into the water column and consequently to the 
dissociation of the upward floating hydrates. This scenario, also known as the “clathrate 
smoking gun” hypothesis, might have altered Earth climate 55 million years ago leading 
to a rise of atmospheric temperatures which allowed modern mammals to propagate 
globally (Kennett et al., 2000; Kerr, 1999). 
(2) The bulk of methane is produced in continental shelf areas which comprise only ~3.5% of 
the total area covered by the oceans (Reeburgh, 1996). High rates of primary production 
in the largely euphotic water column of the shelf seas is fostered by nutrient inputs from 
rivers, upwelling and a fast recycling of organic matter in the seabed that releases 
nutrients back into the water column (Fig. 9a; Lohrenz et. al, 1997; Graf et al., 1992; Graf 
et al., 1983; Field et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 1999). In contrast, only 1-5% of surface 
primary production reaches the sea floor of the abyssal and bathyal ocean as a result of 
biodegradation of detritus particles during sedimentation. 
(3) The bulk of methane oxidation in marine sediments is mediated anaerobically consuming 
>80% of uprising methane in the sediments (Reeburgh, 1996). The high capacity for 
AOM in the oceans is supported by the high availability of the electron acceptor sulphate 
exceeding oxygen concentrations by 100-fold in sea water. This makes sulphate an ample 
electron acceptor in marine sediments. In contrast, the penetration depth of oxygen into 
the sediment is very limited as a result of oxygen consuming process other than MOx. 
One may assume that AOM rates in the sediment reflect the flux of organic matter, 
however, according to the limited amount of currently available data, this link appears to 
be relatively weak (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002). Hinrichs and Boetius (2002) extrapolated
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Figure 9. (a) Average, aquatic Chlorophyll a concentrations (Oct. 1997 – Apr. 2002, image by 
SeaWiFS, NASA . (b) Global distribution of methane seepages (after Judd, 2003). Note that 
hydrothermal vents on the oceanic ridges are not included in panel b. 
      from literature data that ocean margin sediments characterised by diffusive methane 
fluxes, support AOM in the order of 300 Tg yr-1. This is nearly four times higher than the 
previous estimate by Reeburgh (1996). In seepage areas, predominantly found at the 
continental margins (Fig. 9b), the rates of AOM can be more than one order of magnitude 
higher compared to non-seep sediments. Consequently, the global methane production in 
the ocean is probably strongly underestimated as well (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002). 
Furthermore, knowledge on the number of methane seeps, magnitudes of AOM activity, 
identities of methanotrophic organisms and processes that control methane seepage is 
limited. Hence, further studies filling these gaps are important to understand the role and 
fate of methane in the ocean. 
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3. METHANE-RICH HABITATS 
Various types of methane-rich sedimentary habitats were discovered in marine environments. 
These habitats might be fuelled with microbial methane from in situ methanogenesis or with 
fossil methane from deeper reservoirs. Nothing is known on sediments hosting abiogenic 
methane. In general, methane-rich habitats can be ranked according to the amount of methane 
transported into near-surface sediment horizons and/or methane discharge into the 
hydrosphere. Among the most active systems are the so-called cold seeps, which can be 
defined as an environment where gas and/or fluids are transported by advective processes 
from ocean sediments into the hydrosphere, often in the form of ebullition of free gas. Apart 
from their potential role in the global methane cycle, these systems are spectacular oases of 
life formed by chemosynthetic communities. Similar to the hot vents, various cold seep 
environments were found to support enormous amounts of microbial and invertebrate biomass 
either directly fuelled by methane or indirectly by the AOM end product sulphide (Boetius 
and Suess, 2004 and references therein). Furthermore, cold seeps are often associated with 
authigenic carbonates forming crusts, chimneys or reef-like structures (Hovland and Judd, 
1988). Besides the cold seeps, a variety of less active and less spectacular but with respect to 
the global budget more important methane-rich sediments are wide spread on the continental 
shelf (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002; Judd et al., 2002).
With an emphasis to the habitats studied in this thesis, the following section (3.1.) describes 
common properties of methane-rich habitats in the marine environment. The differentiation 
between methane-rich geo-bio-systems is based on more or less long-lived features such as 
size, shape and venting activity. Hence, some definitions overlap.  At the end of this section 
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(3.2), an overview of analytical tools for the determination of microbial key players and 
metabolic turnover rates of methane is provided. 
3.1 Habitats 
Mud volcanoes – These structures were previously identified as an important escape pathway 
of methane and higher hydrocarbons and were reported from terrestrial and oceanic settings 
(Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Judd et al., 2002; Kopf et al., 2001). Mud volcanism is 
caused by various geological processes such as tectonic accretion and faulting, rapid burial of 
sediments, slope failures or fluid emissions from mineral dehydration. These processes can 
lead to an abnormally high pore fluid pressure and the extrusion of mud and fluids through a 
central conduit to the sea floor which is often accompanied by the expulsion of methane and 
higher hydrocarbons (Charlou et al., 2003; Kopf, 2002; Milkov, 2000; Somoza et al., 2003). 
Methane from mud volcanoes can be of thermogenic and/or microbial origin, depending on 
the oceanographic and tectonic setting. The shape of these structures is diverse, ranging from 
amorphous mud pies to conical structures from a few meters to kilometres in size. While there 
is a reliable number of ~900 known terrestrial mud volcanoes, estimates for deep water mud 
volcanoes, mainly situated along the continental margins, range between 800 and 100000 
(Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Milkov, 2000; Milkov et al., 2003). This makes budget 
calculations very preliminary. However, global estimates suggest that terrestrial and shallow 
water mud volcanoes contribute between 2.2 and 6.0 Tg yr-1 of methane to the atmosphere and 
that 27 Tg yr-1 of methane may escape from deep water mud volcanoes (Dimitrov, 2003; 
Milkov et al., 2003). Mud volcanism is therefore a key process in the global methane cycle. 
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Mud volcanoes may erupt violently in regular or irregular time intervals or emit mud, fluid 
and gases continuously. Three types of mud volcanoes are distinguished (Dimitrov, 2003 and 
references therein): 
(1) Lokbatan-type: This type of mud volcanisms was named after the Lokbatan mud 
volcano, Azerbaijan. Lokbatan type mud volcanoes are characterised by violent 
outbreaks and long phases of dormancy.  
(2) Chikishlyar-type: Calm, relatively weak and continuous venting of gas, water and mud 
are typical for this type of mud volcano. 
(3) Shugin-type: This type of mud volcanism is transitional between the other types, 
characterised by long periods of weak activity interrupted by eruptive events. 
Dimitrov (2003) suggests that this type of mud volcanism is the most common. 
Mud volcanoes can become inactive when the source of gas expansion and fluid flow stops 
(Planke et al., 2003). Most oceanic mud volcanoes were discovered and investigated in the 
last decade, when the appropriate high-resolution geophysical tools and submersibles became 
available to science. In many cases it is therefore unknown what activity-type a particular 
mud volcano may represent as eruptive events could be separated by extremely long periods 
(>100 yr) of dormancy. 
Mud volcanoes were found to support a wide range of seep-related biomass. Authigenic 
carbonates and other seepage features maybe present or absent, depending on the history and 
activity of the mud volcano. The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano, which is the focus of the 
chapters 2 to 4 of this thesis, might be a comparably active Chikishlyar- or Shugin-type, 
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whereas those mud volcanoes studied in the Gulf of Cadiz (chapter 5) appear to be either 
weak Chikishlyar- or Lokbatan-types.
Gas seeps – Gas seep systems are generally characterized by high rates of AOM and 
associated biomass (Boetius et al., 2000; Boetius and Suess, 2004; Elvert et al., 1999; Joye et 
al., 2004; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003). Gas seeps are 
associated with gas leakages from ancient gas reservoirs, gas hydrate dissociation and gas 
escape from shallow gas accumulations. Gas seepage may co-occur with fluid seepage. Gas 
seeps provide a permanently high supply of methane to surface sediment and methane is 
discharged via gas ebullition into the hydrosphere. Prominent examples of hydrate driven gas 
seeps are Hydrate Ridge, Oregon (Boetius and Suess, 2004; Suess et al., 1999) and cold seeps 
in the Gulf of Mexico (Joye et al., 2004). High amounts of seep related biota and carbonates 
were reported from these systems (Sibuet and Olu, 1998). The gas seep studied in this work 
(Tommeliten, North Sea, chapter 6) is fed by thermogenic methane escaping from a deep 
reservoir through a central conduit. The Tommeliten seep area also comprises small 
pockmark-like depressions of a few meters in size which were probably formed due to gas 
escape (Hovland and Judd, 1988).
Pockmarks - Pockmarks are an ubiquitous phenomenon which have been reported from 
various oceanographic and geological settings and can be formed by multiple processes 
(Hovland and Judd, 1988; Judd, 2003; Whiticar and Werner, 1981; Zuhlsdorff and Spiess, 
2004). These may or may not be associated to recent gas venting. 
(1) One type of pockmarks forms when gases and/or fluids are trapped in shallow 
reservoirs below impermeable sediments. Here, increasing pressure leads to a dome-
like swelling of subsurface- and subsequently of surface sediments. Once an escape 
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path to the sea floor is established, the pressure drop results in an outburst of gas/fluids 
and mobilised sediments (Judd et al., 1994; Woolsey et al., 1975). After the initial 
outburst, these pockmarks may either become inactive if the sub surface reservoir of 
gas/fluid is depleted or undergo cycles of activity that are interrupted by phases of 
dormancy where the shallow reservoir is recharged and no or little seepage occurs 
(Çifçi et al., 2003; Hovland and Judd, 1988). This type of pockmarks is therefore 
similar to mud volcanoes as described above with the exception that pockmarks do not 
emit large amounts of solid matter (mud) over longer time scales.  
(2) A second process of pockmark formation is suggested to occur when sub-surface gas 
hydrates destabilise. This mode of formation might have been common on continental 
shelves covered by seabed ice during the last glacial maximum. Melting of this ice 
would have caused a catastrophic release of potential sub-surface gas hydrate (Judd et 
al., 2002).
(3) Pockmarks may also be formed by processes which are not related to gas emissions 
but to focused fluid flow leading to failures in the sediments and thus to the observed 
pockmark structure. This type of pockmark was for instance found in Eckernförde Bay 
(Whiticar, 2002).  
Similar to mud volcanoes, the contribution to atmospheric methane from pockmarks is 
difficult to estimate. With respect to vent activity, pockmarks may be encrusted with 
authigenic carbonates and support seep related biomass.  
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Hydrothermal vents - Along the mid-ocean spreading zones, the interaction between hot 
basaltic material and cold seawater drives hydrothermal flow. Reduced chemical compounds 
are formed by rock-water interactions and ions dissolve in the heated seawater. Once the 
water is ejected and mixed with the cold surrounding seawater, the solutes precipitate and 
form large chimneys (e.g., black smokers). These systems support enormous amounts of 
biomass based on free-living and endosymbiotic, thiotrophic bacteria which utilise sulphur 
compounds that are expelled (Canganella, 2001; Corliss et al., 1979). Not much is known on 
the occurrence of AOM in hydrothermal systems, but some evidence points to the existence 
of thermophilic ANME groups (Kelley et al., 2005; Teske et al., 2002).  
Permanently anoxic waters – The lower part of the Black Sea is the most prominent anoxic, 
marine water body covering numerous mud volcanoes, pockmarks, gas seepage, gassy 
sediments and diffusive systems. Here, the anoxic conditions allow AOM communities to 
form reef structures purely consisting of microbial biomass and methane related carbonates 
(Michaelis et al., 2002; Pimenov et al., 1997). Furthermore, biomarker evidence suggest that 
AOM also occurs within the euxenic water column (Schouten et al., 2001). 
Gassy coastal sediments – In situ methanogenesis is usually the source of methane in these 
systems. High production rates lead to supersaturation and consequently to the formation of 
methane gas bubbles (Martens et al., 1986; Whiticar, 2002). The sulphate methane transition 
zone (SMT) is usually found within the upper few metres of the sediment, however, 
occurrences of gas ebullition from these sediments were also reported (Garcia-Gil et al., 
2002). Gassy sediments are likely to occur in estuaries, rias (drowned valleys) and bays 
characterised by high deposition rates of organic matter. 
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Diffusive systems – Molecular diffusion is the sole transport mechanism in these sediments 
whereas advective processes accelerating fluids and gas transport are absent (Judd et al., 
2002). Similar to gassy sediments, microbial in situ production is commonly the source of 
methane which is then consumed by AOM in overlying, sulphate rich sediment horizons 
(Hensen et al., 2003; Iversen and Jørgensen, 1985; Niewöhner et al., 1998). As a general rule, 
the SMT is located some meters below sea floor. Consequently, methane does not escape to 
the hydrosphere. Although gassy sediments and diffusive systems are characterised by 
comparably low methane production and consumption rates, their areal extension make them 
highly important with respect to the global methane budget (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002). 
3.2 Detection of methanotrophic organisms and assessment of metabolic rates
 3.2.1 Lipid biomarker 
As described in section 2.2, MOx is mediated by methanotrophic bacteria, and AOM by 
archaea in consortium with SRB. The analyses of lipid membrane structures is a useful 
criteria for differentiating archaea from bacteria (or eukaryotes) and to determine the 
community structure of microbial assemblages as well as to link these to dominant 
biogeochemical processes (Boschker et al., 1998; Madigan et al., 2000). In general, bacterial 
membranes consist of phospholipid bilayers built from fatty acids which are bound via an 
ester bond to the glycerol backbone  (Fig. 10).  The fatty acids may contain double bonds, 
methyl branching or C3 ring structures. Higher organisms (eukaryotes) also synthesise fatty 
acids,  however,  the  suite  of  fatty  acids commonly found  in eukaryotes differs from  those  
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Figure 10. Chemical bonds and lipid structures in the phospholipid bilayers of bacteria, 
eukarya and archaea. X denotes a hydroxyl group or a hydrogen atom, respectively (modified 
after Elvert, 1999).
 found in bacteria. In contrast, archaeal membranes comprise branched isoprenoidal alcohols, 
which are ether-linked to the glycerol backbone. Besides the diethers shown in figure 10, 
archaea may also contain glycerol tetraethers forming a membrane monolayer instead of a 
bilayer (De Rosa and Gambacorta, 1988; Koga et al., 1993). The presence of specific lipid 
compounds as well as their relative abundance thus indicates particular groups of archaea or 
bacteria. Furthermore, methane consuming microorganisms discriminate against the heavy 
isotope 13C leading to a significant 13C-depletion of their lipid biomass compared to the 
source methane (Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Jahnke et al., 1999). The presence 
of isotopically depleted crocetane, a tail-to-tail inked isoprenoidal hydrocarbon, in subsurface 
sediments of the Kattegat provided the first evidence for the archaeal identity of AOM 
communities (Bian, 1994; Bian et al., 2001). Further evidence for the involvement of archaea 
belonging to the Methanosarcinales was provided by findings of such isotopically depleted 
isoprenoidal hydrocarbons (crocetane and pentamethylicosane) and di-ethers (archaeol and 
sn2-hydroxyarchaeol) in sediments of cold seeps in the NW Pacific (Elvert et al., 1999; 
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Hinrichs et al., 1999). Similarly, ?13C-depleted fatty acids with 16 or 18 carbon atoms and 
double bonds at the ?-8 position (C16:1?8, C18:1?8, respectively) are a diagnostic marker for 
MOx-bacteria (Hanson and Hanson, 1996).
16S rDNA - A second way to detect methanotrophic communities is the analysis of 16S rDNA 
sequences. This method dates back on the pioneer work of Woese and Fox (1977) on 
ribosomal DNA as an appropriate molecular marker for phylogenetic relationships. It takes 
advantage of the very low mutation rate of the genes encoding the nucleotide sequence of the 
ribosomes. Furthermore, it is thought that lateral gene transfer does not affect these genes. 
Hence, the nucleotide sequences encoding these genes slowly change with time and the 
degree of similarity constantly increases at lower taxonomical levels. The rapidly increasing 
size of the global nucleotide data bases (e.g. Entrez Nucleotides database, 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), that contains roughly 40 billion bases (status 2004), and 
developments of software tools for phylogentic tree calculations (e.g., ARB, Ludwig et al., 
2004) allow to match unknown environmental sequences against sequences of cultured and 
uncultured relatives for taxonomical identification. Using this method, the current phylogentic 
classification of methanotrophic bacteria and archaea as well as sulphate reducing bacteria 
that are putatively involved in AOM has been established (e.g., Hanson and Hanson, 1996; 
Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005; Orphan et al., 2001).
FISH - Direct visualisation and quantification of microbes in environmental samples became 
possible by means of fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH; Amann et al., 1990). Similar to 
16S rDNA analysis, this method takes advantage of the conserved structure of ribosomes. 
Here, a fluorescence dye is conjugated to a short oligonucleotide sequence (probe) 
complementary designed to unique regions of the ribosomal RNA. Consequently, intact cells 
carrying fluorescently labelled probes, positively bound by base pairing to the ribosomes, 
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light up at specific wavelengths and can be quantified by fluorescence microscopy. With this 
method, spherical ANME-2/DSS consortia from Hydrate Ridge were the first AOM 
communities that could be visualised (Boetius et al., 2000). Subsequent discoveries found 
ANME-2 and/or ANME-1 in consortium with SRB at many cold seep systems (Michaelis et 
al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2002; Treude, 2003). 
AOM and SR rates – Anaerobic oxidation of methane coupled to sulphate reduction is the key 
process consuming methane in the world oceans (see section 2.3). Estimates for AOM and SR 
rates can be gained by measuring metabolic activities directly after sediment retrieval (ex situ)
under simulated in situ conditions (usually temperature). This technique is based on the work 
of Iversen and Jørgensen (1985). Here, sediment is incubated with trace amounts of 14CH4 and 
35SO42-, which is metabolised with almost the same velocity as the non-radioactive substrate. 
The concentrations of methane and sulphate as well as the ratios of the radioactive products 
relative to the radioactive reactants determine the magnitude of the ex situ rates. This 
technique revealed that a substantial fraction of uprising methane is consumed within the 
sediment and that the metabolic activity of AOM communities can be very high (>4 mol m2
yr-1) at cold seep systems (Boetius et al., 2000; Joye et al., 2004; Nauhaus et al., 2002; Treude 
et al., 2003). Aerobic oxidation of methane can be measured with the same technique. Besides 
this technique, concentration gradients of methane and sulphate dissolved in porewater can be 
used as a proxy for rates of AOM and SR. This method is limited to diffusive systems without 
further model fits. According to Fick’s first law of diffusion, the fluxes can be calculated by 
determining the concentration gradients and the diffusion coefficients of methane and 
sulphate. This approach has been used successfully to infer AOM rates at non-seep 
environments (Hensen et al., 2003; Niewöhner et al., 1998) where rates are often at the 
detection limit of tracer-incubation techniques (i.e., <55 mmol m-2 yr-1 on average)
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4. OBJECTIVES OF THIS PHD THESIS
In this thesis I used a combination of different analytical tools to acquire an understanding of 
the spatial distribution of methane turnover and the responsible microorganisms in different 
geo-bio-systems. Several systems with various degrees of activity in methane turnover were 
explored during this thesis. These systems were barely known with respect to biogeochemical 
and microbiological processes. The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano has been discovered during 
geophysical surveys, and the concentric distribution of different biocoenoses has been 
described, but the biogeochemical and microbiological causes for this zonation were not 
known. The Gulf of Cadiz mud volcanoes and the Tommeliten gas seeps have not been 
investigated before in terms of biogeochemistry and microbial ecology. For each habitat 
studied, the following questions were of particular interest:
?? What microbial key players are present? 
?? How abundant are they? 
?? What are the dominant pathways of methane consumption? 
?? What is the magnitude of methane consumption? 
?? What is the relation between lipid signatures, DNA profiles, cell counts and activities? 
?? What are the dominant factors controlling the environment? 
?? Is there a contribution of methane to the hydrosphere? 
The central aim of this thesis was a systematic study of the microbial ecology and 
biogeochemistry of these novel systems. Collaborations with scientists from other scientific 
disciplines allowed comparing biological, biogeochemical and physical data sets and to 
determine the mechanisms controlling vent activity and the distribution of seep related biota. 
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In combination with biogeochemical data, direct sea floor observations, facilitated by sledge 
cameras or remotely operated vehicles (ROV), allowed to estimate if methane escapes to the 
hydrosphere.
5. CHAPTERS AND PUBLICATIONS OUTLINE 
This work includes the first version of five manuscripts (chapters 2-6). All manuscripts will 
be submitted within the next months, depending on the comments by the co-authors. The final 
discussion is a synthesis of the work presented in the articles (chapters 2-6), which appear in 
the order as described in the following. All articles were written by myself, with the exception 
of the manuscript presented in chapter 2 which was jointly written with Antje Boetius.  Both 
Antje Boetius and Marcus Elvert advised me in the writing process of each article. 
Chapter 2. Microbial colonization of a submarine mud volcano: how subsurface fluid 
flow structures methanotrophic communities 
(to be submitted to Nature) 
Helge Niemann, Tina Lösekann, Dirk de Beer, Marcus Elvert, Katrin Knittel, Rudolph I. 
Amann, Eberhard Sauter, Michael Schlüter, Michael Klages, Jean P. Foucher, Antje Boetius
Geological features such as turbidity flows, slope failures and mud volcanoes are known to 
deposit large amounts of sub-surface mud to the sea floor. These newly formed habitats are 
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colonised by microbial communities shaping the benthic environment. This article describes a 
multidisciplinary approach to study the identities and environmental factors determining the 
development and selection of microbial communities in such newly created habitats at the 
arctic Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV, 72° N, 14°.44’ E, 1250 m water depth). HMMV 
was visited twice during joint international research cruises with R/V Atalante and R/V 
Polarstern. Most of the sampling was facilitated with ROV Victor 6000. A combination of 
lipid biomarker, 16S rDNA and FISH analyses identified multiple groups of methanotrophs 
and provided evidence that the high methane flow at HMMV supports all known 
methanotrophic guilds, i.e. MOx bacteria (type I methanotroph, Methylococcus sp.), a novel 
AOM community (ANME-III / Desulfobulbus sp. aggregate) and symbiotic MOx bacteria 
(associated with the pogonophoran worm Oligobrachia haakonmosbiensis). The 
methanotrophic communities were respectively found to prevail in distinct, concentrically 
arranged habitats. Decisive factors determining about the success of the methanotrophic 
guilds were identified as a combination of pore water flow, bio ventilation and growth rate.  
Field work organisation and sampling for lipid biomarker, 16S rDNA FISH  analysis as well 
as for methane, sulphate, porosity AOM and SR rate measurements were performed by 
myself. Parts of the sulphate data were acquired by Eberhard Sauter and Michael Schlüter. 
Dirk deBeer performed microsensor measurements. Lipid biomarker analysis was 
accomplished by myself. Methane, sulphate, AOM and SR rate measurements were 
accomplished by myself with help by project technicians of Antje Boetius. Tina Lösekann 
carried out FISH and DNA analysis.
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Chapter 3. Lipid signatures and distribution of methanotrophic microbial communities 
at Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano, Barents Sea 
(to be submitted to Geobiology) 
Helge Niemann, Marcus Elvert, Tina Lösekann, Jakob Jakob, Thierry Nadalig, Antje Boetius 
This study provides a detailed analysis of lipid biomarkers in sediments of HMMV. The lipid 
analysis shown here provides evidence that methane oxidation is the base of the food web at 
HMMV. Diagnostic molecules of the newly discovered ANME-3 / Desulfobulbus sp.
community and the type I methanotroph are presented. Furthermore, a phylogentic tree of the 
ANME-3 archaea and a correlation between concentrations of specific lipids and aggregate 
counts is provided.
Sampling for lipid, 16S rDNA and FISH analysis were accomplished by Antje Boetius, Tina 
Lösekann, Thierry Nadalig and myself. Lipid analysis was carried out by myself under the 
supervision of Marcus Elvert. During that time I instructed Jakob Jakob for a lab rotation 
analysing a fraction of the biomarker samples. Tina Lösekann performed DNA analysis 
whereas Thierry Nadalig carried out the FISH analysis.
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Chapter 4.  Aerobic and anaerobic oxidation of methane in sediments of Håkon Mosby 
Mud Volcano, Barents Sea 
(to be submitted to Limnology and Oceanography) 
Helge Niemann, Eberhard Sauter, Martin Krüger, Friederike Heinrich, Tina Lösekann, 
Marcus Elvert, Antje Boetius 
This article provides a detailed analysis of methane oxidation and SR rates in sediments of 
HMMV. The predominant modes of methane oxidation, i.e. MOx and AOM, as well as their 
magnitudes are shown and an overview of the variability of methane oxidation and SR within 
this habitat is provided. With the aid of chloride and bromide concentration profiles, fluid 
flow is pointed out as one factor determining the mode of methane oxidation. Moreover, 
physiological parameters of ANME-3 such as temperature optimum, response to substrate 
concentration and the stoichiometry of AOM were analysed. 
Together with Friederike Heinrich, Antje Boetius and myself carried out sediment sampling 
for the in vitro experiments, AOM and SR rate, methane and sulphate concentration and 
porosity measurements. Subsampling for sulphate concentrations as well as sulphate 
concentration measurements were carried out by Eberhard Sauter and myself. Eberhard Sauter 
also acquired the sediment samples for bromide and chloride and measured these 
concentrations. AOM and SR rate, methane and sulphate concentration as well as porosity 
measurements were carried out by myself with help by project technicians of Antje Boetius. 
Friederike Heinrich and Martin Krüger performed the in vitro experiments.  
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Chapter 5. Microbial methane turnover at mud volcanoes of the Gulf of Cadiz 
(to be submitted to Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta) 
Helge Niemann, Joana Duarte, Christian Hensen, Enoma Omoregie, Vito. H. Magalhães, 
Marcus Elvert, Luis Pinheiro, Achim Kopf, Antje Boetius.  
The Gulf of Cadiz (GoC) is an area characterised by numerous mud volcanoes, diapirs and 
pockmarks. However, the activity of mud volcanism as well as the identity of potential 
methane oxidisers is unknown from this region. This article provides an overview of vent 
activity and associated microorganisms of several mud volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz, which 
were sampled during the GAP (Gibraltar Arc Processes) cruise with R/V Sonne. Prior to 
sampling, most mud volcanoes were investigated with a video sledge to identify potential 
locations of increased vent activity. However, these observations could not reveal any sign of 
recent fluid or gas venting. Using a multidisciplinary approach, sediment samples were 
analysed for pore water constituents, AOM and SR rates, lipid biomarker contents and 16S 
rDNA signatures. This revealed a complete reduction of thermogenic methane and associated 
higher hydrocarbons mediated by multiple AOM communities in defined sub-surface 
horizons of the studied mud volcanoes.  
This study was carried out by myself and is part of a Portuguese-German collaboration 
between the University of Aveiro, the University of Bremen and the Max Planck Institute for 
Marine Microbiology. All of the sampling as well as the laboratory analyses were performed 
by myself with the exception of sulphate and sulphide concentration measurements and 
diffusive flux calculations, which were carried out by Christian Hensen. During that time I 
introduced lipid analyses as well as AOM and SR rate measurements to Joana Duarte, who I 
instructed in her master thesis. She analysed parts of the lipids, AOM, SR rate and porosity of 
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the samples. Vito. H. Magalhães and L. Pinheiro provided seismic sections and areal maps. 
Enoma Omoregie performed the 16S rDNA analyses.  
Chapter 6. Methane emission and consumption at a North Sea gas seep  
(Tommeliten area) 
(to be submitted to Biogeosciences) 
H. Niemann, M. Elvert, M. Hovland, B. Orcutt, A. Judd, I. Suck, J. Gutt, S. Joye, E. Damm, 
K. Finster, A. Boetius 
Most studies on methane rich habitats were conducted in highly active seep environments at 
the continental slopes. This article deals with a seep system located in the Tommeliten area, 
central North Sea, at 75 m water depth. During two cruises with R/V Heinke, video imaging 
and hydroacoustic profiling showed recent seepage from small point sources. Similar to 
highly active seeps, the methane at Tommeliten is consumed in a defined sediment horizon 
where methane related, authigenic carbonates were found. The identities of methane oxidising 
communities as well as the community size was analysed by lipid biomarker, 16S rDNA and 
FISH analyses. Slabs of methane related carbonates outcropping the sea floor were found to 
provide a hard substrate, on the sandy seafloor. These carbonates were densely colonised by 
sessile invertebrates showing that methane seepage and related processes effectively shape the 
environment.   
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Sampling and onboard work was organised by Antje Boetius and myself. Lipid biomarker, 
16S rDNA and FISH analysis as well as AOM and SR rate, sulphate and sulphide 
concentration and the in vitro experiment were accomplished by myself. Beth Orcutt 
performed the methane concentration measurements, Inken Suck and Julian Gutt carried out 
video imaging and Jens Wunderlich and Gerd Wendt performed the hydroacoustic 
measurements. 
Chapter 7. Final Discussion and conclusion 
Helge Niemann 
In this chapter, the data acquired during this PhD work are summarised and discussed in a 
global context. Environmental factors determining the magnitude of AOM as well as the hot 
spots of methane oxidation in the environment are presented. An overview on the key 
microbial players as well as diagnostic lipid patterns typifying methanotrophic communities is 
provided as well. Also, the impacts of methane turnover on the adjacent marine environments 
at cold seeps are highlighted. Finally, an outlook on potential future research on methane 
turnover in marine sediments is given. 
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Submarine mud volcanoes are mesoscale seafloor structures caused by episodic eruption 
of gases, fluids and muds from the deep subsurface. If such mud volcanoes remain active 
and continue to emit gas to the ocean, cold seep ecosystems may establish to utilize the 
focused energy source. As a first step, fluid flow impacted sediments are colonized by 
specialized microbial communities utilizing the rising methane or other hydrocarbons. If 
anaerobic methanotrophic communities establish, the sulphide production from their 
anaerobic oxidation of methane with sulphate invites other free-living and symbiotic 
microbial organisms. The methano- and thiotrophic microbial communities represent 
the primary producers in cold seep ecosystems, forming fascinatingly rich ocean 
biotopes. To analyse which factors determine colonisation patterns of chemosynthetic 
primary producers at cold seeps, we investigated the methane-seeping Håkon Mosby 
mud volcano (Barents Sea) with high-resolution in situ methods. We found a distinct 
spatial zonation of several novel clades of free-living and symbiotic aerobic and 
anaerobic methanotrophs. The main selection mechanism determining vertical and 
horizontal distribution and dominance of different methanotrophic communities were 
fluid flow rates controlling access to electron acceptors for methane oxidation. The 
winner in the competition for deep energy delivered via rising fluids appeared to be 
symbiotic pogonophoran tube worms, which are optimally adapted to exploit the 
gradient between electron donor and acceptor. 
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Just as hydrothermal vents, cold seep ecosystems represent highly productive islands of 
chemoautotrophic life on the vast ocean floor. Both types of chemosynthetic ecosystems were 
discovered at the end of the 70ies and have ever since fascinated scientists and the public 
alike for their diverse accumulation of alien symbiotic and extremophilic organisms 
(Kennicutt et al., 1985; Spiess et al., 1980; Suess et al., 1985). Despite the substantial 
biogeographical variation, key morphologies of hot vents and cold seeps include dense 
colonies of microbial mats, tubeworms, bivalves, as well as a variety of mineral and metal 
precipitates sometimes forming large and distinct structures on the seafloor. Another typical 
characteristic of these ecosystems is their composition of highly fractured and variable 
microenvironments in space and time, which makes their quantitative investigation extremely 
difficult (Boetius and Suess, 2004). It is generally assumed that the main habitat-structuring 
factor for chemosynthetic microbes and microbe-invertebrate symbioses is the access to 
electron donors (methane, sulphide, reduced iron, hydrogen) and electron acceptors (oxygen, 
nitrate, iron, sulphate). Unfortunately, relating temporal and spatial patterns in fluxes of these 
compounds to the community structure at vents and seeps is still very difficult because of the 
lack of in situ measurements and long term observation. Ex situ measurements generally 
suffer from many uncertainties and artefacts, because retrieved samples are cut off from fluid 
and gas flow, and because subsequent depressurisation and temperature change during sample 
recovery kills or impacts most fauna. Here we report for the first time in situ biogeochemical 
analyses of element fluxes in relationship to community patterns at a deep water cold seep 
system, the highly active arctic Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) on the Barents Sea 
margin (72°N, 14°44’E; 1250 m water depth). This cold seep is known for its highly gas 
charged sediments and distinct habitat zonation (Milkov et al., 2004). The HMMV is a 
circular structure of 1 km diameter and <10 m elevation above bottom (Hjelstuen et al., 1999; 
Vogt et al., 1997a; Vogt et al., 1991)  (Fig. 1).  It is fuelled by a deep gas reservoir (-3 km bsf)  
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expelling fluids, gases and muds to the ocean floor (Fig. 2-1). The fluid upwelling can be 
detected as rather steep temperature anomaly reaching >20°C at 10 meter sediment depth 
below the ice-cold bottom waters (-1°C) (Damm and Budeus, 2003; Ginsburg et al., 1999). At 
single spots in the centre of the mud volcano, the warm fluids reached the seafloor. 
Furthermore, in the Northern part of the centre emission of free and frozen gas from holes in 
the seafloor were observed visually, forming a large gas flare above the HMMV (Fig. 2-
2)(Damm and Budeus, 2003; Klages et al., 2004; Sauter et al., submitted). A transition from 
very recent mud-flows to stabilized sediment deposits can be identified visually along radial 
transects across the circular structure. The apparently barren centre (Fig. 2-3) is enclosed by 
thiotrophic bacterial mats (Fig. 2-4, -5) followed by large fields of pogonophoran tubeworm 
Figure 1. The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano. The left panel is a PARASOUND sediment 
echosounder image of a transect through the mud volcano. It displays a 2.5 km long profile 
crossing the Mud Volcano from south to north. In the centre, almost no signal penetration is 
due to the high gas content of the sediments leading to a blanking of the signal. North and 
south of the central part, the signal penetration rises to around 30 m and a stack of 
sedimentary layers is displayed which is partially formed by sediments emerging as mud 
flows from the volcano. The right panel is a high resolution bathymetric map of the HMMV 
showing all sampling stations during the POLARSTERN expedition ARK XIX3b with ROV 
VICTOR 6000 (Reson SeaBat 8125 and EM2000 with Posidonia positioning). The IFREMER 
software CARAIBES was used to process the microbathymetry data acquired by the 
multibeam echosounder mounted on ROV VICTOR.
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colonies (Fig. 2-6). The morphology and geology of the HMMV and the composition of its 
benthic communities were described in detail recently (Milkov et al., 1999; Milkov et al., 
2004; Pimenov et al., 1999; Shilov et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997a; Vogt et al., 1997b).  
Observation and sampling took place during two cruises with R/V Atalante/ROV VICTOR 
6000 (2001) and R/V Polarstern/ROV VICTOR 6000 (2003) as part of a French/German 
research initiative (Klages et al., 2002; Klages et al., 2004). Subsurface and surface sediments 
were collected with gravity corers and ROV pushcores, respectively, along a radial transect 
from the centre to the east of the mud volcano (Fig. 1). In situ microsensor profiles of 
temperature, oxygen, pH and sulphide were obtained at the same sites via positioning of the 
instruments with the ROV (Fig. 3). 
The central area of the HMMV showed signs of recent mud depositions and gas eruptions like 
chaotic sediment mounds, furrows, trenches and holes. The most recent mud flow is directed 
down-slope, towards the South-East. Gravity core samples of the upper 4 m of centre mud 
consisted of uniformly mixed, greyish highly gassy clays. These contained very low amounts 
of lipid biomarker (< 0.1 micro gram per gram dry weight, µg g-dw-1) and extremely low cell 
numbers (<107 cells cm-3) typical for deep biosphere sediments from >100 m sediment depth 
according to the global correlation established by Parkes et al. (2000). Archaeal 16S rDNA 
clone sequences indicate a dominance of Crenarchaeota (67 of 67 clones) which were 
previously detected in deep biosphere sediments(Knittel et al., 2005). No euryarchaeotal or  
?-proteobacterial (sulphate reducer) sequences were retrieved from the central muds, and rates 
of anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) and sulphate reduction (SR) were at detection 
limit. Sediments from the surface of the seafloor were retrieved by push coring with the ROV 
and were dominated by sequences of aerobic methanotrophic bacteria. Fluorescence in situ
hybridisation  (FISH)  of  these  samples  revealed  that  a  population of  Methylobacter sp., a
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the different microbial habitats at HMMV. (1) Subsurface 
muds rising from a deep reservoir; (2) Gas and fluid channels in the northern region of the 
volcano where free methane gas immediately forms gas hydrate flakes in the water column. 
The squares (3-7) show underwater-photographies of the seafloor on the top panel, idealized 
concentration gradients of oxygen and sulphide on the left panel and the dominating microbial 
organisms on the right panel. (3) Central sediments colonised by aerobic methanotrophic 
bacteria (type I affiliated to Methylobacter sp.); (4) Patches of reduced sediments covered by 
a grey biofilm harbouring diverse methano- and thiotrophic communities; (5) Beggiatoa mats 
covering sediments dominated by an ANME-3/DBB population; (6) Colonies of 
Pogonophora tubeworms harbouring symbiotic MOx bacteria, above a subsurface AOM 
horizon >60 cm bsf; (7) a reference station at the flank of the volcano (1270 m water depth).
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type I methanotroph, accounted for 46% of all DAPI stained cells in the top 5 mm (26*108
cells cm-3, Fig. 3a3). The second most abundant bacterial group populating the surface of the 
centre is affiliated with methylotrophic Methylophaga species. Accordingly, 13C-depleted FA 
were the most abundant biomarker fraction with a dominance of the type I methanotroph 
specific FA C16:1?8c in the top surface cm (Fig. 2a4). Aerobic oxidation of methane (MOx) 
measured ex situ (at ca 1.5 mM methane concentration) was 0.1 µmol cm-3 d-1 (Fig. 3a2), i.e. 
0.9 mol m-2 yr-1. The diffusive O2 influx in this area was 3.8 mol m-2 yr-1 as calculated from in
situ microsensor profiles (Fig. 3a1) (de Beer et al., submitted). The microsensor profiles 
showed a depletion of oxygen within the first few millimetres of the gassy centre muds.  The 
limited penetration of oxygen explains why MOx as well as the methane-oxidizing bacteria 
are restricted to the top surface sediment. In situ oxygen penetration at a nearby reference site 
outside of the mud volcano (Fig. 2-7, 50 km East of the centre) was >3 cm, indicating that 
processes connected to fluid flow are responsible for oxygen limitation. First, methane 
consumption reduces oxygen rapidly. Secondly, the relatively high velocity of upward flow of 
oxygen-free fluids hinder oxygen diffusion from the bottom water into the sediments (de Beer 
et al., submitted). The difference between in- and ex situ O2 profiles at the same sampling site 
indicate a flow velocity of  approximately 0.4 µm s-1, equivalent to 13 m yr-1 which is among 
the high end of fluid flow velocities measured in cold seep settings (Wallmann et al., 1997). 
At this flow velocity, neither oxygen, nor other electron acceptors such as nitrate and sulphate 
(Fig. 3a2) can penetrate into the sediment via diffusion according to an integrated local mass 
balance.
The chemistry of the porewater in the centre indicates a depletion of sulphate (<0.5 mM) in 
the rising fluids as well as an anomaly in the chloride concentration (415 mM at 18 cm 
sediment  depth  compared  to  the  seawater  concentration of 610 mM).  The lack of sulphate  
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of oxygen, sulphide and temperature (a1-c1); sulphate, ex situ
methane and sulphate turnover (a2-c2), bacteria and aggregate counts (a3-c3) and selected 
lipid biomarker (a4-c4) from the centre (a), Beggiatoa-covered sediments (b) and the 
Pogonophora field (c). Oxygen, sulphide and temperature were measured in situ with 
microsensors mounted on a deep-sea profiling unit. AOM, SR, sulphate, cell and aggregate 
counts as well as lipid biomarker contents were determined ex situ from sediments recovered 
by ROV push coring. 
throughout the upper 4 m of sediment in the centre explains the absence of anaerobic 
methanotrophs despite the high methane availability. No sulphide production from the 
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) with sulphate was measured in the centre (Fig. 3a1) 
and only minor amounts of 13C-depleted archaeal lipids (Fig. 3a4) were found in the centre 
muds. Using specific FISH probes for Archaea and Bacteria as well as for anaerobic 
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methanotrophs (AMNE) (Knittel et al., 2005), we did not find any positive signals of ANME-
related archaea or archaeal-bacterial consortia in the centre muds  (0-25 cm sediment depth).  
Close to gas ebullition sites (Fig. 2-2) and in the transition from the inner center to the 
periphery of the mud flows (Fig. 2-3), circular patches of reduced, gassy sediments of 10-100 
cm diameter were found, covered by a greyish-whitish biofilm (Fig 2-4,). In situ microsensor 
profiles showed a sulphide production zone below 2 cm sediment depth and an overlap of 
oxygen and sulphide in the surface sediments. Modelling of the ex situ sulphide profiles 
indicated diffusive sulphide fluxes of up to 2.4 mol m-2 yr-1 (data points of in situ profiles 
were too scattered to allow for modelling). AOM rates were rather variable between replicate 
push core samples, ranging from 0,1 to 0,55 µmol cm-3 d-1 (12.4 mol m-2 yr-1 on average) 
accounting for 85% of sulphate reduction. Archaeal lipids typical for ANME communities 
were retrieved reaching concentrations of 1.2 µg cm-3. These were strongly depleted in 13C
(-99 ‰ for sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, -117‰ for pentamethylicosene with four double bonds 
(PMI:4),  -97‰ for crocetene with two double bonds). Microscopy of FISH-targeted cells 
showed the presence of members of two distinct phylogenetic clusters of ANME, namely 
ANME-2 and a novel phylogenetic group. The greyish-whitish biofilm covering the 
sediments harbour a considerable diversity of giant sulphide oxidizing bacteria, including 
various types of filamentous bacteria and globular giant cells, which morphologically 
resemble Thiomargarita (de Beer et al., submitted). The high rate of AOM-based sulphide 
production within these patches supports the growth of thiotrophic bacterial mats at the 
sediment surface (Fig. 1-4). It remains unknown which geological processes cause the 
formation of these fragmented habitats for AOM communities in the centre of the HMMV. 
Taking the slow growth rate of the AOM populations into account (Girguis et al., 2003; 
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Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005), a relatively stable supply of methane and sulphate 
is available at these sites. 
The most striking transition in microbial habitats occurs from the central mudflows to the 
more stabilized seabed about 250 m away from the geographical centre of HMMV. An area of 
highly sulphidic sediments covered to 40-80 % by white bacterial mats, encloses the mud 
volcano (Fig. 2-5). The white mats consist of a population of filamentous Beggiatoa with a 
cell diameter of 10 µm. In situ microsensor profiles indicate a high sulphide production, 
reaching its maximum directly beneath the seafloor (Fig. 2b1). Total sulphide production was 
calculated from the in situ microsensor profiles with 8 mol m-2 y-1. Integrated AOM and SRR 
rates (Fig. 2b2) were equivalent to 5.5 mol m-2 yr-1of methane consumption and sulphide 
production, respectively, at ca 1.5 mM methane and 5 mM sulphate concentration. The active 
methanotrophic zone in the Beggiatoa covered sediments was restricted to a distinct zone of 
ca. 3 cm below the seafloor. Within this horizon, the high-resolution profiles of sulphide 
concentration (Fig. 3b1) and aggregate counts (Fig. 3b3) showed a distinct peak at 1.5 cm 
sediment depth, coinciding with the maximum in AOM and SR rates (Fig. 3b2) as well as 
archaeal and bacterial lipid concentrations (Fig. 3b4). The concentration of the AOM biomass 
and activity within this narrow zone is likely a consequence of the optimal positioning 
between the maximal upward flux in methane and the maximal downward flux in sulphate, by 
diffusion and possibly also by transport with the gliding Beggiatoa filaments. 16S rDNA, 
FISH, and lipid biomarker analysis revealed that AOM is mediated in this zone by a novel 
cluster of archaea, most closely related to Methanosarcinaceae, but forming a distinct 
phylogenetic branch (ANME-3). Similar sequences were previously retrieved from other cold 
seeps like the Eel River Basin and Hydrate Ridge (Knittel et al., 2005; Orphan et al., 2001). 
However, this is the first finding of a habitat dominated by this phylogenetic group. The 
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average number of ANME-3 aggregates at 1.5 cm was 22*106 aggregates cm-3 (Fig. 3b3). The 
lipid pattern of ANME-3 is dominated by the diethers sn2-hydroxyarchaeol and archaeol 
followed by PMI:5 and PMI:4 all of which are strongly depleted in 13C with values <-98‰ in 
the surface horizon. No PMIs with higher degrees of saturation or crocetane could be detected 
which is in contrast to biomarker patterns of ANME-1 and ANME-2 communities 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Michaelis et al., 2002). 
The ANME-3 population at HMMV forms dense shell-type aggregates with a novel type of 
SRB partner, phylogenetically different from those usually associated with AOM (Fig. 2-5) 
(Knittel et al., 2005). 16S rDNA sequence analyses and FISH with targeted probes showed 
that the SRB partner in the HMMV ANME-3 consortia is closely related to Desulfobulbus sp.
(DBB). Accordingly, the most depleted bacterial FAs (-70‰) found below Beggiatoa mats 
are C16:1?5c and C17:1?6c both of which have been described from isolates of this 
bacterium. The ANME-3/DBB population clearly dominated microbial biomass in the 
sediments around the centre of HMMV. However, similar to the MOx populations dominating 
the centre surface sediments, they were limited in their downward extension in the seafloor, 
despite the high availability of methane. This can be explained with the lack of the AOM 
electron acceptor sulphate in subsurface sediments. Compared to the centre, the penetration of 
sulphate via diffusion from bottom water reaches a few cm deeper, due to the reduced 
velocity of upward fluid flow of ca. 0.1 µm s-1 (4 m yr-1) according to de Beer et al. 
(submitted). The authors used in situ oxygen and sulphide gradients to calculate fluid flow 
and diffusion depth, showing that the maximum availability of sulphate is found between 0-3 
cm sediment depth at this site, matching exactly the peak in AOM and ANME-3 biomass.  
The next major transition in HMMV habitats occurs about 400m from its geographical centre, 
where the sulphide oxidizer mats are completely replaced by dense tubeworm colonies 
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stretching over hundreds of square meters around the HMMV (Fig. 2-6). Gravity cores from 
Pogonophora fields showed the presence of cm-thick layers of gas hydrate below 100 cm 
sediment depth. As a prerequisite for gas hydrate formation in these sediments, this indicates 
the absence of a strong geothermal gradient, i.e. low fluid flow rates. Two Pogonophoran 
species, Oligobrachia haakonmosbiensis and Sclerolinum contortum (Smirnov, 2000)
populate this area of the HMMV with biomasses of ca 2 kg m-2 wet weight. Oligobrachia, an
extremely long, thin tubeworm (ca 60 cm body length, 3 mm diameter) harbours MOx 
bacteria in its trophosome, which provide the worm’s main carbon source as indicated by 
similar ?13C values (-70 ‰) of worm- and bacteria-derived lipids. A comparison of in situ
microsensor profiles in the tubeworm field and a nearby reference site shows that the 
tubeworms actively pump oxygen and sulphate into the sediments (Fig. 2-6, -7; 3c1, 3c2). 
Likely, the presence of oxygen in surface sediments displaces the anaerobic AOM 
communities to deeper anoxic layers. Elevated AOM rates (Fig. 3c2) were found just at the 
base of the worm tubes (-70 cm bsf) and match a subsurface peak of ANME-3 aggregates and 
specific archaeal lipid concentrations (Fig. 3c3-4). Here, sulphate concentrations reach 5 mM 
(Fig. 3c2), whereas both the centre and the Beggiatoa mat habitats are almost sulphate-free at 
these sediment depths. Unfortunately we were not able to measure methane oxidation by the 
tubeworm colonies, as the worms were not retrieved alive. The areal AOM and SR of free-
living methanotrophs was 0.2 mol m-2 yr-1 in the upper 20 cm sediment depth and 7.1 mol m-2
yr-1 including the deep AOM zone. In situ oxygen consumption calculated from microsensor 
profiles (excluding worm respiration) in this zone was estimated with 0.7 mol m-2 yr-1.  In 
comparison, at the reference site, which was not impacted by fluid flow and did not contain 
methane in the top meter of sediments, oxygen consumption driven by marine organic matter 
diagenesis was ca. 0.3 mol m-2 yr-1.
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In conclusion, methane is the main energy source in all different habitat zones of HMMV and 
its availability clearly selects for methanotrophic organisms. Depending on the fluid flow 
velocity and hence access to electron acceptors, populations of free-living aerobic or 
anaerobic methanotrophs  or methanotrophic bacteria-worm symbioses dominated the total 
microbial biomass in the habitat (reaching >60% of total microbial biomass in all zones). At 
the centre of the mud volcano, the high fluid flow rates formed a barrier against the diffusion 
of electron acceptors into the gassy sediments, selecting for aerobic methanotrophs in the top 
surface layer (<5 mm). In this zone of active mud volcanism, the repeated mixing of 
sediments may also favour the faster growing aerobic methanotrophs over the slow growing 
anaerobic methanotrophs (doubling time >>3 month; Nauhaus et al., 2005). Sulphate 
concentrations in seawater are two orders of magnitude higher than oxygen. Nevertheless, the 
replenishment of sulphate via diffusion from the bottom water is a very slow process. The 
vertical expansion of anaerobic methanotrophs in the Beggiatoa covered sediments was 
limited to the top 3-5 cm of surface sediments at the relatively high flow rates still present in 
this area of the HMMV. Regarding vertical (60 cm) and lateral (area of 0.4 km2 compared to 
0.2 km2 in Beggiatoa and centre sediments, respectively) expansion as well as total biomass, 
the symbiotic association of methanotrophs with Pogonophoran tubeworms appears to be the 
winner at HMMV. The advantage of methanotrophic microbe-invertebrate symbioses of cold 
seep ecosystems is the increased access to both electron donor as well as acceptor provided by 
adaptations in the internal circulatory system as well as by motility (bivalves such as Acharax,
Calyptogena and Bathymodiolus) (Cordes et al., 2005; Sahling et al., 2002; Treude et al., 
2003) or body shape (tube worms). This first in situ investigation of an active mud volcano 
shows that the efficiency of the microbial filter against the greenhouse gas methane is 
controlled by fluid flow, which may inhibit the complete breakdown of the gas at high 
velocities, hence exerting a negative feedback mechanism. Quantitative in situ measurements 
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of gas fluxes and fluid flow are necessary to constrain the relevance of greenhouse gas 
emission from these and other fluid-flow impacted geosystems. 
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METHODS
Sulphate Reduction and Methane Oxidation Rates
Microbial rates of methane oxidation and sulphate reduction in sediments were determined ex
situ from the turnover of radio labelled 14CH4 and 35SO42- tracers as described 
previously(Treude et al., 2003). Directly after retrieval, gravity cores were sliced open and 
sediment subsamples were transferred into 6 ml glass tubes, sealed with butyl rubber stoppers 
and transferred to a cold room (2 °C) where 35SO42- and 14CH4 was injected. ROV push cores 
were processed as described previously (Treude et al., 2003). Glass tubes and cores were 
incubated for 24h at in situ temperature before the reaction was stopped by mixing the 
sediment with respectively 20% ZnCl2 and 5% NaOH solution. Separation of radioactive 
species and rate calculations were performed as described previously (Boetius et al., 2000; 
Michaelis et al., 2002; Treude et al., 2003). Aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation was 
distinguished according to the presence or absence of oxygen during the tracer incubations. 
Lipid Analysis 
Lipid biomarker were extracted from frozen sediment samples and Pogonophora sp. tissue by 
successive sonication in solvent mixtures of decreasing polarity and derivated as described 
previously (Elvert et al., 2003; Michaelis et al., 2002) before injection onto a 50 m HP5 fused 
silica capillary column (0.32 mm i.d., 0.17 µm film thickness). Chromatographic conditions 
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for lipid analysis were the same as described previously (Elvert et al., 2003) with slight 
modifications of the temperature gradient for the analysis of the neutral fraction.  Column 
temperature was programmed from 60 to 150 °C at a rate of 10 °C min-1 and then at a rate of 
4 °C min-1 to 310 °C (45 min isothermal). Compounds were identified on a Finnigan Trace 
MS. Stable carbon isotope composition of single compounds were determined with a 
Finnigan Delta Plus isotope mass spectrometer. Reported ?13C-values are corrected for the 
introduction of additional carbon atoms during derivatisation. ?13C-values have an analytical 
error of ?1‰
Fluorescence In Situ Hybridisation
Cells of Methylobacter sp.  and ANME-3/DBB aggregates were quantified by fluorescence in
situ hybridization with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled oligonucleotide probes and 
tyramide signal amplification (CARD-FISH) according to previously described methods 
(Pernthaler et al., 2002). New oligonucleotide probes used in this study were MetI-444 
(Methylobacter sp.; 5’-CCTGCCTGTTTTCCTCCC-3’), probe 660 (Desulfobulbus sp.;
5’-GAATTCCACTTTCCCCTCTG-3’) and ANME3-1249 (ANME-3 archaea;  
5’-TCGGAGTAGGGACCCATT-3’), purchased from biomers.net GmbH, Ulm, Germany. 
Sediments were treated prior to FISH staining as described previously (Boetius et al., 2000; 
Snaidr et al., 1997).
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Sulphate and Sulphide Concentrations 
Sulphate concentrations were determined from 5ml sediment fixed in 50 ml corning vials with 
25 ml zinc acetate solution (20%, w/v). An aliquot of the supernatant was injected into a 
Waters HPLC system (Waters 512 HPLC pump, I.C.-Pak anion-column (Waters; 
WAT007355) 4.6 x 50 mm, Waters 730 conductivity detector). Isophtalic acid (1mM) was 
used as a solvent at a constant flow rate of 1ml min-1. Sulphate concentrations were corrected 
for porosity which was determined according to a previously described method (Treude et al., 
2003). Total sulphide concentrations were determined in situ using microsensors for H2S and 
pH measurements mounted to a free falling lander system or directly deployed by the ROV.  
Microsensor Measurements
Microsensors for Oxygen, H2S and pH were manufactured and used as described previously 
(de Beer et al., 2005). Tip diameters were ca. 20 µm and the response time (t90) <3 sec. The 
temperature sensor (Pt100, UST Umweltsensortechnik GmbH, Thüringen, Germany) had a tip 
diameter of 3 mm and a response time of ca. 5 sec. The sensors were calibrated after 
mounting on a deep sea profiling unit as described previously (Wenzhofer and Glud, 2002). 
Total sulphide concentrations were calculated from H2S and pH. The profiler was pre-
programmed to measure profiles with a spatial resolution of 0.025 cm. The effect of pore 
water upflow on the sulphate concentration profile was estimated from the local mass balance 
v*C=D*dC/dx. Integrated over depth D
v
0x eCC
?
?  where Cx is the sulphate concentration at 
depth x, C0 the surface sulphate concentration, D the diffusion coefficient for sulphate in the 
sediment (Dsed,sulfate= 0.18e-9 m2s-1).
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ABSTRACT
The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) is an active methane seeping mud volcano at 1250 
m water depth on the Norwegian margin of the Barents Sea. Sediment samples from three 
distinct zones of the mud volcano (central crater, grey microbial mats and Beggiatoa fields) 
were investigated for archaeal and bacterial lipid signatures and their associated ?13C-values.
Measurements obtained in 2 cm sections over a vertical profile down to 20 cm sediment depth 
revealed a distinct horizontal and vertical distribution of aerobic and anaerobic 
methanotrophic guilds. In the central area, aerobic methanotrophy (MOx) is the primary 
biomass-generating process. Here, the predominant bacterial fatty acids C16:1?8 and C16:2 with 
?13C values <-80‰ belong to a type I methanotroph. This MOx horizon is restricted to the 
sediment surface. Below, only traces of anaerobic methanotrophs are present, indicated by 
low amounts of the 13C-depleted, archaeal lipids archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol. In 
patches of reduced sediment, covered by greyish, thiotrophic microbial mats at the boundary 
of the centre, a four-fold increase in archaeal lipids specific for anaerobic methanotrophs was 
observed. It was accompanied by a strong depletion in 13C with values down to -118‰, 
giving evidence of active microbial communities, which mediate anaerobic oxidation of 
methane (AOM) in the upper 20 cm of the sediment. Further away from the centre, in the 
zone covered by Beggiatoa mats, anaerobic methanotrophy appeared to be the predominant 
biomass generating process in the surface sediments. Consortia of methanotrophic archaea 
and sulphate reducing bacteria were most abundant down to 4 cm sediment depth as indicated 
by sharp, vertical gradients of archaeal and bacterial lipids with ?13C-values down to -109‰. 
These gradients correlated with a surface peak of 22*106 microbial aggregates cm-3.
Diagnostic, archaeal lipids found in the uppermost sediment horizon were dominated by sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol and pentamethylicosane (PMI) with 5 double bounds followed by archaeol 
and PMI:4. Diagnostic bacterial fatty acids were dominated by C16:1?5 followed by ai-C15:0, i-
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C15:0 and C17:1?6. A combination of molecular techniques (DAPI, FISH, 16S rDNA clone 
libraries) and biomarker fingerprints of 13C-depleted archaeal and bacterial lipids provide 
evidence that the AOM community was dominated by a novel cluster of methanotrophic 
archaea (termed ANME-3) and sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) of the Desulfobulbus cluster. 
HMMV can be considered as a natural laboratory where different types of methanotrophic 
communities are selected by the geological and hydrodynamical structure of the mud volcano. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Methane is an aggressive greenhouse gas with a 21 to 56 fold higher global warming potential 
than carbon dioxide (Manne and Richels, 2001). The atmospheric concentration of methane 
has reached 1740 ppb and is further increasing, most probably contributing to global climate 
change (Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). High amounts of methane are temporarily stored at 
continental margins as free gas, dissolved or as solid clathrate. Increasing research effort has 
therefore been dedicated to elucidate sources and sinks of methane. Actively gas-emitting 
mud volcanoes have been recognized as an important natural source of methane and were 
reported from terrestrial and oceanic settings (Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Judd et al., 
2002; Kopf et al., 2001). Mud volcanism is caused by various geological processes, such as 
tectonic accretion and faulting, rapid burial of sediments, slope failures or fluid emissions 
from mineral dehydration. These processes can lead to an abnormally high pore fluid pressure 
and the extrusion of mud and fluids through a central conduit to the sea floor, which is often 
accompanied by the expulsion of methane and higher hydrocarbons (Charlou et al., 2003; 
Kopf, 2002; Milkov, 2000; Somoza et al., 2003). Methane from mud volcanoes can be of 
thermogenic and/or microbial origin, depending on the oceanographic and tectonic setting. 
The shape of these structures is diverse, ranging from amorphous mud pies to conical 
structures and from a few meters to kilometres in size. While there is a reliable number of 
~900 known terrestrial mud volcanoes, estimates for deep water mud volcanoes, mainly 
situated along the continental margins, range between 800 and 100000 (Dimitrov, 2002; 
Dimitrov, 2003; Milkov, 2000; Milkov et al., 2003). This makes budget calculations very 
preliminary. However, global estimates suggest that terrestrial and shallow water mud 
volcanoes contribute between 2.2 and 6 Tg yr-1 of methane to the atmosphere and that 27 Tg 
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yr-1 of methane may escape from deep water mud volcanoes (Dimitrov, 2003; Milkov et al., 
2003). Mud volcanism is therefore a key process in the global methane cycle. 
At sites of active gas emission, communities of microbial organisms develop that can utilise 
methane as en energy source (Hanson et al., 1993; Sibuet and Olu, 1998). The microbial 
oxidation of methane is a significant sink term in the global methane budget (Reeburgh, 1996; 
Whiticar, 1999). Methane oxidation can be mediated aerobically by bacteria using oxygen as 
electron acceptor, or anaerobically by archaea and SRB, using sulphate as the terminal 
electron acceptor. Organisms involved in MOx belong to the ?, ? and ? subdivision of the 
Proteobacteria and have been reported from oxygenated wetlands, soils and the marine water 
column (Hanson et al., 1993; Le Mer and Roger, 2001). However, marine sediments have a 
very limited oxygen penetration depth and will mostly not provide suitable conditions for 
MOx communities. Due to the higher availability of sulphate in seawater, AOM is the main 
sink for methane in marine sediments (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002). AOM is mediated by 
archaea phylogenetically related to the methanogens. So far, the known anaerobic methane
oxidisers (ANME-1 and ANME-2) have been detected in consortium with SRB of one cluster 
in the Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus branch (Seep-SRB1; Knittel et al. 2003). This was 
determined using combinations of lipid analyses and 16S rDNA methods in various methane 
seep environments (Aloisi et al., 2002; Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 
1999; Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001a; 
Orphan et al., 2001b).
Generally, both aerobic and anaerobic methanotrophy are accompanied by a discrimination 
against the heavy stable carbon isotope 13C, leading to a substantial 12C-enrichment of 
metabolites and microbial biomass (Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Orphan et al., 
2001b; Summons et al., 1994; Thiel et al., 1999; Whiticar, 1999). Moreover, AOM and MOx 
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derived carbon can fuel higher trophic levels in the benthic food web (Levin and Michener, 
2002; Werne et al., 2002), and provide energy to symbiotic invertebrates hosting 
methanotrophic or thiotrophic symbionts (Fisher and Childress, 1992). Although increasing 
knowledge is available on the structure and distribution of cold seep communities at 
continental margins, the factors selecting for free-living versus invertebrate-associated 
methanotrophs, or aerobic versus anaerobic microbial communities at submarine methane 
seeps remain so far unknown.  
To study the composition and distribution of methanotrophic communities at an active 
submarine mud volcano, we investigated HMMV with the research vessel R/V Atalante and 
the ROV VICTOR 6000 in 2001 and with R/V Polarstern and ROV VICTOR 6000 in 2003 
(Klages et al., 2002; Klages et al., 2004). The HMMV is a glacial deposit of 3 km thickness 
(Shilov et al., 1999) located at 72° 00,25’N and 14° 43.50’E in 1250 m water depth in the SW 
Barents Sea (Shilov et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997a; Vogt et al., 1997b). It has a circular shape 
and is 1 km in diameter with a relief of 10 m (Hjelstuen et al., 1999). Thermal gradients in the 
centre are high with values >1000 mK m-1 where methane-rich sediments are expelled through 
a central conduit (Eldholm et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997b). Source methane at HMMV is of a 
mixed microbial-thermogenic origin with ?13C values of –60 ±5 ‰ (Lein et al., 1999). 
Previous studies revealed three main habitats: (1) bare greyish sediments in the central crater; 
(2) a concentric zone of strongly reduced sediments that are densely covered by white, 
microbial mats consisting of the filamentous, sulphide oxidising bacteria Beggiatoa sp. 
adjacent to the centre; (3) an outer rim which is densely colonised by two species of 
pogonophoran worms, Oligobrachia haakonmosbiensis and Sclerolinum contortum (Milkov 
et al., 1999; Milkov et al., 2004; Smirnov, 2000). During our ROV dives we discovered 
another type of habitat, i.e. patches of reduced sediments, which were covered with greyish, 
putatively thiotrophic, microbial mats in the transition zones between the central area and 
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Beggiatoa covered sediments. The main focus of this study was the quantitative investigation 
of the diversity and distribution of methanotrophic organisms in sediments of the central area, 
grey mat and Beggiatoa habitat of HMMV, applying cultivation-independent molecular 
techniques (biomarker and 16S rDNA-based). 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Sample Collection and Storage 
Sediment samples were recovered with the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Victor 6000 by 
push coring during two cruise with R/V L’Atalante (IFREMER) in 2001 and R/V Polarstern 
in 2003 from four different stations (thermal centre, core 25a; grey mat, core 377-13; 
Beggiatoa-covered, core 19; reference station, core 28). Upon recovery, sediment cores were 
sliced in 1 cm and 2 cm sections for microbiological and lipid analysis, respectively. 
Sediment sections for lipid and DNA analysis were transferred into pre-cleaned glass vials 
and stored at –25°C until extraction. Sediments for microbiological analysis were stored at in
situ temperature until cell fixation. 
2.2 Biomarker Analysis 
2.2.1 Extraction of Sediment Samples and Preparation of Derivates
Extraction procedure and the preparation of fatty acid methyl esters (FAMES) was carried out 
according to Elvert and co-workers (2003). Briefly, total lipid extracts (TLE) were obtained 
from 10-12 g of wet sediment. The TLE was extracted with the aid of ultrasonication in 
solvents of decreasing polarity. Internal standards of known concentration and carbon isotopic 
compositions were added prior to extraction. Ester bonded fatty acids (FAs) in glyco- and 
phospholipids were cleaved by a saponification reaction with KOH-solution. After extraction 
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of the neutral lipid fraction from this mixture, FAs were extracted subsequently to 
acidification, and methylated for analysis using BF3 in methanol yielding FAMES.  
Neutral lipids were further separated into hydrocarbons, ketones and alcohols over a SPE 
silica glass cartridge (0.5 g). Prior to separation, the column was cleaned three times with 5 
ml n-hexane/dichloromethane (95:5, v/v). After the neutral fraction was applied to the 
column, solvent mixtures of increasing polarity were subsequently added: (I) 5 ml n-
hexane/dichloromethane (95:5, v/v), (II) 5 ml n-hexane/dichloromethane (2:1, v/v) and (III) 5 
ml dichloromethane/acetone (9:1, v/v). Neutral lipid fractions (hydrocarbons (I), ketones (II) 
and alcohols (III), respectively) were collected in tipped flasks and excess solvent was 
evaporated down to 100 µl and stored at –20°C until further processing and analysis. Alcohols 
were analysed as their trimethylsilyl (TMS) ethers. Shortly before analysis (<1 week), excess 
solvent of selected alcohol fractions was evaporated close to dryness. 100 µl pyridine and 50 
µl bis(trimethylsilyl)triflouracetamid were added and the reaction was carried out at 70°C for 
1 h. After cooling, excess solvent was evaporated and the remaining TMS adducts were re-
suspended in 50 µl of n-hexane. TMS-adducts were stored at –20°C until GC, GC-MS and 
GC-IRMS analysis.
2.2.2 Preparation of Dimethyl Disulphide (DMDS) Adducts 
Double bond position of monoenoic FAs were determined by analysis as their DMDS adducts 
according to previous publications (Moss and Lambert-Fair, 1989; Nichols et al., 1986). 
Briefly, an aliquot of a selected sample (dissolved in 50µl n-hexane) was treated with DMDS 
(100µl) and iodine-diethyl ether solution (20 µl, 6% w/v). Formation of DMDS adducts was 
carried out at 50°C for 48 h. After cooling, 0.5 ml n-hexane were added and excess iodine was 
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reduced with 0.5 ml sodium thiosulphate solution (5% w/v in water). The organic phase was 
removed and the aqueous phase was again extracted twice with 0.5 ml n-hexane. All organic 
phases were combined and excess solvent was evaporates close to dryness under a stream of 
nitrogen and stored at –20°C. 
2.2.3 Gas Chromatography (GC), Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS), Gas 
Chromatography-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-IRMS)
Concentration, identity and stable carbon isotope ratios of individual lipid compounds were 
determined by GC, GC-MS and   GC-IRMS analysis, respectively.  Instrument specifications 
and operation modes of the GC, GC-MS and GC-IRMS units were set according to Elvert and 
co-workers (2003). The temperature programs used for analysis of FA, alcohols and 
hydrocarbons are shown in Table 1. Concentrations were calculated against internal 
standards. Identities of acquired mass spectra were compared to known standards and 
published data. Stable isotope ratios are 
given in the ?-notation against Pee Dee 
Belemnite (PDB). ?13C-values of FAs 
and alcohols were corrected for the 
introduction of additional carbon atoms 
during derivatisation. Internal standards 
were used to monitor precision and 
reproducibility during measurements. 
Reported ?13C-values have an analytical 
error of ? 1‰. 
Table 1. Temperature programs used for 
GC, GC-MS, and GC-IRMS analyses, 
respectively. (Alc = alcohols, CxHy = 
hydrocarbons).
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2.3 Analysis of Microbial Consortia
2.3.1 Fluorescence In Situ Hybridisation
Aggregates of archaeal cells were quantified by fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) 
according to the method and instrument specifications of Knittel and co-workers (2003, 
2005). Briefly, sediments of the centre and below Beggiatoa mats were fixed with 
2% formaldehyde (final concentration), washed twice with 1xPBS (10 mM sodium 
phosphate, 130 mM NaCl) and finally stored in 1xPBS/EtOH (1:1) at –20°C. Fixed samples 
were diluted 1:10, treated by mild sonication and filtered on 0.2 µm GTTP polycarbonate 
filters. Hybridisation with Cy3-labeled Arch915 and staining of cells with 4´,6´-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) was performed as described previously (Amann et al., 1990; Snaidr et 
al., 1997). Samples were examined with an epifluorescence microscope (Axiophot II 
microscope; Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). 
2.3.2 DNA Extraction and Clone Library Construction
Total community DNA in sediments below Beggiatoa mats was directly extracted from 2 g of 
wet surface sediments (0-2 cm) according to Zhou et al. (1996). Crude DNA was purified 
with the Wizard DNA Clean-Up Kit (Promega, Madison, WI). Almost full-length archaeal 
16S rRNA genes from the extracted chromosomal DNAs were amplified using primers 20f 
(Massana et al., 1997) and Uni1392R (Lane et al., 1985). PCRs were performed with a 
Mastercycler Gradient (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) as described previously 
(Ravenschlag et al., 1999), except that the annealing temperature was 58°C. PCR products of 
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several reactions were combined and purified with the QiaQuick PCR Purification Kit 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). DNA was ligated in the pGEM T-Easy vector (Promega, 
Madison, WI) or the pCR4 TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and transformed into 
E. coli TOP10 cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Sequencing was performed by Taq cycle sequencing with a model 
ABI1377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems) with insert-specific and vector primers. The 
absence of chimeric sequences in the clone library was verified with the CHIMERA_CHECK 
program of the Ribosomal Database Project II (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/html/analyses.html). 
Sequence data were analysed with the ARB software package (Strunk et al., 1998). 
Phylogenetic trees were calculated by parsimony, neighbour-joining, and maximum-
likelihood analysis with different sets of filters that consider only 50% conserved regions of 
the 16S rDNA of Archaea. For tree calculation, only full-length sequences (>1315 bp) were 
considered. Partial sequences were inserted into the reconstructed tree by parsimony criteria 
with global/local optimisation without allowing changes in the overall tree topology. The 
sequence data reported here will appear in the EMBL, GenBank, and DDBJ nucleotide 
sequence databases under the accession no. AJ704631, AJ704650-AJ704653.
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3.  RESULTS 
3.1 Lipid Biomarker 
3.1.1 Centre
Fatty acids were found to be the dominant membrane lipids in sediments of the centre (Fig. 
1b, Tab. 2a). FAs at the centre of HMMV were concentrated in a narrow subsurface horizon 
(0-2 cm bsf) and sharply decreased with increasing sediment depth (Fig. 1b). Specific FAs 
include i-C15:0, ai-C15:0, C16:1??c, C16:1?8c, C16:1??c and C16:2. These FAs were strongly depleted 
in 13C and of higher abundance than other bacterial FAs. ?13C-values of FAs showed highest 
13C-depletions in the top horizon with very low values ranging between –67‰ (i-C15:0) to –
89‰ (C16:1??c). High amounts and a strong ?13C-depletion of FA C16:1?8c directly indicates the 
presence of methanotrophic bacteria in the surface sediments (Hanson and Hanson, 1996). At 
7.5 cm bsf, ?13C-values of C16:1?8c and C16:1?7c showed a second minimum with –47‰ and –
69‰, respectively, but increased to –32‰ in the bottom horizon. Hence, the isotopic 
signature of specific FAs showed the strongest depletion in the zone with the highest 
concentration of the lipids. Below this zone, only minor amounts of archaeol and sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol were found in the centre sediments. Both compounds were moderately 
depleted in 13C but showed an offset in ?13C of about 25‰ with a heavier signature of 
archaeol compared to sn2-hydroxyarchaeol (Fig. 1a). Other specific biomarkers of archaeal 
origin include trace amounts of PMI:4 and PMI:5 for which carbon isotopic values could not 
be measured due to their low abundance. 
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Figure 1. Biomarker concentrations and associated ?13C-values of representative (a) archaeal 
and (b) bacterial lipids in sediments of the centre. 
3.1.2 Grey mats
Patches of greyish thiotrophic mats of ca. 1 m in diameter were sampled at the northern 
border of the central plain. Archaeal lipids showed highest concentrations in a surface horizon 
between 2 and 7.5 cm bsf and declined with depth (Fig. 2a). sn2-hydroxyarchaeol was the 
most abundant archaeal lipid in the sediments below grey mats showing a 4-fold higher 
concentration compared to central sediments. Moderate amounts of crocetene (2,6,11,15-
tetramethylhexadecane) with 2 double bonds (CR:2), lower amounts with one double bound 
(CR:1),  and trace amounts of  PMI:2 and  PMI:3 were also found (Tab. 3).  PMI:4 and PMI:5
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showed a subsurface maximum at about 3 cm (Fig. 2a) and concentrations of crocetenes, 
PMI:2 and PMI:3 were similarly distributed (data not shown). All archaeal biomarkers were 
strongly depleted in 13C in surface sediments with ?13C values ranging between –71‰  
(archaeol) to –118‰ (PMI:4) and showed an increase in ?13C-values with decreasing 
concentration and with sediment depth (Fig. 2a). Concentrations of bacterial FAs were highest 
in the uppermost horizon also declining with depth (Fig. 2b, Tab. 2b). The most dominant 
FAs in the top horizons included C16:1?7c and C16:1?5c. In contrast to central sediments, the 
concentration of C16:1?8c in surface sediments of the grey mat site was very low. Other specific 
FAs  such  as  cyC17:0?5,6,  a  marker  for  Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus   species  detected  in
Figure 2. Biomarker concentrations and associated ?13C-values of diagnostic archaeal (a) and 
bacterial lipids (b) in sediments covered by grey mats. 
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Table 2. FA concentrations and ?13C-values obtained from sediments of the centre (a), below 
grey (b) and Beggiatoa mats (c) and from the reference station (d). Note that Concentrations 
and ?13C-values for sediment strata below 4 cm bsf were pooled whereas down core profiles 
of specific lipid biomarkers show a resolution of 2-4 cm (Fig. 1-3). Unreliable ?13C-values
caused by low concentrations and/or a high background were excluded from the table. 
Table 3: Concentrations and ?13C-values of 
putatively ANME-2 specific lipids obtained 
from sediments covered by grey mats. 
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ANME-2 dominated AOM settings (Elvert et al., 2003), were only present in deeper sediment 
layers (<3.5 cm, Tab. 2b). In contrast to isotope signatures of the other FAs, ?13C-values of 
cyC17:0?5,6 decreased with depth and reached values comparable to archaeal lipids (Fig. 2a, b). 
3.1.3 Beggiatoa-Covered Sediments
Concentration measurements of single lipid compounds revealed that most of the lipids 
specific for archaea and bacteria are concentrated in a narrow surface horizon of not more 
than 4 cm (Fig. 3a, b, Tab. 2c). Stable carbon isotope analyses revealed highest 13C-depletion
with ?13C-values ranging from –109 (PMI:5) to –98‰ (archaeol) for archaeal lipids and from 
–71‰ (C16:1?5c) to –52‰ (ai-C15:0) for bacterial lipids. Below 3 cm sediment depth, archaeal 
and bacterial biomarker concentrations decreased sharply to concentrations <1 µg g-dw-1.
Hence, concentrations of archaeal lipids in deeper sediment layers at the Beggiatoa site are 
similar to those encountered at the centre. However, archaeol, sn2-hydroxyarchaeol and 
C16:1?7c had a second maximum at 16.5 cm bsf. (Fig. 3a,b). Stable carbon isotope signatures of 
archaeal and bacterial lipids showed higher values with increasing sediment depth (Fig. 3a, b, 
Tab 2c). Similar to centre sediments, ?13C-values of archaeol were heavier than sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol by ca. 25 ‰ at depths below 4 cm (Fig. 3a). Archaeal lipids found in the 
uppermost sediment horizon were dominated by sn2-hydroxyarchaeol and PMI:5 followed by 
archaeol and PMI:4. In contrast to the grey mats, higher saturated PMI’s and the C20
isoprenoid crocetane and its unsaturated counterparts were not found.  Specific bacterial FA 
in sediments below Beggiatoa mats included, i-C15:0, ai-C15:0, C16:1?5c and C17:1?6c (Tab. 2c). 
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3.1.3 Reference
A reference site outside of the fluid-flow impacted area of the HMMV was sampled at ca. 1 
km east to the crater. Archaeal biomarkers were below detection limit at the reference station 
and FA concentrations were lower than those at all stations of the HMMV (Tab. 2d). Total FA 
concentrations at the surface were roughly 13-fold and 4-fold lower compared to Beggiatoa-
Figure 3. Biomarker concentrations and associated ?13C-values of representative (a) archaeal 
and (b) bacterial lipids and microbial aggregate counts in Beggiatoa covered sediments.
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covered and centre sediments, respectively. In contrast to methane dominated sediments of 
HMMV, C16:1?7, C16:0 and C18:1?7 were the most abundant FAs showing comparably heavy 
?13C-values in the first subsurface horizon (?27‰, Tab. 2d), indicating a main contribution of 
phytoplankton-derived biomass as the carbon source. FA decreased steadily with depth but 
showed a second small concentration increment at 15.5 cm bsf.  
3.2 Microbial Aggregates in Beggiatoa-Covered Sediments 
In sediments below Beggiatoa mats, abundant microbial aggregates containing archaea and 
bacterial cells were detected (Fig. 3b, 4a, b). Direct counts of these microbial consortia 
revealed highest numbers of 22*106 aggregates cm-3 sediment in the shallow surface horizon 
(1 – 2 cm sediment depth) reflecting the peak in specific archaeal and bacterial biomarkers 
(Fig. 3a, b). Aggregate sizes increased with increasing sediment depth. In contrast to the 
Beggiatoa site, such aggregates were not found at the centre and the reference station.
DNA was 
extracted from 0-
2 cm sediment 
depth beneath the 
Beggiatoa mat to 
construct a 16S 
rDNA clone 
library. A total of 
67 archaeal 
     Figure 4. Microbial aggregates in near surface sediments covered 
by Beggiatoa mats. Whole aggregates are visualized by DAPI (a) and 
archaeal cells with the oligonucleotide probe ARCH 915 (b). 
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clones were obtained. All archaeal HMMV sequences could be grouped in a new, distinct 
cluster within the order Methanosarcinales, together with two sequences from Hydrate Ridge 
and the Eel River Basin (Fig. 5). This cluster, termed ANME-3, has a distinct phylogenetic 
position, but is relatively closely related to ANME-2 and ANME-1 (Knittel et al., 2005; 
Orphan et al., 2001a). Sequence similarity within the ANME-3 group is 97 – 99%. It shares a 
similarity of 95 – 96% with its next cultivated relative, Methanococcoides methylutens.
Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree showing the affiliations of HMMV 16S rDNA clone sequences 
(bold face type) from Beggiatoa covered sediments to selected sequences of the domain 
Archaea. Branching orders that are not supported by all calculation methods are shown as 
multifurcations. The bar represents 10 % estimated phylogenetic divergence. All euryarchaeal 
clone sequences obtained from surface sediments below Beggiatoa mats group in a distinct 
cluster, termed ANME-3. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Identity of Methanotrophic Communities in Beggiatoa-Covered Sediments
Elevated concentrations of specific archaeal and bacterial biomarkers and their highly 
depleted ?13C-values indicate the presence of anaerobic methanotrophic microorganisms in 
Beggiatoa-covered sediments. Our data show a 13C-fractionation in diagnostic archaeal lipids 
and bacterial FAs as high as -55‰ and -15‰, respectively, compared to the source methane 
(-60 ±5‰, Lein et al., 1999). These values are in good agreement with AOM settings 
described elsewhere (Elvert et al., 2000; Elvert et al., 1999; Orphan et al., 2001a). 
Nevertheless, the composition of archaeal isoprenoid hydrocarbons differ substantially from 
the pattern of known archaeal strains capable of AOM, i.e. ANME-1 and ANME-2. Microbial 
mats dominated by ANME-1 contain PMI:0 and abundant concentrations of its unsaturated 
analogues with one to five double-bonds as well as predominant amounts of archaeol 
compared to sn2-hydroxyarchaeol (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Michaelis et al., 2002; Thiel et 
al., 2001). In contrast, sediments and microbial mats with high abundances of ANME-2 
comprise saturated and unsaturated PMI’s, crocetane and its unsaturated analogues as well as 
a high sn2-hydroxyarchaeol to archaeol ratio (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Boetius et al., 2000; 
Elvert et al., 2001; Elvert et al., 1999; Teske et al., 2002). To our knowledge, no AOM setting 
has been found with methanotrophic archaea lacking crocetane and possessing only PMI’s 
with 4 and 5 double bonds while all other higher saturated PMI homologues are completely 
missing. Hence, the exclusive presence of 13C-depleted PMI:5 and PMI:4 together with 
dominant amounts of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol indicates the presence of a 
novel community of archaea involved in AOM. This line of evidence is well corroborated by 
the retrieval of novel archaeal 16S rDNA sequences forming a deeply branching cluster with 
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other sequences, called the ANME-3 group (Fig. 5). Taking into account that no other 
euryarchaeal sequences were found in the top sediment horizon, it appears likely that ANME-
3 is the predominant archaeal group in sediments below Beggiatoa mats.  
A striking finding is the fractionation offset by ca. 25‰ between sn2-hydroxyarchaeol and 
archaeol throughout the 20 cm of sediment below the Beggiatoa mat. An offset in ??13C could 
point to the presence of two different organisms, but the parallel concentration profiles 
suggest a single organism (Freeman et al., 1994). A possible source for the observed archaeal 
biomarker pattern could be the presence of methanogenic archaea in subsurface sediments of 
HMMV. Previous studies demonstrated that methanogenesis occurs at HMMV (Pimenov et 
al., 1999). Furthermore, the archaeol carries an isotope signature typical for methanogens 
(Hayes et al., 1987; Hinrichs et al., 2003). However, no DNA sequences of methanogenic 
archaea were detected in the clone library. Possibly, one organism is producing archaeol and 
sn2-hydroxyarchaeol via different metabolic pathways. However, this seems unlikely for such 
structurally similar biomolecules. Therefore, it might also be possible that the archaeal guilds 
in the deeper sediment strata of HMMV operate in a mixed AOM – methanogenic mode 
probably due to temporal or spatial differences in energy availability.  
The unique presence and elevated concentrations of specific FAs in methane-dominated 
sediments below Beggiatoa mats (Fig. 6, Tab. 2a, c) give evidence for a bacterial community 
that is distinct from a typical, deep-sea community of the Barents Sea as present in the 
sediments of the reference site. Non-seep sediments in Arctic oceans would be fueled by a 
planktonic carbon source, dominated by high amounts of C16:1?7 and C18:1?7  with ?13C-values
ranging from –20 to –30‰ (Birgel et al., 2004; Rau et al., 1989). This is similar to the lipid 
pattern of the reference station (Tab. 2d). In contrast, the sediments below Beggiatoa mats 
contain high amounts of the significantly  13C-depleted, unusual FAs C16:1?5 and C17:1?6  (Tab.
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2b, Fig. 6). In comparison to other AOM settings where ANME-1 and ANME-2 are 
associated to SRBs of the Seep-SRB1 cluster, our samples are lacking predominant amounts 
of ai-C15:0 and cyC17:0?5,6, respectively (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003; Elvert et 
al., submitted). In contrast, our samples contain elevated concentrations of the FA C17:1?6c,
which has been described as an indicator for Desulfobulbus sp. in cultures of this genus (Lien 
et al., 1998; Sass et al., 2002; Taylor and Parkes, 1983). C17:1?6c has also been detected in 
SRB species other than Desulfobulbus sp. such as Desulforhabdus, Desulfomicrobium as well 
as Desulforhopalus species (Knoblauch et al., 1999; Rutters et al., 2002; Rütters et al., 2001). 
However, comparative FA patterns of Desulforhopalus, Desulfomicrobium and 
Desulforhabdus species substantially deviate from Desulfobulbus sp. (Elvert et al., 2003 and 
Figure 6. Fatty acid fingerprint pattern: relative abundance (columns) and 
carbon isotopic composition (circles, triangles) of FAs found in the 
uppermost horizon of Beggiatoa covered and centre sediments. Specific 
13C-depleted FAs show a pattern indicative for Desulfobulbus sp. 
(Beggiatoa covered) and aerobic type I methanotrophic bacteria (Centre). 
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references therein) and the FA fingerprint presented in this work. This suggests that the 
microbial consortia at HMMV are composed of ANME-3 and a SRB most likely affiliated to 
Desulfobulbus sp. which is different from other known AOM settings (Boetius et al., 2000; 
Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001a). 
This community is restricted to a narrow, subsurface horizon of not more than 4 cm where 
AOM appears to be the dominant, biomass generating process. In contrast, deeper sediment 
strata below the Beggiatoa mats are characterised by diminished microbial biomass as 
indicated by strongly reduced contents of biomarkers and AOM-aggregates (Fig. 3a, b). Here, 
heavier ?13C values of archaeal and bacterial biomarkers have been detected.  
4.2 Identity of Aerobic Methanotrophs in Sediments of the Centre
In contrast to the Beggiatoa site, the centre is dominated by aerobic methanotrophy, however, 
restricted to an even narrower surface horizon. In the surface sediments of the centre, specific 
FAs carrying depleted ?13C-signatures are predominant, concentrations of archaeal 
biomarkers are low and microbial consortia were not observed microscopically. Type I and II 
methanotrophic bacteria are known to synthesise either C16:1 or C18:1 fatty acids, respectively, 
with double bond positions dominating the ?8-position (Bowman et al., 1991; Bowman et al., 
1993; Fang et al., 2000; Roslev et al., 1998). Hence, the predominance of 13C-depleted C16:1
FA, especially C16:1?8c (Fig. 6) points to a microbial community dominated by a type I 
methanotroph. Isotope fractionations with ??13C-values as high as -35‰ compared to the 
source methane are in the upper range of the RuMP pathway, which is used by type I 
methanotrophs for methane oxidation (Jahnke et al., 1999). Such high carbon isotope 
fractionations are quite possible considering the cold growth temperatures at HMMV            
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(T = -1°C, Ginsburg et al., 1999), whereas higher temperatures lead to a lower fractionation 
(Jahnke et al., 1999). A comparison of the FA fingerprint obtained from surface sediments of 
the centre (Fig. 6) with published FA signatures of type I methanotrophs indicates a bacterium 
of the genus Methylomonas (Bowman et al., 1991; Bowman et al., 1993; Hanson and Hanson, 
1996; Summons et al., 1994). However, the high abundance of C16:1?9c and C16:2 and the lack 
of C16:1?5c,t might also point to another, still unknown methanotroph because these two 
compounds were not found in the previous studies. Other FA patterns of known 
methanotrophic bacteria do not match the observed lipid fingerprint. Bacteria of the genus 
Methylococcus and Methylobacter, which are both close relatives of Methylomonas, for 
instance lack C16:1?8c but comprise dominant contents of C16:0 and C16:1?7c and also vital 
amounts of C16:1?5c,t  (Bowman et al., 1993; Hanson and Hanson, 1996). More surprisingly, 
only trace amounts of free hopanoids were found in sediments of the centre even though 
Rohmer et al. (1984) found hopanol (after degradation reactions) in almost all methanotrophs. 
Thus, if hopanoids are present in our samples it is most likely that these occur in the 
biological form as polyols. 
Similar to the subsurface sediments covered by Beggiatoa mats, deeper sediment strata at the 
centre likely harbour a low number of archaea as indicated by low contents of moderately 
depleted archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol (Fig. 1a). Similar to deeper strata at the Beggiatoa
site, the isotopic offset of these molecules remains unclear.  
4.3 Methanotrophic Guilds Below Grey Mats
Homologous to Beggiatoa covered sediments, elevated concentrations and associated low 
?13C-values of archaeal biomarkers (Fig. 2a) give evidence that AOM is an important biomass 
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generating process in sediments below the greyish thiotrophic, microbial mats. Compared to 
Beggiatoa covered sediments, concentrations of archaeal lipids are lower (Fig. 2a). Small but 
detectable amounts of FA C16:1?8, give evidence that the sediment surface still harbours minor 
biomass of aerobic type I methanotrophs. In contrast, MOx-specific FAs have not been 
detected in AOM-dominated Beggiatoa covered sediments. Most of the patchy grey mats 
occur in the transition between centre and Beggiatoa mats and around gas vents. It is hence 
possible that they represent an early stage in the development of AOM communities. 
The vertical distribution of archaeal lipid concentrations (Fig. 2a) gives evidence that the 
AOM community is dispersed over a greater sediment interval as observed at the Beggiatoa 
mat. Furthermore, the composition of specific archaeal lipids deviates from Beggiatoa
covered sediments by the presence of comparably high amounts 13C-depleted CR:1, CR:2 and 
trace amounts of PMI:2 and PMI:3 (Tab. 3) all of which were previously identified in ANME-
2 bearing sediments and microbial mats (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2001; Orphan 
et al., 2001a). None of these compounds were detected in the ANME-3 dominated sediments 
below the Beggiatoa mats, hence ANME-3 can be excluded as a source of these compounds. 
We suggest that ANME-3 as well as ANME-2 co-occur in sediments below grey mats, both 
contributing to the lipid biomass content. Moreover, elevated concentrations of several 13C-
depleted FAs give evidence that a higher diversity of SRB are involved in AOM in this 
habitat compared to the Beggiatoa mats. The presence of the 13C-depleted FA C17:1?6 indicates 
that SRB related to Desulfobulbus sp. could be the main partner in AOM in near surface 
sediments of the grey mat habitats. At depth below 3.5 cm, increasing concentrations of 13C-
depleted cyC17:0?5.6 (Tab. 2b), indicate that SRB related to the Seep-SRB1 cluster 
(Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus, Elvert et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2003) are also involved in 
AOM. This higher diversity of methanotrophic bacteria and archaea could also be an 
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indication that the grey mats are a transient community, and that the much more abundant 
Beggiatoa mats at HMMV represent the climax stage in AOM-community development. 
4.4 Correlation Between Biomarker Concentrations and Biomass  
The predominance of unsaturated archaeal and bacterial lipids over their saturated 
counterparts in sediments of HMMV indicates that these membrane components very likely 
originate from living biomass. Unsaturated FAs have been shown to be very labile in marine 
sediments (Parker et al., 65). Incubation experiments with radioactive labelled palmitic (C16:0)
and oleic (C18:1) acid provided evidence that more than 90% of the label was lost within the 
first 20 days of incubation (Sun et al., 1997). Moreover, the decay of the unsaturated FA was 
two fold faster under anoxic conditions. Archaea from living mat system-cultures and 
enrichments contain only little or no saturated PMIs (Michaelis et al., 2002; Schouten et al., 
1997). The diagenetically stable and saturated form PMI:0 that is prevailing in carbonates of 
methanotrophic origin could be a result of the hydrogenation of PMI’s from decaying biomass 
under reduced conditions (Peckmann et al., 2002; Peckmann et al., 1999; Thiel et al., 2001).  
At the surface (0-4 cm) where the aggregate abundance was highest, the average aggregate 
size was 60 µm3 and each aggregate contained ca. 80 archaeal cells. In deeper sediment 
horizons, the number of aggregates decreased substantially, but the average size increased to 
145 µm3 and each aggregate contained ca. 200 archaeal cells (Lösekann et al. unpubl.). 
Concentrations of the diagnostic archaeal biomarkers archaeol, sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, PMI:4 
and PMI:5 were positively correlated with the abundance of archaeal cells (data not shown). 
The linear correlation of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, PMI:4 and PMI:5 with the archaeal cell 
number showed high R2-values (>0.7) but was lower for archaeol (0.62).  With respect to the 
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abundance of archaeal cells, the cell specific lipid contents of the diagnostic archaeal 
biomarkers archaeol, sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, PMI:4 and PMI:5 where 3.6 (?1.9 SE) , 2.6 (?1.1
SE), 0.6 (?0.2 SE)and 0.4 (?0.4 SE) fg cell-1 on average. In contrast, ANME-2 at Hydrate 
Ridge was found to contain 0.23 and 0.9 fg cell-1 of archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol,
respectively (Elvert et al., submitted) 
4.5 Distribution of Habitats and Methanotrophic Guilds at HMMV 
The investigated mud volcano is an active methane seep at 1250 m water depth of about 0.8 
km2 (Milkov et al. 2004). We found that it hosts a variety of methanotrophic communities, 
which inhabit distinct areas structured concentrically around the active centre. Fluid and 
methane migration through the volcanoes central conduit leads to mud diapirism that fuels the 
central area with fresh, methane rich mud (Eldholm et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997b). Here, 
overlapping gradients of methane and oxygen provide suitable conditions for aerobic 
microbes. Compared to sulphate concentrations in seawater, 100-fold lower oxygen 
concentration and the slow diffusive oxygen transport into deeper sediment layers are 
probably the cause for the observed restriction of the MOx community to a narrow surface 
horizon. AOM communities develop probably later than MOx communities in oxygen-
depleted sediments in the presence of methane and sulphate. The slow growth rates with 
doubling times of several months (Nauhaus et al., 2005) are possibly one reason for this 
phenomenon. Sea floor observations and the biomarker patterns found in the transition zone 
from centre to Beggiatoa mats indicate that the AOM zone could spread from small patches 
of reduced sediments. Here, both MOx and AOM communities were detected, and the AOM 
communities comprised both ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 and ANME-3 / Desulfobulbus. Previous 
work showed that methane oxidation rates are highest in sediments below Beggiatoa mats 
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(Milkov et al., 2004; Pimenov et al., 1999), controlling methane emission very efficiently. 
Efflux of methane was found to be very low in this area of the HMMV with an up to 100-fold 
lower bottom water concentrations of methane compared to the thinly colonized mud volcano 
centre (Damm and Budeus, 2003; Sauter et al., submitted; Sauter et al., 2002). This provides 
evidence that AOM at the Beggiatoa site is an efficient filter for uprising methane. 
CONCLUSION
Methane oxidation is the predominant, microbial biomass generating process in sediments of 
Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano. Biomarker analysis give evidence for a dominant, aerobic type I 
methanotrophic community prevailing in sediments of the central area, restricted to a thin 
surface layer of <1 cm in vertical extension. In the transition zone between the centre and the 
surrounding Beggiatoa habitat, small patches of reduced sediments are colonized by different 
methanotrophic guilds. Finally, a novel type of anaerobic methanotroph colonizes a <5 cm 
thick zone of the surface sediments, fuelling extensive Beggiatoa mats. Biomarker analyses, 
isotopic patterns and 16S rDNA identification were highly correlated. Maxima in microbial 
biomass were reflected in most depleted isotope signatures, indicating a strong selection of 
individual methanotrophic populations by the different habitats.  
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ABSTRACT
The Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) is an active methane seeping mud volcano of ca. 
1 km in diameter at 1250 m water depth on the Norwegian margin of the Barents Sea 
(72°00’N, 14°45’ E). Previous (Milkov et al., 2004) and recent videographic mapping of the 
seafloor indicates three distinct habitats: (1) a central area covered by greyish muds; 
concentrically enclosed by (2) a belt of blackish, highly reduced sediments covered with 
white mats of the thiotrophic bacterium Beggiatoa sp.; (3) and an outer rim of brownish 
sediments, which are densely populated by pogonophoran worms. During dives with the 
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Victor 6000 of IFREMER in 2003, another more fractured 
type of habitat was discovered at the boundary of the centre. Here, and in the vicinity of gas 
ebullition sites, patches of reduced sediments covered with greyish microbial mats were 
found. These four habitats were sampled with ROV push cores, a video-guided multiple corer 
and gravity cores for ex situ measurements of aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation as 
well as sulphate reduction rates. Aerobic or anaerobic oxidation of methane dominates 
biogeochemical processes in the HMMV sediments and is carried out by different microbial 
communities in distinct zones of the mud volcano. Chloride and bromide concentration 
profiles provide evidence that differences in advective flow of pore water is a main factor 
determining this zonation. In the centre, a high upward flow of sulphate-free subsurface fluids 
strongly limits the penetration depth of sulphate and oxygen. Here, aerobic oxidation of 
methane (MOx) is restricted to the top cm sediment layer with rates of 0.9 mol m-2 yr-1 and 
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) is absent. In the patches of reduced sediments 
covered with grey mats, a deeper penetration of sulphate from seawater was observed, fueling 
AOM activity down to >12 cm with rates of 12.4 mol m-2 yr-1. Adjacent to the centre at the 
Beggiatoa site, decreased upward fluid flow and the activity of the Beggiatoa filaments allows 
for an AOM zone of ca 5 cm at the sediment surface with rates of 4.5 mol m-2 yr-1. The 
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stoichiometry of anaerobic oxidation of methane with sulphate was 1:1. Furthermore, in vitro
incubations of surface sediments from the centre and the Beggiatoa site revealed the 
adaptation of aerobic and anaerobic oxidation of methane to the ice-cold temperatures of -1°C 
at the seafloor. At the outer rim of the HMMV, bioventilation of the pogonophoran worms 
irrigates a much deeper zone with oxygen- and sulphate-rich seawater. MOx activity of the 
free-living methanotrophic community in the oxygenated surface sediments was comparably 
low with 0.2 mol m-2 yr-1. A defined methane-sulphate transition zone was found just beneath 
the roots of the tubeworms at 67 to 77 cm sediment depth. Here, AOM activity was high with 
7.1 mol m-2 yr-1. With respect to the area size of the different habitats at HMMV, microbial 
consumption reduces the methane efflux of HMMV by ca 7* 10-5 Tg yr-1, i.e. 22 to 55%.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Methane is an aggressive greenhouse gas with a high global warming potential (Manne and 
Richels, 2001). Variation in methane fluxes to the atmosphere have contributed significantly 
to global climate changes throughout the history of the earth (Kasting and Siefert, 2002; Petit 
et al., 1999; Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002). Increasing research effort has therefore been 
dedicated to elucidate sources and sinks of methane on earth. One important source of 
atmospheric methane are mud volcanoes occurring in terrestrial and marine environments 
(Dimitrov, 2003; Kopf, 2002; Milkov et al., 2003). Marine mud volcanoes represent a special 
type of cold seep ecosystems expelling deep subsurface muds together with fluids and gases 
to the sea floor (Charlou et al., 2003; Kopf, 2002; Somoza et al., 2003). Estimates of marine 
mud volcanoes range between 800 and 100000 worldwide. (Dimitrov and Woodside, 2003; 
Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Kopf, 2002; Milkov, 2000; Milkov et al., 2003). However, it 
is currently not known how many of these structures are actively emitting gases to the 
hydrosphere.
Microbial consumption mediated aerobically by bacteria or anaerobically by archaea are the 
main biological sinks of methane (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002; Lelieveld et al., 1998; 
Reeburgh, 1996; Whiticar, 1999). Bacteria involved in MOx have been reported from 
oxygenated wetlands, soils, freshwater, marine waters and as symbionts in invertebrates 
(Fisher, 1990; Hanson et al., 1993; Larock et al., 1994; Le Mer and Roger, 2001). Not much is 
known about the relevance of MOx in marine sediments. However, due to the very limited 
oxygen penetration depth in aquatic sediments, MOx communities are most likely restricted 
to very narrow zones of surface sediments whereas methane rich sediments are mostly found 
deeper in anoxic sediments. Hence, the main sink for methane in the ocean is AOM coupled 
to sulphate reduction (SR) according to the following net equation:
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CH4 + SO42- = HCO3- + HS- + H2O             (1) 
(Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002; Iversen and Jørgensen, 1985). This stoichiometry has been 
validated by ex situ and in vitro rate measurements with environmental sediment samples 
hosting AOM communities (Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005; Treude et al., 2003). 
Two distinct lineages of archaea, ANME-1 and ANME-2 are known to mediate AOM in 
consortium with sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) of the Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus 
cluster (Seep-SRB1; Boetius et al., 2000 ; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Knittel et al. 2003; Knittel et 
al., 2005 ; Michaelis et al., 2002 ; Orphan et al., 2001). The biochemical functioning of AOM 
has not been elucidated yet, but increasing evidence suggests that the process is a reversal of 
methanogenesis (Hallam et al., 2004; Krüger et al., 2003; Valentine and Reeburgh, 2000). 
The role of SRB could be the rapid removal of an unknown intermediate via SR, thus 
maintaining thermodynamic conditions favouring AOM.  
AOM is of particular importance at deep-water cold seeps where advective fluid flow supplies 
surface sediments with high amounts of methane (Boetius and Suess, 2004). To date, methane 
seeps at the Cascadia convergent margin (Hydrate Ridge), in the Gulf of Mexico and on the 
Crimean Shelf were extensively studied with respect to AOM processes and the responsible 
microbial communities (Joye et al., 2004; Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005; Treude 
et al., 2003). Only very few investigations of methane turnover processes at mud volcanoes 
have been carried out (Haese et al., 2003; Pimenov et al., 1999). One aim of this study was to 
quantify methane oxidation rates in different zones of the HMMV, and to compare the 
relevance of aerobic and anaerobic processes. A second goal was to validate the stoichiometry 
of AOM at HMMV and to investigate the effect of temperature and methane concentrations in
vitro. Finally, a preliminary budget for methane consumption versus methane emission at the 
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HMMV is presented to highlight the relevance of focused methane sources on continental 
margins. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
2.1 Sampling Location 
The HMMV is a glacial deposit of 3 km thickness (Shilov et al., 1999) located at 72° 00,25’N 
and 14° 43.50’E in 1250 m water depth in the SW Barents Sea (Vogt et al., 1997a; Vogt et al., 
1997b). A review of previous geological and biological research at HMMV is given by 
Milkov et al. (2004). Briefly, the HMMV has a circular shape with 1 km in diameter (0.8 
km2), a relief of up to 10 m above sea floor and it is surrounded by a circular, ca. 200 m wide 
depression (Hjelstuen et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997a). Thermal gradients in the centre are 
high with values of 10°C m-1 where methane-rich sediments are expelled through a central 
conduit (Eldholm et al., 1999; Ginsburg et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997b). Source methane at 
HMMV is of a mixed microbial-thermogenic origin (Lein et al., 1999).  
HMMV was visited during two cruises with R/V L’Atalante together with ROV “Victor 
6000” (IFREMER, Brest) in 2001 and R/V Polarstern (Alfred Wegener Institut for Polar and 
Marine Research; ARK XIX 3b) together with ROV Victor 6000 (IFREMER, Brest) in 2003 
(Klages et al., 2002; Klages et al., 2004).
2.2 Sample Collection and Storage 
Sediment samples were obtained from distinct habitats (“central area”, “grey mat”, 
“Beggiatoa mats”,   “Pogonophora zones”,   “reference site”)  by  ROV  push  coring,  video
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guided multiple-coring and gravity coring (Tab. 1). Upon recovery, push core and multiple 
corer (MUC) core samples were immediately transferred into a cold room. Gravity cores 
where sectioned on deck into 1 m pieces, cut in half, and immediately subsampled. Sediments 
obtained during the Atalante cruise in 2001 were mainly analysed for concentrations of pore 
water constituents (sulphate, chloride, bromide). Methane analyses were problematic due to 
the rapid degassing upon retrieval in samples from central, Beggiatoa, and grey mat sites. 
During the Polarstern cruise in 2003 we concentrated on ex situ concentrations and turnover 
rates of methane and sulphate (Tab. 1). During the Atalante cruise in 2001, ROV push and 
Table 1. Station data of habitats investigated during two cruises with R/V 
Atalante (ATL) and Polarstern (ARK XIX3b) in 2001 and 2003, respectively.  
Sediment cores were recovered with the remote operated vehicle (ROV) Victor 
6000, a video guided multiple corer (MUC) and a gravity corer (GC). Applied 
analytical tools were: AOM, SR = ex situ rate measurements of anaerobic 
oxidation of methane and sulphate reduction; CH4, SO42- = concentration 
measurements of methane and sulphate; IV = in vitro incubation experiments;  
Cl-, Br- = concentration measurements of chloride and bromide. Note that the 
applied technique to measure methane oxidation does not discriminate between 
the aerobic and anaerobic oxidation mode, respectively, but that we assumed 
zones for MOx and AOM according to the porewater geochemistry (see 
methods). 
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MUC cores were sliced into 1 cm sections and pore water was extracted by pressure filtration 
(5 bars) through Teflon squeezers provided with 0.2 µm cellulose acetate filters. Aliquots of 
pore water for sulphate concentration measurements were fixed in aqueous zinc-acetate 
solution (20%, w/v) whereas samples for chloride and bromide concentration measurements 
were stored at –20°C until chromatography analysis. ROV push and MUC cores obtained 
during the Polarstern cruise in 2003 were subsampled vertically with small push cores (acrylic 
core liners, 26 mm diameter) according to a previous publication (Treude et al., 2003). The 
gravity cores were subsampled horizontally with glass tubes (60 mm length, 10 mm 
diameter). The small push cores and the glass tubes were sealed immediately after 
subsampling with butyl rubber stoppers to prevent gas exchange. Sediments for in vitro
incubation experiments were pooled from replicate ROV push and MUC cores and stored 
aerobically or anaerobically at in situ temperature until further treatment (Tab. 1).  
2.3 Field Measurements 
2.3.1 Ex-situ AOM, MOx and SR Rate Measurements 
Sediment for turnover rate measurements were incubated on board according to previously 
described methods (Treude et al., 2003). Briefly, 25µl 14CH4 (dissolved in water, 2.5 kBq) and 
5 µl 35SO42- tracer (dissolved in water, 50 kBq) were injected in 2 cm intervals into the small 
push cores (whole core injection) or into the butyl rubber sealed glass tubes. Incubations were 
carried out for 24 h (pushcores) or for 36 h (gravity cores) at in situ temperature in the dark. 
Subsequently, incubated AOM and SR rate samples were fixed in 25 ml NaOH (2.5%, w/v) 
and 25 ml zinc acetate solution (20%, w/v), respectively. Further processing of AOM and SR 
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rate samples was performed according to Treude et al  (2003) and references therein. 
Turnover rates were calculated according to the following formulas:  
Timeincubat.
CHconc.
COCH
COAOM 4
2
14
4
14
2
14
?
?
?            (2) 
Timeincubat.
SOconc.
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STRISRR
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4
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4
35
35 ?
? ??
?             (3) 
Here, 14CO2, 35SO42- and TRI35S are the activities  (Bq) of carbon dioxide, sulphate and total 
reduced sulphur species, respectively, whereas conc. CH4 and conc. SO42- are the 
concentrations of methane and sulphate at the beginning of the incubation. MOx activity was 
determined in the same way as AOM. In both processes the oxidized 14C-methane is trapped 
as 14CO2. The availability of either oxygen or sulphate determines which process occurs. 
Here, we distinguished between MOx and AOM zones by (1) ex situ oxygen and sulphide 
measurements (de Beer et al., submitted) and (2) absence or presence of sulphate reduction 
rates (SRR). In situ MOx zones were defined as the top most sediment horizon at the centre 
(0-2 cm), 0-9 cm at the Pogonophora site and 0-4 cm at the reference site. Due to the high 
sulphide concentrations and the AOM to SR stoichiometry in the Beggiatoa and grey mat 
sediments as well as in deeper strata of the Pogonophora site, we assumed an absence of 
MOx at these sites. 
Ex situ measurements of gassy deep-water sediments are problematic because concentrations 
of methane and sulphate after core retrieval will deviate from methane and sulphate 
concentrations in situ, especially at sites of high advective fluid flow. In the highly gassy 
sediments of the HMMV from 1250 m water depth, there is most likely substantially more 
methane but less sulphate and oxygen available in situ compared to ex situ. Hence, our rate 
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measurements are likely to underestimate aerobic and anaerobic methane oxidation and the 
figures for areal methane consumption could be substantially higher. 
2.3.2 Methane and Sulphate Concentrations 
Core samples were sliced in 2 cm sections and sediments for methane or sulphate 
concentration measurements were fixed with 25 ml NaOH (2.5%, w/v) in a diffusion tight 
glass vial or with 25 ml zinc acetate solution (20%, w/v) in a 50 ml corning vial, respectively. 
Shortly after the cruise, methane concentrations were determined according to the 
“headspace” method using a gas chromatograph as described elsewhere (Treude et al., 2003). 
Methane concentration measurements were calibrated for a concentration range of 0.001 to 5 
mM methane (final concentration in the sediment). For sulphate concentration measurements, 
the sediment particles were separated from the aqueous phase by centrifugation and filtration. 
Sulphate concentrations were determined from an aliquot of the aqueous supernatant using a 
Waters HPLC system (Waters 512 HPLC pump, I.C.-Pak anion-column (Waters; 
WAT007355) 4.6 x 50 mm, Waters 730 conductivity detector). Isophtalic acid (1 mM) was 
used as a solvent at a constant flow rate of 1ml min-1. The system was calibrated using 
standard solutions in the sulphate specific concentration range. Total sulphate concentrations 
were corrected for porosity which was determined according to a previously described 
method (Treude et al., 2003). 
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2.3.3 Chloride and Bromide Concentrations
Anions were analysed by ion chromatography. A MetrohmTM 761 Compact IC with chemical 
suppression and conductivity detector was used, equipped with a 250 x 4 mm ultra high 
capacity column of the type MetrosepTM A Supp 5. Combined with a variable amplification of 
the conductivity signal, this column allows simultaneous measures of major and minor anions. 
A carbonate buffer solvent (3.2 mM Na2CO3 / 1 mM NaHCO3) was used at a flow of 0.7 ml 
min-1. Pore water samples were diluted 1:40 with the solvent and in-line filtered by a 
MetrohmTM 788 IC auto sampler right before 20 µl were injected into the chromatography 
system. The system was calibrated using Merck CertiPURTM standard solutions in the ion-
specific concentration range.
2.3.4 In Vitro Incubations 
2.3.4.1 Sediment slurry preparations - Sediment samples were split on board into two sets for 
subsequent aerobic and anaerobic manipulations, respectively. Aerobic manipulations were 
carried out at atmospheric oxygen concentrations.  For the aerobic experiments, oxygenated 
artificial seawater medium with 28 mM sulphate concentration was used (Widdel and Bak, 
1992). Sediment samples were diluted 1:1 with this medium prior to transfer into Hungate 
tubes (20 ml) and incubation as specified previously (Nauhaus et al., 2002). 3 ml of these 
slurries were then mixed with 9 ml of oxygenated seawater medium yielding the final slurries 
for in vitro incubations. The remaining headspace was filled with an O2-CH4 mixture (1:1, 
v/v). Anaerobic experiments were conducted at strictly anoxic conditions under a nitrogen 
atmosphere (glove box). For the anaerobic experiments, sediment slurries were prepared as 
for aerobic manipulations except that anaerobic artificial seawater media with 0.5 mM 
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sulphide concentration was used (Widdel and Bak, 1992). Furthermore, the headspace was 
filled with pure methane yielding a concentration of ca. 1.5 mM methane in the aqueous 
medium (Yamamoto et al., 1976),. 
2.3.4.2 In vitro MOx, AOM and SR rate measurements – In contrast to ex situ rates, in vitro 
rates represent conditions where the microbial community in the sediment is supplied with 
known concentrations of substrate (oxygen, methane at atmospheric saturation). In the present 
experiment, we used sediments which were pre-incubated for ~0.5 yr under methane which 
might have lead to higher numbers of methane oxidising and sulphate reducing microbes. To 
measure the potentials of MOx, AOM and SR at the four major habitats at HMMV (centre, 
grey mat, Beggiatoa, Pogonophora) and a reference site, sediment slurries from the surface 
(0-3 cm) and a deeper horizon (3-10 cm) were incubated in a vertical position to facilitate gas 
diffusion at 4°C for 1 wk. As a control, the same slurries were incubated with pure N2 instead 
of CH4 in the headspace. Aliquots of the headspace and the medium were extracted in balance 
with nitrogen daily and analysed for concentrations of methane and sulphide, respectively, 
according to Nauhaus et al. (2002). Turnover rates were determined from the change in 
methane and sulphide concentrations, respectively.  
The temperature optimum and the stoichiometry of AOM and SR as well as the response of 
AOM activity to changing methane concentrations were determined from sediment slurries of 
the Beggiatoa site (0-3 cm). The response of MOx activity to temperature and changing 
methane concentrations was determined from sediment slurries of the centre site (0-3 cm). 
The temperature optimum for AOM at HMMV was determined from slurry incubations at 
temperatures of 1, 4, 8, 16 and 20°C, respectively. For MOx, 4 different temperatures (4, 12, 
20 and 28°C) were chosen to investigate the response to temperature. These incubations were 
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carried out for 1 wk. To investigate the stoichiometry of AOM, methane utilisation and 
sulphide production were investigated at 4°C over a time period of 144 days. Furthermore, the 
effect of increasing methane concentrations on AOM activity was examined in incubations (1 
wk) of sediment slurries with methane concentrations of 1.75, 15.4 and 40 mM by applying 
methane partial pressures of 0.1, 1.1 and 2.9 MPa, respectively. The response of MOx activity 
to changing methane concentrations was investigated at methane concentrations of 3.3 mM 
(0.24 MPa) and 8.3 mM (0.6 MPa). Pressure incubations were carried out according to the 
specifications provided by Nauhaus et al. (2002). 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 Field Measurements 
3.1.1 Centre
As a result of the strong pressure change during recovery (1250 m water depth), sediment 
cores from the centre were subjected to gas ebullition. Methane concentrations were thus 
close to the saturation level of 1.5 mM at the ambient pressure on board (1 bar) over the entire 
vertical profile (data not shown). Sulphate concentrations showed a substantial decline with 
depth in all cores (n = 3, Fig. 1a). The ex situ sulphate penetration depth varied from 8 to 22 
cm bsf between replicate cores. Similarly, chloride concentrations declined with depth from 
concentrations typical for sea water (610 mM) at the sediment surface to values as low as 415 
mM at the bottom of the core (Fig. 1b). Bromide showed an increase from seawater values 
(0.84 mM) to values ~1.8 mM at 17.5 cm bsf (Fig. 1c). MOx rates were between 0.04 and 
0.29 µmol cm-3 d-1 in the uppermost (0-2 cm) sediment horizon in all replicates (Fig.1a). 
Integrated over this horizon, methane oxidation (n = 4) was 0.9  (?0.4 standard error, SE) mol 
m-2 yr-1 (Fig. 3). Despite the sharp sulphate gradients, SR was low in all replicates over the 
entire vertical profile down to 19 cm (on average 0.002 µmol cm-3 d-1) (Fig. 2b). Integrated 
over depth (0-12 cm) SR (n = 4) was 0.11 (?0.05 SE) mol m-2 yr-1 on average (Fig. 3). SR and 
methane oxidation rates were insignificant (<0.001 µmol cm-3 d-1) in deeper sediment layers 
sampled by gravity coring (data not shown). 
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Figure 1. Pore water concentrations of sulphate (left panels), chloride (central panels) and 
bromide (right panels) at the centre (a,-c), grey mat (d), Beggiatoa (g-i), Pogonophora (j-m)  
and reference site (p-r). Methane concentrations are presented for the Pogonophora site (m). 
Note that the figure legend of panel (m) is in panel (n). Methane concentrations were at 
saturation level (~1.5 mM) for the on board conditions in retrieved cores of the centre, grey 
mat and Beggiatoa site and <0.01 mM at the reference site. n.a. = not available. ARK and 
ATL indicate samples taken during the R/V Polarstern and R/V Atalante cruise, respectively. 
3.1.2 Grey Mats
Similar to the centre site, sediments recovered from the grey mats were subjected to gas 
ebullition. Consequently, methane concentrations were at ca. 1.5 mM over the entire vertical 
profile (data not shown). Sulphate concentrations showed an initial decline with depth but 
remained relatively constant at approximately 11 mM below 5 cm bsf (Fig. 1d). Chloride and 
Bromide were not measured in sediments below grey mats. AOM and SR rates showed a high 
variability between stations (different patches of grey mats) and replicates (Fig. 2c,d). At 
station ARK XIX3b 377, AOM and SR rates were comparably low with values ranging from 
0.01 to 0.1 (n = 2) and from 0.01to 0.12 µmol cm-3 d-1  (n = 3), respectively, without showing 
any specific trend with sediment depth. AOM and SR rates at station ARK XIX3b 347 were 
higher with values ranging from 0.04 to 0.76 (n = 3) and from 0.01 to 2.24 µmol cm-3 d-1 (n = 
3), respectively. Despite the high variability between replicates, AOM and SR rates were 
generally highest in the upper 5 cm of the sediment core. Notably, one replicate of SRR 
measurements was one order of magnitude higher than the other replicates of station ARK 
XIX3b 347. At the grey mat site, AOM (n = 5) and SR (n = 6), integrated over 0-12 cm 
sediment depth, showed comparable mean values of 12.4 (?3.1 SE) and 14.6 (?11.7 SE) mol 
m-2 yr-1, respectively (Fig. 3).
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Figure 2. Aerobic (highlighted in grey) and anaerobic oxidation of methane (highlighted in 
black) (left panels) and sulphate reduction rates (highlighted in white, right panels) at the 
centre (a,b), grey mat (c,d), Beggiatoa (e,f) and Pogonophora site (g-j). Note that methane 
turnover in sediment sections below 2 cm bsf of the centre could not be attributed to either 
MOx or AOM activity (see method section). Note the difference in depth scale in panels (i) 
and (j). Replicates of one station are represented with the same symbol. ARK indicates 
samples taken during the R/V Polarstern cruise. 
3.1.3 Beggiatoa
Similar to the centre and grey mat site, sediments recovered from Beggiatoa mats were 
subjected to gas ebullition. Hence, methane concentrations were at ca. 1.5 mM over the entire 
vertical profile (data not shown). Sulphate concentrations decreased substantially with depth 
at all stations (n = 7, Fig. 1g). At 3 stations sulphate declined to trace amounts within the 
upper 5 cm of the sediment. 4 stations had relatively constant sulphate concentrations between 
3 and 7 mM below 3 cm sediment depth. Compared to the centre, the decrease of chloride and 
increase of bromide with depth was less steep in all replicates (n = 4) (Fig. 1h,i). In sediments 
below Beggiatoa mats, AOM and SR rates were highest in the uppermost sediment horizon 
but also varied considerably in magnitude between replicates and stations with values ranging 
from 0.02 to 0.70 and from 0.04 to 1.40 µmol cm-3 d-1, respectively (Fig. 2e,f). All replicates 
showed a sharp decline of AOM and SR rates to values <0.20 and <0.30 µmol cm-3 d-1,
respectively, with depth below 5 cm. AOM and SR rates were insignificant (<0.001 µmol cm-
3 d-1) in deeper sediment layers sampled by gravity coring (data not shown). Integrated over 
depth (0-12 cm), AOM (n = 11) and SR (n = 13) showed mean values of 4.5 (?1.5 SE) and 5.5 
(?2.0 SE) mol m-2 yr-1, respectively (Fig. 3). 
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3.1.4 Pogonophora
A distinct methane sulphate transition zone (SMT) was observed in subsurface sediments at 
the Pogonophora site (Fig. 1m). In core 336, the SMT was between 20-40 cm and in core 341 
between   60-80 cm bsf,   (Fig. 1m).  Methane concentrations   in   surface   sediments   were 
comparably low with values <0.05 mM whereas a strong increase was observed at depth of 20 
and 60 cm bsf in cores 336 and 341, respectively. Gas hydrates were observed at 110 cm bsf 
in core 341 and at 350 cm bsf in core 336. The decrease of sulphate in near surface sediments 
was moderate in comparison to Beggiatoa covered sediments but variable between stations (n 
= 4, Fig. 1j). At depths below 70 cm bsf, sulphate declined to concentrations of approximately 
3 mM in core 336 and 5 
mM in core 341. Just as 
sulphate, chloride and 
bromide concentrations (n 
= 3) also showed a less 
steep decrease in 
comparison to the centre 
and Beggiatoa site (Fig. 
1k,l). At the sediment 
surface, MOx rates were 
slightly elevated with 
values around 0.01 µmol 
cm-3 d-1 (n = 3) (Fig. 2g). 
Between 9 and 47.5 cm 
bsf, methane turnover was 
Figure 3. Methane oxidation and sulphate reduction rates 
integrated over depth at the centre, grey mat, Beggiatoa,
Pogonophora (Pogo. surface) and reference site. Methane 
turnover at the centre was integrated over the top most 
horizon (0-2 cm). Sulphate reduction rates at the centre as 
well as sulphate reduction and methane oxidation rates at 
the other sites were integrated over 0-12 cm. For the 
Pogonophora site, methane oxidation and sulphate 
reduction rates were also integrated over 9 to 105 cm 
(Pogo. subsurface). Error bars are standard errors. 
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<0.005 µmol cm-3 d-1. SRR was very low with values <0.005 µmol cm-3 d-1 (n = 3) from the 
sea floor down to 47.5 cm bsf. Box core and gravity core samples showed that tubes of the 
pogonophoran worm O. haakonmosbiensis extend to a depth of approximately 60 cm bsf. 
Below this depth at the SMT (60-80 cm bsf, core 341), AOM and SR rates peaked in with 
values ranging from 0.14 to 0.35 (n = 3) and from 0.10 to 0.42 (n = 3) µmol cm-3 d-1,
respectively (Fig. 2j). However, AOM and SR rates remained generally low (<0.005 µmol 
cm-3 d-1) in core 336 (Fig. 2j). On average, AOM and SR rates were 7.1 (?1.8 SE) and 6.7 
(?2.6 SE) mol m-2 yr-1 over a depth interval of 9-105 cm. In contrast, MOx at the surface was 
0.22 (?0.04 SE) and SR was 0.07 (?0.03 SE) mol m-2 yr-1 over 0-12 cm (Fig. 3). 
3.1.5 Reference 
As a reference site we chose two stations ca. 1 km to the east of the centre of the HMMV.
Methane concentrations were very low in the upper 10 cm with values of about 0.002 mM 
increasing to about 0.01 mM below this depth (data not shown). At one station (core 362-1), 
sulphate (n = 2) showed a very weak decrease with depth (Fig. 1p). The concentrations of 
chloride and bromide (n = 1, core 28) were constant over depth (Fig. 1q-r). Methane oxidation 
and SR rates were comparably low at the reference station (core 362-1). At the sediment 
surface, MOx rates were 0.006 (?0.006 SE, n = 3) µmol cm-3 d-1 decreasing with depth to 
detection limit (<0.001 µmol cm-3 d-1, data not shown).  SRR were elevated at 11 cm bsf with 
values of 0.008 (?0.008 SE, n = 3) µmol cm-3 d-1 but low above and below this depth with 
values <0.002 µmol cm-3 d-1 (data not shown). Integrated over depth (0-12 cm), mean 
methane oxidation and SR were 0.06 (?0.04 SE) and 0.19 (?0.17 SE) mol m-2 yr-1, respectively 
(Fig. 3). 
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3.2 In Vitro Experiments
Replicate incubations (n = 5) at temperatures of 1, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20°C showed with values 
of up to 0.72 µmol cm-3 d-1 1.7-fold higher AOM rates at 8°C compared to 1°C and 4°C, and 
2.4 fold higher rates in comparison to 12°C (Fig. 4a). AOM rates were very low at 16°C and 
below detection limit at 20°C. MOx was highest at 4°C with 8.5 (?0.6 SE) µmol cm-3 d-1 (n = 
5) and decreased to 6.3 (?0.3 SE) µmol cm-3 d-1 (n = 5) at 12°C (data not shown). No MOx 
activity was measured at 20 and 28°C, respectively. Temperatures lower than 4°C were not 
investigated in this experiment.  
Simultaneous measurements of methane consumption and sulphide production (n = 5) showed 
a high correlation with a molar ratio of AOM to sulphide production of 1:0.94 (Fig. 4b). This 
indicates a close coupling of AOM and SR at HMMV.  Increasing methane concentrations 
from 1.7 to 40 mM had a positive effect on AOM rates, increasing them from 0.3 to 1.1 µmol 
cm-3 d-1 (n = 5, Fig. 4c). Under the experimental conditions, a methane concentration 
Figure 4. In vitro incubations of surface sediments (0 to 3 cm) from the Beggiatoa site under 
strictly anoxic conditions: AOM rates at various temperatures (a), decrease of methane and 
increase of sulphide concentrations in a long term incubation (b) and AOM rates at various 
methane concentrations. Errors are given as standard errors. Rates of anaerobic oxidation of 
methane are relative to sediment volume. ARK and  ATL indicate samples taken during the 
R/V Polarstern and R/V Atalante cruise, respectively. 
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increment of 1 mM lead to an average increment in AOM of 0.021 µmol cm-3 d-1. Similar to 
AOM, MOx activity was elevated at the higher methane concentrations. Under the 
experimental conditions, MOx was 0.85 µmol cm-3 d-1 in sediment slurries with 3.3 mM 
methane concentrations and 2.4 µmol cm-3 d-1 in slurries with 8.3 mM methane concentrations 
(data not shown).
Potential rates (n = 7, respectively) were substantially higher than rates measured ex situ but 
they showed similar vertical trends in comparison to ex situ measurements at similar methane 
concentrations (~1.5 mM) but higher sulphate concentrations (in vitro: ~28 mM, ex situ: <<25 
mM) (Tab. 2). MOx rates were highest in central sediments but also relatively high in all near 
surface sediments in the presence of oxygen. Highest AOM rates were measured in the near 
surface sediments from 
Beggiatoa covered areas 
followed by the deeper 
horizon of this area. Lower 
AOM rates were found in 
the deeper horizon of the 
centre. The control 
incubations without 
methane yielded overall 
low SRR, indicating that 
methane is the main 
electron donor for SR.
Table 2. Potential rates of anaerobic oxidation of 
methane, sulphate reduction in methane free sediments 
and aerobic oxidation of methane. Rates are relative to 
sediment volume. Potential rates were determined by in
vitro incubation experiments at 4°C with surface (0-3 cm) 
and deeper (3-10 cm) sediments from different habitats of 
Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano. Errors are given as standard 
errors. nd = no detection. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Geochemical Zonation of HMMV  
The HMMV is an active, methane and fluid seeping, deep-water mud volcano at the 
Norwegian margin of the Barents Sea. Its roughly circular shape is 1 km in diameter covering 
an area of about 0.8 km2 and the relief is <10 m (Hjelstuen et al., 1999; Klages et al., 2004; 
Milkov et al., 2004; Vogt et al., 1997a; Vogt et al., 1997b). The habitats can be divided into 
approximately concentric areas enclosing the central crater. (1) The central plain is covered 
by greyish muds and has a diameter of ca. 500 m (0.2 km2). The centre is surrounded by a ca. 
100 m wide belt (0.2 km2) of reduced sediments, covered with thiotrophic, filamentous 
bacteria (Beggiatoa sp.). The hummocky rim is ca. 150 m wide (0.4 km2) and colonised by 
pogonophoran worms. Furthermore, during the dives with the ROV Victor 6000, we observed 
violent gas and fluid emissions at the northern edge of the centre. Small patches (<1m2) of 
reduced sediments covered with whitish-greyish filamentous bacteria were observed in close 
proximity to fluid escape and at the boundary of the centre. Quantification of the area covered 
by grey mats was not possible due to their patchiness. However, we assume that they cover a 
total area of less than 0.001 km2 at HMMV. 
A deep origin of methane-rich fluids transported upwards by advective flow is indicated by 
the anomalies of chloride and bromide concentrations, which are most prominent in the 
centre. Our observations are in good agreement with previous findings showing high bromide 
and low chloride concentrations in surface sediments of the centre (Lein et al., 1999). Several 
different causes are known to affect bromide and chloride concentrations in marine sediments. 
Amongst them are salt diapirism, degradation of organic matter, release of fresh water from 
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ground water seepage and sediment compression or gas hydrate dissociation. High bromide 
concentrations may result from sea water evaporation and from the degradation of marine, 
organic matter (Egeberg and Barth, 1998; Pedersen and Price, 1980; Price and Calvert, 1977). 
Salt diapirism is absent at HMMV (Vogt et al., 1999), but there is good evidence for bromide 
originating from subsurface degradation of organic matter. The isotopic signature of methane 
points to a mixed microbial-thermogenic origin, and the bromide could be transported 
together with the methane from depth (Lein et al., 1999). Decreasing chloride concentrations 
are most likely a result of fresh water influx from mineral dehydration under high pressure at 
great depth which has been proposed for HMMV and is typical for clay-rich mud volcanoes 
(Kopf, 2002; Lein et al., 1999). Other freshwater sources such as gas hydrate dissociation are 
unlikely because gas hydrates were not found at the centre due to the relatively high 
geothermal temperature gradient of about 10°C repressing hydrate formation (Eldholm et al., 
1999; Ginsburg et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 1997b).
Figure 5. Sea floor terrains and dominating biogeochemical processes at the centre (a) 
Beggiatoa (b) and Pogonophora site (c). Purple triangles denote the magnitude of fluid flow. 
MOx mediated by free living and endosymbiotic bacteria is indicated in blue and brown, 
respectively. Undulated brown lines indicate pogonophoran worms. The green line denotes 
the sulphate penetration depth. White patches in panel (c) indicate gas hydrates.  Note that the 
grey mat site is not included. 
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The decrease of the chloride and bromide gradients with distance to the centre give evidence 
for a decreasing velocity of fluid seepage away from the central conduit at HMMV (Fig. 5, 
Eldholm et al., 1999). Unfortunately, an estimate of the magnitude of pore water flow based 
on the chloride and bromide gradients is not possible. These gradients were altered due to gas 
ebullition and consequent seawater inflow during sediment retrieval. Based on microsensor 
measurements, de Beer et al. (submitted) estimated a flow velocity of 0.4 µm s-1 at the centre 
and a reduced velocity of 0.1 µm s-1 in the surrounding Beggiatoa-covered sediments. As a 
consequence, the penetration depth of sulphate and probably other seawater solutes such as 
oxygen is very limited at the centre in comparison to Beggiatoa covered sediments (Fig. 5a, 
b). This also explains the steep sulphate gradients in spite of an insignificant SR at the centre 
(Fig. 1a, 2b). Such effects of high advective flow of sulphate-depleted subsurface fluids have 
previously been observed at cold seeps off Costa Rica (Hensen et al., 2004).
Accordingly, MOx and AOM at HMMV were horizontally and vertically restricted at the 
different sites. Gas ebullition during sediment retrieval provides evidence that in situ methane 
concentrations are high in surface sediments of the centre, Beggiatoa and grey mat site. 
Hence, the availability of the electron acceptor could be the limiting factor in methane 
oxidation. In situ measurements show that diffusion of oxygen and sulphate from bottom 
waters into the sediments of the centre are restricted to the top few millimetres (de Beer et al., 
submitted). Here, the presence of oxygen most likely represses the development of AOM 
communities in this narrow horizon. At slightly lower fluid flow rates at the Beggiatoa site, a 
deeper penetration of sulphate of down to 5 cm into the sediment supports an active AOM 
zone. The high rates of sulphide production by this process and rapid re-oxidation by 
thiotrophic bacteria could exclude MOx communities. Sediments below grey mats represent a 
special situation as sulphate concentrations were elevated over a larger depth interval despite 
the proximity to central and Beggiatoa covered sediments. The reasons for the deeper 
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sulphate penetration in these sediment patches are currently unknown. The Pogonophora-
populated outer rim of the volcano is less influenced by advective flow as indicated by weak 
chloride and bromide concentration gradients, and much lower geothermal gradients (Klages 
et al. 2004). Previous work and our data show that the environmental conditions allow for gas 
hydrate formation below ca. 50 cm in this region (Ginsburg et al., 1999). The pogonophoran 
worms appear perfectly adapted to such a situation of deep methane and sulphide maxima 
with their body length of >50 cm and their ability to transport oxygen, methane and 
potentially also sulphide to their symbionts by blood circulation. 
4.2 Anaerobic Oxidation of Methane
AOM is the predominant mode of methane oxidation in near surface sediments at the 
Beggiatoa and grey mat site as well as in subsurface sediments at the Pogonophora site (Fig. 
5b, c). Our AOM measurements at the Beggiatoa site  (on average 0.314 µmol cm-3 d-1, 0-2 
cm bsf) strongly exceed previous estimates of methane oxidation rates provided by Pimenov 
et al. (1999). Below Beggiatoa mats, these authors detected highest rates of 9.94 µg carbon 
dm-3 d-1, (0.83*10-3 µmol methane cm-3 d-1) at 20 – 30 cm bsf but did not find an AOM peak 
at the surface. With respect to fluid flow, which limits the sulphate penetration to the top few 
cm of the sediment, an active AOM community in subsurface sediments (>>5 cm bsf) appears 
unlikely. One reason for the findings of Pimenov et al. (1999) might be that these authors 
used a box corer for sediment sampling, which most probably lead to a loss of the surface 
sediments during core recovery.  
AOM was almost in a 1:1 ratio with SR at all sites both in ex situ as well as in vitro
experiments (Fig. 3, 4), indicating that methane is the main electron donor for SR. 
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Accordingly, SR at the reference site was negligible with only 0.19 mol m-2 yr-1, i.e. <5% of 
the SR at the Beggiatoa site. Similarly, SRR in methane-free in vitro incubations of surface 
sediments from the Beggiatoa site were 0.09 µmol cm-3 d-1 which accounts for <10% of the 
SRR in methane saturated incubations of the same sediment type (1.03 µmol cm-3 d-1, Tab. 2). 
The optimal temperature for AOM was with 8°C somewhat higher than the ambient 
temperatures of -1°C, but lower than the optimal temperature of AOM communities retrieved 
from temperate continental margins of the NW Pacific and the Black Sea (Nauhaus et al. 
2004).
The areal rates of AOM were 4.5 mol m2 yr-1 at the Beggiatoa and 12.4 mol m2 yr-1 at the grey 
mat site. At least for the Beggiatoa site, ex situ rates appear to be a conservative estimate of 
the in situ rates. In situ miocrosensor measurements at the this site showed that sulphide is 
completely oxidized within the sediment (Fig. 5b) resulting in a flux of 11 mol m-2 yr-1 (de 
Beer et al., submitted). This is about 2-fold higher than the ex situ measurements of SR and 
AOM at this site. The AOM activity in sediments of HMMV is comparable to highly active 
methane seeps such as Hydrate Ridge and the Gulf of Mexico where areal AOM rates were 
determined with a maximum of 36 and 4 mol m-2 yr-1, respectively (Joye et al., 2004; Treude 
et al., 2003). 
The exceptionally high AOM and SR rates below the roots of pogonophoran tubeworms are 
most likely related to enhanced sulphate supply due to the bioirrigation activities of the 
worms (Fig. 5c). Diffusive processes cannot explain the measured AOM and SR in core 341. 
Assuming that the methane and sulphate gradients (ca. 0.1, ca. -0.4 µmol cm-4, respectively) 
were a result of diffusive transport, the flux of methane and sulphate would account for <5% 
of the measured ex situ AOM and SR, respectively, according to Fick’s law of diffusion 
(porosity = ~50%). The AOM activity at the Pogonophora site (7.1 mol m2 yr-1) is to our 
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knowledge the ever highest measured in subsurface sediments, pointing to the relevance of 
bioirrigation by chemosynthetic symbiosis at seeps (Cordes et al., 2005). AOM rates at non-
irrigated methane-sulphate transition zones in subsurface sediments are usually <0.06 µmol 
m-2 yr-1 (Hensen et al., 2003; Jørgensen et al., 2001; Niewöhner et al., 1998; Whiticar, 2002). 
Nevertheless, the estimated areal methane turnover at the Pogonophora site is most likely a 
low estimate. The pogonophoran worms live in a symbiosis with aerobic methanotrophs 
(Gebruk et al., 2003; Smirnov, 2000) and contribute themselves to methane oxidation. 
Unfortunately, ex situ incubation methods cannot account for this, and the filter capacity of 
Pogonophora at cold seeps is so far unknown. 
An extrapolation of the areal AOM rates allows for a conservative estimate of the total 
amount of methane consumed in the grey mat, Beggiatoa and Pogonophora habitats. With 
respect to the areal extensions of these habitats, AOM consumes a total of 0.1*05, 8.5*105,
and 28.4*105 mol methane yr-1, respectively. Previous findings showed a 100-fold decrease in 
bottom water methane concentrations from the centre to Beggiatoa covered areas and almost 
background values above the outer rim of HMMV (Bogdanov et al., 1999; Damm and 
Budeus, 2003; Milkov et al., 2004; Sauter and Schlüter, 2004). Hence, AOM appears to be an 
efficient filter system against methane emission at HMMV.  
4.3 Aerobic Methane Oxidation
MOx is the predominant mode of methane oxidation in surface sediments at the centre, the 
Pogonophora and the reference site (Fig. 5a, c). This is confirmed by in vitro incubations 
showing elevated MOx rates in these sediments whereas AOM could not be detected. In 
surface sediments of the centre, the ex situ MOx rates were 0.9 mol m-2 yr-1. These rates are to 
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our knowledge among the highest ever measured in marine sediments and are just 5-fold 
lower than the AOM rates at the Beggiatoa site. In oxygenated surface sediments of a 
methane seep in the Baltic Sea (Jensen et al., 1992) and in low-flux seep sediments at Hydrate 
Ridge which are populated by the ventilating bivalve Acharax (Treude et al., 2003), MOx was 
1.5-fold lower in comparison to HMMV’s centre, although the penetration depth of oxygen 
into the sediment was limited to a few millimetres at HMMV’s centre (de Beer et al., 
submitted).  
The aerobic methanotrophs appear well adapted to the ice-cold in situ temperatures at 
HMMV. In vitro incubations provide evidence that the optimum temperature for methane 
oxidation at the centre is <<12°C. Most isolated strains of psychrophilic methanotrophs show 
highest methane oxidation rates at temperatures ?10°C and were found to grow at 
temperatures between 3.5 and 20°C (Hanson and Hanson, 1996; Trotsenko and Khmelenina, 
2002).
Similar to AOM, ex situ MOx rates are problematic because the oxygen penetration depth was 
higher during ex situ incubations leading to an overestimation of the aerobic methane 
turnover, whereas lower ex situ methane concentrations would underestimate in situ MOx as 
shown by in vitro incubations at different methane concentrations. However, the diffusive 
influx of oxygen at the centre site was estimated with 3.7 (in situ) and 0.5 mol m-2 and yr-1 (ex
situ) (de Beer et al., submitted). The measured ex situ MOx rates (0.9 mol m-2 d-1) are within 
this range, indicating that MOx consumes most of the available oxygen in the top surface 
layer. With respect to the areal extension of the centre site, a total of 3.3*105 mol methane yr-1
is oxidised in this environment. However, comparably high bottom water concentrations of 
methane above the centre with values as high as 0.27 mM (Bogdanov et al., 1999; Milkov et 
al., 2004) provide evidence that a substantial fraction of uprising methane escapes the benthic 
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microbial filter system. This is most probably a result of the high upward flow of methane-
rich fluids and the limited availability of electron acceptors. The relevance of MOx is thus 
comparably small at HMMV. MOx at the centre and in surface sediments of the Pogonophora 
site amounts to 3.4*105 mol yr-1 which is about 10-fold lower in comparison to AOM at the 
grey mat, Beggiatoa and Pogonophora site.
In conclusion, aerobic and anaerobic methane turnover are very important processes reducing 
a substantial fraction of methane efflux at HMMV. Several point sources of mud, fluid, gas 
and gas hydrate escape have been detected in the centre of the HMMV (Damm and Budeus, 
2003; Sauter et al., submitted). Furthermore, emission of methane via diffusive methane 
fluxes from the centre make the HMMV a substantial source of methane (Sauter et al., 
submitted). The total amount of methane emitted from HMMV to the hydrosphere was 
preliminarily estimated with ~68*105 mol yr-1 (1.5*105 m3 yr-1, Milkov et al., 2004) and 
35*105 to 148*105 mol yr-1 (Sauter et al., submitted). These are in the same order of 
magnitude of methane turnover in the sediment (40*105 mol yr-1, 7*10-5 Tg yr-1). Hence, at 
least 22 to 55% of the total methane efflux at HMMV is reduced by methanotrophic 
organisms. However, this figure is a conservative estimate and potentially higher due to a 
most likely elevated in situ methane turnover. Previous estimates of methane turnover at other 
active seeps also found that the methanotrophic communities are representing efficient filters 
for the greenhouse gas methane, consuming 60-100% of this gas transported with uprising 
fluids (Treude et al., 2003). At HMMV, we observed that the chemical composition and 
velocity of the fluid flow probably control microbial activity by limiting access to electron 
acceptors.
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ABSTRACT
The Gulf of Cadiz is a tectonically active area of the European continental margin and 
characterised by a high abundance of mud volcanoes, diapirs, pockmarks and carbonate 
chimneys. During the R/V SONNE expedition “GAP- Gibraltar Arc Processes (SO175)” in 
December 2003, several mud volcanoes were explored for gas seepage and associated 
microbial methane turnover. Pore water analyses and methane oxidation measurements in 
sediment cores recovered from the centres of the mud volcanoes Captain Arutyunov, 
Bonjardim, Ginsburg, Gemini and a newly discovered mud volcano like structure called “No 
Name” show that thermogenic methane and associated higher hydrocarbons rising from 
deeper sediment strata are completely consumed within the seabed. The presence of a distinct 
methane-sulphate transition zone (SMT) overlapping with high sulphide concentrations reveal 
that methane oxidation is mediated under anaerobic conditions with sulphate as the electron 
acceptor. Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) and sulphate reduction (SR) rates  show 
maxima in distinct subsurface sediment horizons at the SMT. The position of the SMT varied 
between mud volcanoes at depths from 20 to 200 cm below sea floor. In comparison to other 
fluid flow impacted environments of the world oceans, AOM activity (<383 mmol m-2 yr-1)
and diffusive methane fluxes (<321 mmol m-2 yr-1) in mud volcano sediments of the Gulf of 
Cadiz are low to mid range. AOM was generally exceeded by SR, most likely because other 
hydrocarbons were oxidized anaerobically by sulphate reducing microbes. Corresponding 
lipid biomarker and 16S rDNA clone library analysis give evidence that AOM is mediated by 
a mixed community of anaerobic methanotrophic archaea and associated sulphate reducing 
bacteria (SRB) in the studied mud volcanoes. Little is known about the variability of methane 
fluxes in this environment but the 13C-depleted lipid imprint in carbonate crusts that litter the 
sea floor of mud volcanoes in the northern part of the Gulf of Cadiz shows that extensive, 
methane-related carbonate precipitation once took place. However, actual sea floor video 
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observations showed only scarce traces of methane emission and associated biological 
processes at the seafloor. No active fluid or free gas escape was observed visually. In 
combination wit the observed depletion of methane in subsurface sediments, this indicates 
that the contribution of methane to the hydrosphere and potentially to the atmosphere is 
insignificant at present.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Methane is an aggressive greenhouse gas with a global warming potential that is 21 to 56-fold 
higher compared to CO2 (Manne and Richels, 2001; Wuebbles and Hayhoe, 2002).  In recent 
years, increasing research effort has therefore been dedicated to elucidate sources and sinks of 
methane. Anthropogenic sources as well as natural emission from wetlands contribute to the 
global flux of methane to the atmosphere by 74% (396 Tg yr-1) (Judd et al., 2002). Recently,
mud volcanism has been identified as an important escape pathway of methane and higher 
hydrocarbons (Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Judd et al., 2002). Mud volcanism is caused 
by various geological processes at continental margins such as tectonic accretion and faulting, 
rapid burial of sediments and fluid emissions from mineral dehydration. These processes can 
lead to an abnormally high pore fluid pressure and the extrusion of mud and fluids to the 
surface which is often accompanied by the expulsion of methane and higher hydrocarbons 
(Charlou et al., 2003; Kopf, 2002; Milkov, 2000; Somoza et al., 2003). Mud volcanoes (MVs) 
are structurally diverse ranging in shape from amorphous mud pies to conical structures and 
in size from a few meters to kilometres in diameter and height, respectively (Dimitrov, 2002). 
Global estimates suggest that terrestrial and shallow water mud volcanoes contribute between 
2.2 and 6 Tg yr-1 of methane to the atmosphere and that 27 Tg yr-1 of methane may escape 
from deep water mud volcanoes (Dimitrov, 2003; Milkov et al., 2003). While there is a 
reliable number of ~900 known terrestrial mud volcanoes, estimates for marine mud 
volcanoes range between 800 and 100000, which makes any budget calculations very 
preliminary (Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Milkov, 2000; Milkov et al., 2003). Previous 
estimates suggested that the contribution of the worlds oceans to atmospheric methane is 
small with 2-3% at present (Houghton et al., 1996; Judd et al., 2002; Kvenvolden, 2002; 
Reeburgh, 1996). However, such estimates do not account for locally focused gas seepage 
from structures like mud volcanoes and other types of cold seeps.  
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The main sink for methane in the ocean is the anaerobic oxidation of methane with sulphate 
as electron acceptor (Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002; Iversen and Jørgensen, 1985; Nauhaus et 
al., 2002; Treude et al., 2003). This process is mediated by archaea, operating most likely in 
cooperation with sulphate reducing bacteria. So far, two groups of anaerobic methanotrophic
archaea (ANME-1, ANME-2) have been identified (Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et al., 1999; 
Hinrichs et al., 1999; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001b; Pancost et al., 2000; Thiel 
et al., 1999). They usually occur together with SRB from a distinct, yet uncultivated cluster 
within the Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus group (Seep-SRB1) (Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et 
al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005; Michaelis et al., 2002; 
Orphan et al., 2001; Pancost et al., 2000; Thiel et al., 1999). Generally, microbial methane 
oxidation is characterized by a strong discrimination against the heavy, stable carbon isotope 
13C, leading to a significant depletion in the 13C-content of metabolites and biomass (Elvert et 
al., 1999; Orphan et al., 2001b; Summons et al., 1994; Thiel et al., 1999; Whiticar, 1999; 
Whiticar et al., 1986). Such conspicuous isotope signatures of specific lipid biomarker for the 
archaeal and bacterial partners in AOM mediating communities has been a main tool in 
studying the diversity and functioning of cold seep ecosystems (Blumenberg et al., 2004; 
Elvert et al., 2003; Elvert et al., 2001; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et 
al., 2001b). 
During the UNESCO program “Training through Research (TTR)”, numerous mud volcanoes 
hosting methane-hydrate were discovered in the Gulf of Cadiz (Gardner, 2001; Kenyon et al., 
2001; Kenyon et al., 2000; Mazurenko et al., 2002; Somoza et al., 2002). However, the 
occurrence of methane emission to the hydrosphere and the geochemical and microbiological 
activity of these potential seep structures remained unknown. During the SO-175 expedition 
“GAP”, we studied several mud volcanoes with the aid of sea-floor video imaging as well as 
video-guided sampling of sediments and carbonate crusts. The main focus of this 
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investigation was to find the hot spots of methane turnover, to estimate the magnitude of 
methane consumption in the sediments of several mud volcanoes using ex situ rate 
measurements and diffusive flux calculations, as well as to identify the key methanotrophs 
using lipid biomarker and 16S rDNA methods. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Geological Setting
The Gulf of Cadiz is located west of the Gibraltar Arc, between Iberia and the African plate 
(Fig. 1). This area has experienced a complex tectonic history with several episodes of 
extension, strike-slip and compression related to the closure of the Tethys Ocean, the opening 
of the N-Atlantic, and the African-Eurasian convergence since the Cenozoic (Maldonado et 
al., 1999). During the Tortonian, a large olistrostome body made of eroded material from the 
Betic Cordillera (Spain) and Rif Massif (Morocco) was emplaced west of the Straits of 
Gibraltar (Maldonado and Comas, 1992; Somoza et al., 2003). Due to the ongoing 
compression, these rapidly deposited sediments dewater intensely and form MVs and fluid 
escape structures (Diaz-del-Rio et al., 2003). The Gulf of Cadiz has been intensely surveyed 
with geophysical tools, leading to the discovery of the first MVs, mud diapirs and pockmarks 
in 1999 (Gardner, 2001; Kenyon et al., 2000; Pinheiro et al., 2003). In addition, an extensive 
field of mud volcanoes and diapiric structures covered with carbonate chimneys and crusts 
was discovered along or in close proximity of the main channels of the Mediterranean outflow 
water (Diaz-del-Rio et al., 2003; Kenyon et al., 2001; Kenyon et al., 2000; Kopf et al., 2004; 
Somoza et al., 2003).  
In the present study, Captain Arutyunov (Capt. Arutyunov), Bonjardim, Ginsburg, Gemini, 
Hesperides and Faro MV and a newly discovered structure termed “No Name”, were 
investigated (Fig. 1, Tab. 1). Prior to biogeochemical sampling, the sea floor of selected MVs 
was monitored with the video-sled OFOS or with a video-guided multiple-corer (MUC, Tab. 
1).
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Figure 1. Bathymetric chart of the Gulf of Cadiz showing the locations of known mud 
volcanoes, diapirs and areas where carbonate chimneys and crusts were discovered. The mud 
volcanoes studied during the SO-175 expedition are in bold face letters. 
 2.2 Sample Collection and Storage 
 Sediments of several mud volcanoes were sampled by gravity coring in the central crater 
region (Tab. 1, Fig. 2). Additionally, surface sediments of Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim 
MV were obtained with a video-guided MUC because the top decimetres of sediment cover 
are usually lost during gravity core retrieval. Video-guided MUC sampling enabled the 
retrieval of undisturbed surface sediments of up to 50 cm sediment depth. Gravity coring 
retrieved up to 5 m of sediment. To account for an unknown loss of surface sediments during 
gravity coring, we aligned the depth of gravity cores obtained from Capt. Arutyunov and 
Bonjardim MV according to the vertical sulphate profiles of MUC-cores recovered from one 
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site, assuming that sulphate concentrations are mainly a function of depth in proximate cores. 
According to this procedure, the top sediment horizons of the recovered gravity cores were 40 
and 12.5 cm below seafloor at Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV, respectively. Aligning 
proximate core sections is an approach to account for a loss of an unknown quantity of 
surface sediments during gravity coring. However, this approach can be problematic if spatial 
variability of geochemical gradients is high. 
Table 1. Mud volcanoes investigated during the cruise SO-175. The water depth refers to the 
highest elevation of the mud volcanoes. V = video observations, CH4 = methane 
concentration measurements, SO42- = sulphate concentration measurements, C2+ = 
concentration measurements of higher hydrocarbons, F = diffusive methane and sulphate flux 
calculation, R, AOM and SR rate measurements, L = Lipid analyses, D = DNA analysis. 
Upon recovery, gravity cores were sectioned into 1 m pieces and vertically cut in halves, prior 
to sub sampling. All cores were immediately transferred into a cold room and subsampled for 
concentration measurements of volatile pore water constituents (methane, sulphate, sulphide), 
AOM and SR rate measurements according to Treude et al (2003, 2005), as well as for lipid 
biomarker and 16S rDNA analyses (Tab. 1). Sediments for measurements of methane and 
sulphate concentrations and turnover rate measurements were subsampled vertically with 
push cores (acrylic  core liners, 26 mm diameter, n = 3)  from MUC-cores. Gravity cores were  
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Figure 2. Seismic images and 3D images of multibeam bathymetry of Captain Arutyunov (a) 
and Bonjardim mud volcano (b). Seismic images show the central conduit below the mud 
volcanoes and sampling position of the cores recovered during the SO-175 expedition. 
Captain Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV are conical shaped structures with a relief of 80 and 
100 m and a diameter of 2 and 1 km, respectively. Colours denote the bathymetry (m below 
sea surface). Seismic images were modified after Kenyon et al. (2001) (a) and Pinheiro et al. 
(2003) (b). 
subsampled by plugging glass tubes (60 mm length, 10 mm diameter, n = 5) in selected 
sediment horizons. The tubes were then sealed with butyl rubber stoppers to allow for an 
anaerobic incubation of the sediment plug. Sediment samples for pore water extraction, 
biomarker and 16S rDNA analyses were collected from 2 cm sections of MUC cores and 
from selected horizons of gravity core sections. Directly after subsampling, pore water from 
these sediment horizons was extracted by pressure filtration (5 bars) through Teflon squeezers 
provided with 0.2 µm cellulose acetate filters according to previous works (Hensen et al., 
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2003; Niewöhner et al., 1998). Subsequently, the pore water was immediately fixed (see next 
section). Lipid and DNA samples were stored in cleaned glass vials at –20°C until extraction 
in the home laboratory. Carbonate crusts from Hesperides and Faro MV were collected with a 
video guided grab-sampler (Tab.1). Upon recovery, carbonate crusts for lipid biomarker 
analyses were transferred into plastic bags and stored at –20°C until extraction. 
2.3 Methane Concentrations
Methane concentrations in sediments were determined according to the “head space” method 
from 5 ml sediment fixed with 25 ml NaOH (2.5%, w/v) in a diffusion-tight glass vial as 
described previously by Treude and co-workers (2003). A vertical resolution of 2 cm was 
chosen for MUC cores whereas for gravity cores, a vertical resolution of 20-30 cm was 
chosen.  Methane concentrations were determined shortly after the cruise (<2 month) using a 
gas chromatograph as described elsewhere (Treude et al., 2003). The chromatography system 
was calibrated for a concentration range of 0.001 to 5 mM methane (final concentration in the 
sediment). Sediment samples from Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV were additionally 
analysed for the concentrations of the higher hydrocarbons (C2+) ethane, propane, isobutene 
and butane (?butane) using the above-described chromatography setting with a temperature 
gradient. Subsequent to injection at 40°C, the temperature was increased at a rate of 2°C min-1
to 200°C and held for 20 min. Identity and concentrations of methane and C2+-compounds 
were determined with standards of known hydrocarbon compositions. 
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2.4 Sulphate and Sulphide Concentrations
Standard methods were applied for sulphate and sulphide analyses. Sulphide concentrations 
were determined immediately after sampling by adding 1 ml of pore water to 50 µl of a zinc 
acetate gelatine solution. Sulphide was quantitatively removed as ZnS and kept in colloidal 
solution. After adding a colour reagent the concentration was determined photometrically by 
measuring the absorbance after 1 hour at 670 nm (see more detailed descriptions at 
http://www.geomar.de/zd/labs/labore_umwelt/Analytik.html). Sulphate concentrations were 
determined on 2 ml sub-samples of filtered pore water using a Sykom-S ion chromatography 
system. Samples were diluted by 1:54 with the eluent (7.5 mM Na2CO3-solution).
2.5 Diffusive Flux Calculations
Local fluxes (J) were calculated from the vertical profiles of pore water constituents 
(methane, sulphate, sulphide) according to Fick’s first law of diffusion assuming steady state 
conditions (e.g. Niewöhner et al., 1998 and references therein), 
x
CD-J s ?
???               (1) 
where Ds is the diffusion coefficient in the sediments, ?  the porosity and x
C
?
?  the local 
concentration gradient (in cm-4). Ds was determined from the molecular diffusion coefficient 
after Boudreau (1997).
2
0
s )ln(-1
D
D
?
?               (2) 
For each mud volcano, D0 values were corrected for temperature (3 to 12°C, depending on the 
actual bottom water temperature), resulting in values ranging between 291 to 392, 178 to 244 
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and 356 to 434 for methane, sulphate and sulphide, respectively (Boudreau, 1997). ?  was 
determined from the weight loss per volume of wet sediment after drying to stable weight at 
60oC. In general, ?  decreased with depth showing values of 57 - 76% in the top sections and 
51 - 60% in the bottom sections of the retrieved MUCs and GCs (data shown for the SMT, 
Tab. 2). 
Table 2. Concentrations gradients, diffusive fluxes and ex situ AOM and SR rates integrated 
over depth. A negative flux value indicates downward directed flux, a positive value indicates 
upward flux. * and ‡ denote gradients and total sulphate fluxes determined from aligning 
multiple- and gravity cores. Gradients in brackets indicate upward diffusing sulphate and 
downward diffusing sulphide, respectively. 
2.6 Ex-situ AOM and SR Rate Measurements
Sediment for turnover rate measurements recovered from Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim 
MV were incubated on board according to previously described methods (Treude et al., 2003; 
Treude et al., 2005). Briefly, 25µl 14CH4 (dissolved in water, 2.5 kBq) or 5 µl 35SO42- tracer 
(dissolved in water, 50 kBq) were injected into butyl rubber sealed glass tubes from gravity 
core sub-sampling and in 1 cm intervals into small push cores (whole core injection) used for 
MUC sub-sampling. Incubation was carried out for 24 h at in situ temperature in the dark. 
Subsequently, incubated AOM and SR rate samples were fixed in 25 ml NaOH (2.5%, w/v) 
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and 25 ml zinc acetate solution (20%, w/v), respectively. Further processing of AOM and SR 
rate samples was performed according to Treude et al  (2003) and references therein. 
Turnover rates were calculated according to the following formulas:  
Timeincubat.
CHconc.
COCH
COAOM 4
2
14
4
14
2
14
?
?
?            (3) 
Timeincubat.
SOconc.
STRISO
STRISRR
2
4
352
4
35
35 ?
? ??
?            (4) 
Here, 14CO2, 35SO42- and TRI35S are the activities  (Bq) of carbon dioxide, sulphate and total 
reduced sulphur species, respectively, whereas conc. CH4 and conc. SO42- are the 
concentrations of methane and sulphate at the beginning of the incubation. To compare ex situ 
microbial rates with the diffusive fluxes of methane and sulphate, AOM and SR rates were 
integrated over depth in cores 9036-2 and 9051-2, respectively. 
2.7 Extraction of Sediment and Carbonate Samples and Preparation of Derivates
 Sediments from Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV as well as carbonate crusts from 
Hesperides and Faro MV were analysed for lipid biomarker signatures. The extraction 
procedure and preparation of fatty acid methyl esters (FAMES) was carried out according to 
Elvert et al. (2003). Briefly, total lipid extracts (TLE) were obtained from ca. 20 g of wet 
sediment and from authigenic carbonates disintegrated with HCL (2M) prior to extraction. 
The TLE was extracted by subsequent ultrasonication using organic solvents of decreasing 
polarity. Internal standards of known concentration and carbon isotopic compositions were 
added prior to extraction. Fatty acid moieties present in glyco and phospholipids were cleaved 
by saponification with methanolic KOH-solution. After extraction of the neutral lipid fraction 
from this mixture, fatty acids (FAs) were methylated with BF3 in methanol yielding FAMES. 
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Double bond positions of monoenoic FAs were determined by analysis of dimethyl disulphide 
adducts according to methods described elsewhere (Moss and Lambert-Fair, 1989; Nichols et 
al., 1986). 
Neutral lipids were further separated into hydrocarbons, ketones and alcohols on a SPE silica 
glass cartridge (0.5 g packing) with solvents (5 ml each) of increasing polarity (n-
hexane/dichloromethane (95:5, v/v), n-hexane/dichloromethane (2:1, v/v), 
dichloromethane/acetone (9:1, v/v)). Alcohols were derivatised with 
bis(trimethylsilyl)triflouracetamid (BSTFA) forming trimethylsilyl (TMS) ethers prior to 
analyses.
2.8 Gas Chromatography 
Concentrations of single lipid compounds were determined by gas chromatography analysis 
using a Varian 30 m apolar CP-Sil 8 CB fused silica capillary (0.25 mm internal diameter 
[ID], film thickness 0.25 µm) in a Hewlett Packard 6890 Series gas chromatograph equipped 
with an on column injector and a flame ionisation detector. Initial Oven temperature was 
80°C. Subsequently to injection, the initial temperature was increased to 130°C at a rate of 
20°C min-1, then raised to 320°C at a rate of 4°C min and held at 320°C for 30 min. The 
carrier was helium at a constant flow of 2 ml min-1 and the detector temperature was set to 
310 °C. Concentrations were calculated relative to internal standards present within the 
respective lipid fraction.  
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2.9 Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS), Gas Chromatography-Isotope 
Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-IRMS) 
Identity and stable carbon isotope ratios of individual compounds were determined by GC-
MS and GC-IRMS analysis, respectively. Instrument specifications and operation modes of 
the GC-MS and GC-IRMS units were set according to Elvert et al. (2003). Identities of 
acquired mass spectra were compared to known standards and published data. Stable isotope 
ratios are given in the ?-notation against Pee Dee Belemite. ?13C-values of FAs and alcohols 
were corrected for the introduction of additional carbon atoms during derivatisation. Internal 
standards were used to monitor precision and reproducibility during measurements. Reported 
?13C-values have an analytical error of ?1‰.
2.10 DNA Extraction and Clone Library Construction
 Total community DNA was extracted from sediments (ca. 1 g) collected from the SMT of 
Capt. Arutyunov MV (30-40 cm) using the FastDNA spin kit for soil (Q-Biogene, Irvine, 
California, USA). Samples were bead-beat in a Fastprep machine (Q-Biogene, Irvine, 
California, USA) at speed 4.5 for 30 seconds. All other steps in the DNA extraction procedure 
were preformed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Almost full-length 
archaeal and bacterial 16S rRNA genes were amplified from sediments samples using the 
primers 20f (Massana et al., 1997) and Uni1392R (Lane et al., 1985) for archaea and GM3F 
(Muyzer et al., 1995) and GM4R (Kane et al., 1993) for bacteria. Polymerase chain reactions 
(PCRs) were performed with TaKaRa Ex Taq (TaKaRa, Otsu Japan), using 2.5 U of enzyme, 
1X Buffer, 4 mM of MgCl2, 4 mM of each dNTP, 1 µM of each primer and 2 µl of template 
in a 50 µl reaction. PCR reactions were preformed in a Mastercycler machine (Eppendorf, 
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Hamburg, Germany), with the following cycling conditions: 95°C for two minutes, then 30 
cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 60°C (archaea) or 50°C (bacteria) for 30 seconds and 72°C for 
3 minutes, followed by a final incubation step at 72°C for 10 minutes. PCR products were 
visualized on an agarose gel, and the 16S band excised. PCR products were purified using the 
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Two microliters of purified DNA 
were ligated in the pGEM T-Easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI) and transformed into 
competent E. coli TOP10 cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Transformation reactions were plated on LB-agarose plates. Overnight 
cultures were prepared from individual colonies picked from these plates using the Montage 
Plasmid Miniprep 96 kit (Millipore, Billerica, USA). Purified plasmids were sequenced in one 
direction, with either the 958R (archea) or GM1F (bacteria) primers using the BigDye 
Terminator v3.0 Cycle Sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA). Samples 
were sequenced on an Applied Biosystems 3100 Genetic Analyser (Foster City, USA). A total 
of 39 archaeal and 47 bacterial clones were partially sequenced (~ 0.5 kb). Using the ARB 
software package, the sequences were calculated into existing phylogentic trees by parsimony 
without allowing a change in the tree topology. Representative sequences of each cluster were 
then fully sequenced (~1.3 kb) and matched against the NCBI data base 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST). Sequences were submitted to the Genbank database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and are accessible under the following accession numbers: 
DQ004661 to DQ004676 and DQ004678 to DQ004680. 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 Field Observations
A detailed description of sea floor video observations, sedimentology and sampling locations 
is provided in the report of R/V SONNE cruise SO-175 (Kopf et al., 2004). The mud 
volcanoes Capt. Arutyunov, Bonjardim, Ginsburg, Gemini, and Faro studied here are cone 
shaped with a relief of up to 200 m and a maximum diameter of 4.9 km kilometres (Fig. 2a,b; 
Tab.1). Hesperides MV has comparable dimensions but is composed of 6 single cones. A new 
structure was discovered east of the TTR MV and termed “No Name” (Fig. 1). Video 
observations of the mud 
volcanoes Capt. Aruty-
unov, Bonjardim, Gins-
burg, Hesperides, and Faro 
could not reveal 
indications for recent gas, 
fluid or mud expulsion (2-
3 tran-sects with a total 
bottom observation time of 
approximately 8 hrs per 
mud volcano, Kopf et al., 
2004). The central craters 
of Capt. Arutyunov, 
Bonjardim and Ginsburg 
MV were covered with 
Figure 3. Seafloor images of Capt. Arutyunov (a,b), 
Hesperides (c) and Faro MV (d). The surface of Capt. 
Arutyunov, Bonjardim, Ginsburg MV were found to be 
covered by pelagic sediments as shown in panel a. Some 
sediment stretches at Capt. Arutyunov MV contained 
accretions that are interpreted as clasts (b) indicating past 
mud flows. Hesperides and Faro mud volcano were found 
littered with carbonate chimneys and crusts as shown for 
Hesperides MV in panel (c). At Faro mud volcano, also a 
few dark sediment patches probably covered with giant 
sulphide oxidizing bacteria were observed (d). 
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light beige sediments (shown for Capt. Arutyunov MV, Fig. 3a). At Capt. Arutyunov MV, 
some sediment stretches were scattered with accretions, interpreted as clasts, which may 
indicate past mud flows (Fig. 3b). At Ginsburg MV, a few small carbonate crusts (<0.5 m) 
were observed on the seafloor. Beside these observations, no other distinctive 
sedimentological or biological features indicating gas or fluid seepage were visible on video 
images at Ginsburg. Surface sediments recovered from Capt. Arutyunov MV contained small 
tubeworms (diameter <<1 mm), which extended down to 20 cm into the sediment. Tube 
worms usually harbour methane- or sulphide oxidising symbionts, indicating sulphide and/or 
methane availability in the sediments (Kimura et al., 2003; Schmaljohann and Flugel, 1987; 
Sibuet and Olu, 1998; Southward et al., 1986; Southward et al., 1981). The central areas of 
Hesperides and Faro MV were littered with fragments of carbonate chimneys and carbonate 
crusts (shown for Hesperides MV, Fig. 3c). Both, chimneys and crusts were ranging in size 
from several centimetres to meters in length and diameter. At Faro MV, a few, small patches 
covered with microbial mats possibly consisting of filamentous sulphide oxidising bacteria 
were observed (Fig. 3d). Moreover, grab samples recovered from this MV also contained a 
few specimens of the chemosynthetic clam Acharax sp. usually harbouring sulphide oxidising 
bacteria in their gills (Felbeck, 1983; Krueger and Cavanaugh, 1997; Peek et al., 1998; Sibuet 
and Olu, 1998). Video observations were not carried out at Gemini MV and the “No Name” 
structure. The MUC-cores retrieved from Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV contained 
yellowish, muddy sediments in the top sections at 0-20 and 0-40 cm below sea floor (bsf), 
respectively. The bottom sections of the MUC-cores contained mud breccia. The gravity cores 
retrieved from these MVs as well as those retrieved from Ginsburg and Gemini also contained 
mud breccia. In contrast to the MUC-cores recovered from Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim 
MV, the mud breccia in all of the retrieved gravity cores was only covered by a thin layer 
(max. 10 cm) of yellowish mud. This directly indicates a loss of the beige surface sediments 
during sediment sampling and core retrieval. The gravity core recovered from the “No Name” 
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structure contained a matrix of cold water coral fragments and greyish mud. It has to be 
further investigated if this structure is a mud volcano or a mud diapir. Grab samples from 
Hesperides and Faro MV contained carbonate fragments and mud breccia. After recovery, the 
temperature in the top sediment section (~1 m) at Bonjardim MV was ca. 3°C. In contrast, the 
temperature was considerably higher at Capt. Arutyunov  (12°C), Ginsburg MV, Gemini MV 
and the “No Name” structure (10°C, respectively) most probably as a result of the warm 
Mediterranean outflow water, which contributes to the bottom water at these MVs.   
3.2 Captain Arutyunov Mud Volcano 
3.2.1 Methane, C2+, Sulphate and Sulphide
Methane concentrations in surface sediments (0-20 cm, Fig. 4a) were <0.001 mM indicating a 
complete consumption of methane rising from deeper sediment strata. A distinct SMT was 
observed in the lower half of the MUC-core section (25 - 40 cm bsf.). The steepest gradients 
of methane and sulphate amounted to 0.4 and –1.12 µmol cm-4, respectively (Fig. 4a, Tab. 2). 
Small gas hydrate chips were found throughout the whole gravity core section from 44 to 235 
cm bsf (1941-1). Probably, gas hydrates were also present in the lower section of the MUC-
core (9036-2) but dissociated upon core recovery and sediment subsampling. Similar to 
methane, concentrations of C2+-compounds decreased across the SMT (Fig. 4b). 
Hydrocarbons in the sediment porewaters comprised methane (> 99%), ethane (<0.4%), 
propane (<0.07%) with trace amounts of butane and isobutene present. Sulphide 
concentrations peaked in the SMT with 4.8 mM at 39 cm bsf (Fig. 4d). The steepest sulphide 
gradient was 0.63 µmol cm-4  (Fig. 4d, Tab. 2). A  downward  sulphide  gradient  could not be
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determined because highest sulphide concentrations were observed in the lowest sediment 
horizon of the MUC-core at Capt. Arutyunov MV. Unfortunately, the sulphide profile could 
not be aligned continuously with the gravity core section. 
3.2.2 AOM, SR Rates and Diffusive Fluxes
AOM and SR rates at Capt. Arutyunov MV were highest in the SMT at 39 cm bsf with 
maximum values of 11 and 25 nmol cm-3 d-1, respectively (Fig. 4c). AOM and SR rates 
sharply decreased above and below this horizon. A 1.8-fold higher areal SR compared to 
AOM indicates an additional electron donor fuelling sulphate reduction (Tab. 2). The areal 
AOM and SR rate were in good agreement with diffusive fluxes showing a 1.7-fold higher 
sulphate flux compared to the methane flux. The sulphide flux to the surface (upward flux) 
was comparable to the total downward flux of sulphate (Tab. 2).  
3.2.3 Lipid Biomarker 
Diagnostic archaeal and bacterial lipid concentrations were strongly increased in sediments at 
the SMT (Fig. 4c,e). At this horizon (-31 cm), stable carbon isotope analysis revealed highest 
depletion in 13C with minimum values of –92‰ (sn2-hydroxyarchaeol) in archaeal specific 
diether lipids and –82‰ (cyC17:0?5,6) in bacterial specific FAs (Tab. 3, Fig. 4d,e). The 
concentration of both archaeal and bacterial lipids decreased just above and below this 
sediment horizon. At the SMT, the ratio of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol was 1.6:1 
(Tab. 3). Other diagnostic, archaeal isoprenoidal hydrocarbons such as 2,6,11,15-
tetramethylhexadecane  (crocetane)  could  not  be  measured  due  to an  unresolved  complex  
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Table 3. Bacterial fatty acids, archaeal diether and isoprenoidal hydrocarbons 
analysed in sediments at the SMT of Captain Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV 
as well as in carbonate crusts from Hesperides and Faro MV. Abundances of 
fatty acids were normalised to i-C15:0, archaeal diethers to archaeol and 
archaeal isoprenoidal hydrocarbons to PMI:0. Specific lipid components are 
highlighted in grey. 
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mixture in all of the hydrocarbon fractions. Similarly, specific archaeal diethers and bacterial 
FAs could not be resolved from this background below 40 cm sediment depth. The 
concentrations of diagnostic archaeal lipids were roughly one order of magnitude lower in 
comparison to specific bacterial FAs. 
The FA fraction in sediments at the SMT was dominated by C16:1?5 and cyC17:0?5,6 and 
contained  comparably high amounts of FA C17:1?6 (Tab. 3). Both, C16:1?5 and cyC17:0?5,6 were 
the most 13C-depleted FAs. However, all other FAs in the C14 to C17 range carried 
significantly 13C-depleted  isotope  signatures  as  well  with  values  ranging  between  -65‰
 (C16:1?9) to –75‰ (C14:0). C18-FAs were comparably enriched in 13C as shown by ?13C -
values ranging between -25‰ (C18:0) to -31‰ (C18:1?7) most likely indicating a planktonic 
origin of these compounds. Concentrations of mono- and di-alkyl glycerol ethers (MAGEs 
and DAGEs, respectively) presumably of bacterial origin were low in all samples recovered 
during cruise SO-175. Thus, a detailed analysis of these compounds was not carried out. 
However, sediments at the SMT of Capt. Arutyunov Mud Volcano comprised comparably 
high contents of MAGEs relative to DAGES with ?13C values ranging from –65‰ to -85‰ 
(data not shown). The MAGEs comprised a suite of alkyl moieties, which is comparable to 
those of the fatty acids found at Capt. Arutyunov MV. The suite of fatty acids extracted from 
the tube worms comprised dominant amounts of the FAs C16:1?7 and C18:1?7 and to a lesser 
degree C16:0 and C18:0 with uniform ?13C-values of about -40‰, indicating chemoautotrophic 
carbon fixation (data not shown). The alcohol and hydrocarbon fractions were not analysed.
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3.2.4 Phylogenetic Diversity
Two clone libraries, one archaeal and one bacterial, were constructed to study the 16S rDNA-
based microbial diversity in sediments at the SMT of Capt. Arutyunov  MV (30-40 cm bsf). 
The 16S rDNA archaeal clone library consisted of 9 phylogenetic groups (Tab. 4). Closest 
relatives of these groups were found among seep-endemic, uncultured archaea and bacteria. 
The majority of sequences obtained were related to the ANME-2 group (59% ANME-2a, 3% 
ANME-2c of all archaeal sequences) which is known to mediate AOM (Boetius et al., 2000; 
Knittel et al., 2005; Orphan et al., 2002). The second most abundant group (18% of all 
archaeal sequences) was found to belong to the ANME-1 cluster which is also known to 
mediate AOM (Hinrichs et al., 1999; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2002). The 
bacterial clone library consisted of 10 uncultivated bacterial lineages. Similar to the archaeal 
Table 4. Archaeal and bacterial 16S rDNA clone libraries obtained from sediments of the 
SMT of Captain Arutyunov MV. The Archaeal clone library is dominated by sequences 
belonging to the ANME-2 cluster and the bacterial library by sequences belonging to the 
Seep-SRB1 cluster. 
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sequences, the next relatives of all bacterial 16S rDNA sequences belonged to uncultivated 
organisms that are commonly found at methane seeps (Knittel et al., 2003, Tab. 4). The 
closest relatives of the most abundant cluster of sequences (81%) belonged to the Seep-SRB1 
group which comprises the bacterial partners of ANME-1 and ANME-2 (Knittel et al., 2003). 
Other phylogenetic groups of bacteria were represented by single clone sequences (<2%).
3.3 Bonjardim MV 
3.3.1 Methane, C2+, Sulphate and Sulphide
 A distinct SMT was observed in the top meter of the gravity core section. After alignment 
with the MUC-core section, the actual depth of the SMT was determined between 45 and 70 
cm bsf (Fig. 5a). As the two core sections overlap, the concentration gradients can be 
determined from the gravity core section alone or from aligned profiles in the overlapping 
zone (Fig. 5a,d). Here, we used both approaches in order to investigate the potential range for 
the diffusive fluxes. The steepest methane and sulphate gradients in the gravity core section 
were determined with 0.09 and –0.76 µmol cm-4, respectively (Fig. 5a, Tab. 2). Aligning the 
gravity core and MUC-core sections, the steepest sulphate gradient was –1.67 µmol cm-4.
Methane concentrations declined below the depth at which the two core sections overlap. 
Hence, no concentration gradient from core alignments was possible. Methane concentrations 
in surface sediments (0 – 52 cm sediment depth) were <0.001 mM indicating a complete 
consumption of methane in the SMT. C2+-concentrations were comparably high with values 
of >0.25 mM at a sediment depth below 1 m (Fig. 5b). Similar to methane, concentrations of 
C2+-compounds decreased across the SMT (Fig. 5b) indicating a consumption of these 
compounds. Gaseous hydrocarbons comprised methane (>81%), ethane (<14%), propane 
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(<4.5%) and ?butane (<0.4%). Sulphide concentrations peaked in the SMT with 5.3 mM at 
52.5 cm bsf (Fig. 5d). In the gravity core section, the steepest sulphide gradients were 
determined with 0.23 (upward) and –0.07 (downward) µmol cm-4, respectively (Tab. 2). 
Aligning the two core sections, the steepest (upward) sulphide gradient was determined with 
0.73 µmol cm-4.
3.3.2 AOM, SR Rates and Diffusive Fluxes
AOM and SR rates were highest in the SMT at 58 cm bsf with maximum values of 2.6 and 
15.4 nmol cm-3 d-1, respectively. Comparably low values of AOM and SR rates were 
measured in over- and underlying sediment horizons. A 19.3-fold higher areal SR compared 
to AOM indicates a decoupling of these two processes (Tab. 2). Considering both 
concentration gradients (determined from unaligned and aligned profiles), the diffusive 
downward flux of sulphate was 5.1- to 11-fold higher compared to the upward methane flux. 
Similarly, the cumulative sulphide flux (upward and downward) accounted for 77% to 92% of 
the sulphate flux. 
3.3.3 Lipid Biomarker 
A moderate increase of diagnostic archaeal and bacterial lipid concentrations was observed at 
the SMT in sediments of Bonjardim MV (Fig. 5c,e). At this horizon (-57 cm), stable carbon 
isotope analysis revealed highest depletions in 13C with minimum values of –83‰ (sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol) in archaeal diether lipids and –49‰ (C16:1?5) in bacterial FAs (Tab. 3, Fig. 
5d,e).  At  the  SMT,  the  ratio  of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol  relative  to  archaeol  was  0.7:1 and
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therefore lower in comparison to Capt. Arutyunov MV (Tab. 3). Similar to Capt. Arutyunov 
MV, other diagnostic archaeal isoprenoidal hydrocarbons could not be measured due to a high 
background from an unresolved complex mixture of hydrocarbons. Equally high amounts of 
the FAs C16:1?5 and ai-C15:0, both of which were the most 13C-depleted FAs (Tab. 3), were 
detected in sediments at the SMT. The FA cyC17:0?5,6, which was abundant at Capt. 
Arutyunov MV could not be detected in sediments of Bonjardim MV. Furthermore, dominant 
FAs such as C16:1?7, C16:0, C18:1?9 and C18:1?7 carried ?13C-signatures ?-34‰, indicating that 
these compounds are derived from processes other than  AOM.  In  contrast  to  Capt. 
Arutyunov  MV,  the  concentrations of diagnostic archaeal lipids were roughly 4-fold higher 
compared to specific bacterial FAs (Tab. 3). A further analysis of the diversity of microbial 
organism using 16S rDNA methods was not carried out at Bonjardim MV.  
3.4 Ginsburg MV, Gemini MV and “No Name”
3.4.1 Methane, Sulphate and Sulphide
The SMT was located in the upper metre of the sediment cores retrieved from Ginsburg and 
Gemini MV and at 2-3 m bsf at the “No Name” structure, respectively (Fig. 6a, c, e). Methane 
concentrations in sediments overlying the SMT at these structures were <0.001 mM. 
Sediments retrieved from Ginsburg MV had a distinct smell of petroleum with depth  below  
40 cm.  No  depth  corrections were made as only gravity cores were taken from these MVs. 
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The actual depth of the SMTs was therefore most likely 10 to 40 cm below the sediment 
depth indicated in figure 6. In contrast to the observed depletion of sulphate below the SMT at 
Gemini MV and the “No Name” structure, sulphate concentrations showed a minimum 
between 30 to 70 cm and an increase to values ?17 mM with depth below 90 cm at Ginsburg 
MV. The total, diffusive sulphate flux was therefore calculated from both, the upward and the 
downward gradients at Ginsburg MV. At Ginsburg MV, Gemini MV and the “No Name” 
structure, methane and downward sulphate gradients ranged from 0.02 to 0.05 and –0.11 to -
0.92 µmol cm-4, respectively (Tab. 2). The upward sulphate gradient at Ginsburg MV was 
0.35 µmol cm-4. Sulphide concentrations peaked in the SMT with values between 4.7 to 7.6 
mM and steepest gradients were determined with values between 0.04 to 0.32 (upward) and –
0.06 to –0.15 (downward) µmol cm-4, respectively (Tab. 2). 
3.4.2 Diffusive Fluxes 
The diffusive sulphate flux at Ginsburg MV, Gemini MV and the   “No  Name”  structure   
exceeded   the   methane   fluxes   with  15.5-,  18.5-  and  2.5-fold, respectively. This gives 
evidence for a decoupling of AOM and SR at these structures similar to the observations 
made at Bonjardim MV  (Tab. 2). The cumulative (upward + downward) sulphide flux 
accounted for 66, 70 and 146% of the sulphate fluxes at Ginsburg MV, Gemini MV and the 
“No Name” structure, respectively. The composition of the microbial community was not 
investigated here. 
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3.5 Lipid Biomarkers of Carbonate Crusts
Exposed carbonate crusts were observed at the mud volcanoes Ginsburg, Hesperides and 
Faro. Additionally, high amounts of broken carbonate chimneys were found at Hesperides and 
Faro MV. Both crusts and chimneypieces were absent at Capt. Arutyunov MV, Bonjardim 
MV and the “No Name” structure according to our visual inspections.  We could retrieve 
crust samples from the summits of Hesperides and Faro MV for further analyses of the lipid 
signatures of the crusts.
3.5.1 Hesperides MV 
Carbonate crusts of Hesperides MV contained archaeal and bacterial lipids diagnostic for 
methanotrophic communities and processes. Archaeal lipids were strongly depleted in ?13C
with minimum values of –97‰ (archaeol) whereas bacterial FAs were only moderately 
depleted with minimum values of –43‰ (ai-C15:0, Tab. 3). Only trace amounts of sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol were detected among the archaeal diethers. Isoprenoidal hydrocarbons were 
dominated by 2,6,10,15,19-pentamethylicosane (PMI:0) and contained comparably low 
amounts of a crocetane / 2,6,10,14-tetramethylhexadecane (phytane) mixture and ?PMI:1
(comprising 2 isomers). The FA fraction in the carbonate was dominated by C16:0 followed by 
C18:0 with ?13C-values >-28‰ (Tab. 3). FAs putatively specific for SRB involved in AOM 
such   as   C16:1?5,   i-C15:0   and  ai-C15:0 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003),  were 
approximately 3 to 4.8 times lower in concentration compared to C16:0. However, in contrast 
to abundant FAs, stable carbon isotope compositions of i-C15:0, ai-C15:0 and C16:1?5 showed a 
moderate depletion in 13C (Tab. 3). Moreover, in comparison to specific archaeal lipids, 
diagnostic bacterial FAs were roughly an order of magnitude lower in concentration.  
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3.5.2 Faro MV
All archaeal and bacterial lipids found in carbonate crusts of Faro MV were strongly depleted 
in 13C (Tab. 3). Stable carbon isotope analysis revealed minimum ?13C values of –114‰ 
(archaeol) in diagnostic archaeal diether lipids and –99‰ (i-C15:0) in specific bacterial FAs 
(Tab. 3). Archaeal diether lipids were dominated by archaeol and contained comparably low 
amounts of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol. Isoprenoidal hydrocarbons were dominated by PMI:2 (9 
isomers) followed by PMI:1 (2 isomers) and relatively high amounts of crocetane/phytane. 
Specific FAs showed comparably small differences in abundance and ?13C-values (Tab. 3). 
However, ai-C15:0 was the most dominant FA with a roughly 2-fold higher concentration 
compared to i-C15:0 and C16:1?5. The FA cyC17:0?5,6 was not detected. Concentrations of 
specific FAs were comparable to specific archaeal lipids. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Methane-Driven Geochemical and Biological Activity at the Mud Volcanoes of the 
Gulf of Cadiz 
Marine mud volcanoes have been identified as an important escape pathway of reduced 
hydrocarbon gases and may therefore contribute significantly to atmospheric green house 
gases (Dimitrov, 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Judd et al., 2002; Kopf, 2002). Methane venting at 
such cold seeps provides an energy source for methanotrophic microbes which in turn may 
support enormous biomasses of seep-related macrofauna and thiotrophic, giant bacteria 
(Boetius and Suess, 2004; Cordes et al., 2005; Milkov et al., 2004; Olu et al., 1997; Sahling et 
al., 2002; Werne et al., 2002). Furthermore, methane venting is often associated with 
authigenic carbonates (Aloisi et al., 2000; Hensen et al., 2004; Kopf, 2002). The Gulf of 
Cadiz is characterised by numerous mud volcanoes which have been intensely surveyed since 
their discovery in 1999 (Kenyon et al., 2001; Kenyon et al., 2000; Pinheiro et al., 2003; 
Somoza et al., 2002). Among the findings indicative of past and present methane venting at 
several mud volcanoes are the occurrence of hydrate-bearing sediments, authigenic carbonates 
and seep related biota (Diaz-del-Rio et al., 2003; Gardner, 2001; Pinheiro et al., 2003; 
Somoza et al., 2003). Yet, the present activity of these structures in methane emission to the 
atmosphere remained unknown. Direct sea floor observations during cruise SO-175 revealed 
only few traces of methane seepage at the centres of the mud volcanoes Capt. Arutyunov, 
Bonjardim, Ginsburg and Hesperides, and the “No Name” structure. No visible fluid or gas 
escape was detected with video observations, indicating that the mud volcanoes may be 
relatively inactive and that methane is completely consumed within subsurface sediment 
horizons. In contrast, highly active seep systems such as Hydrate Ridge, the Gulf of Mexico 
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or Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano discharge methane into the hydrosphere through focused gas 
and fluid escape pathways, despite the high methane and sulphate turnover rates controlling 
substantial fractions of the methane flux (Boetius et al., 2000; Damm and Budeus, 2003; Joye 
et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003).
The high anaerobic methane turnover at active seeps produces high sulphide fluxes, which are 
utilized by thiotrophic communities, e.g. mats of giant bacteria like Beggiatoa sp., various 
chemosynthetic bivalves like Calyptogena sp., Acharax sp., Bathymodiolus sp. and by several 
tubeworm species (Sibuet and Olu, 1998). These organisms are adapted to different 
geochemical settings and can be used as indicators for high methane fluxes and turnover in 
subsurface or near surface sediments. Three types of indicator communities were so far 
observed at low abundances at the investigated mud volcanoes. Some small (ca. 20 cm 
diameter) blackish sediment patches covered with bacterial mats were found at Faro MV 
indicating locally elevated fluxes of methane and sulphide, which reach the surface of the 
seafloor (Fig. 6d). Few specimen of the deep dwelling thiotrophic bivalve Acharax sp.  were
recovered from Faro MV and previously from Ginsburg MV (Gardner, 2001). Members of 
the family Solemyidae are mostly deep burrowing and occur in seep habitats with low or 
moderate methane and sulphide fluxes where they can take up sulphide through their foot 
from subsurface accumulations (Sahling et al., 2002; Sibuet and Olu, 1998; Treude et al., 
2003). At Hydrate Ridge for instance, Acharax sp. mines subsurface sediments for sulphide 
pockets below 15 cm sediment depth (Sahling et al., 2002). As a third indicator species, tube 
worms were recovered from Capt. Arutyunov and previously observed at Bonjardim MV 
(Pinheiro et al., 2003). Tube worms can extend their roots very deep into sediments to profit 
from subsurface methane and/or sulphide accumulations (Dando et al., 1994; Gebruk et al., 
2003; Southward et al., 1981). At Capt. Arutyunov MV, the moderate depletion of worm-
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derived membrane lipids indicates a thiotrophic feeding mode fuelled by AOM-derived 
sulphide rather than an aerobic methanotrophic mode.  
4.2 Hotspots of Hydrocarbon Turnover at the Mud Volcanoes of the Gulf of Cadiz  
The observed patterns of seep related biota is in good agreement with the observed 
geochemical gradients. All mud volcanoes investigated here showed a complete depletion of 
methane within the SMT. Elevated and corresponding AOM and SR rates within this zone 
give evidence that uprising methane is consumed anaerobically with sulphate by 
methanotrophic, microbial communities leading to a depletion of the two compounds in 
sediments of Capt. Arutyunov MV and Bonjardim MV at 25 to 40 cm and 45 to 70 cm bsf, 
respectively (Fig. 4a, 5a). Accordingly, concentration measurements of methane and sulphate 
and the resulting estimates of diffusive methane and sulphate fluxes at Ginsburg MV, Gemini 
MV and the “No Name” structure indicate that sulphate-dependent AOM is a wide spread 
microbial process in the centres of the mud volcanoes of the Gulf of Cadiz. With respect to 
methane fluxes and microbial turnover rates at the time of our investigation, Capt. Arutyunov 
MV is the most active of the investigated structures followed by Bonjardim, Ginsburg and 
Gemini MV, while  “No Name” is the least active structure (Tab. 2). Furthermore, highest 
turnover rates and fluxes coincided with the shallowest SMT comparing all investigated MVs. 
Hence, compared to other marine gas seeps and methane-rich environments, the Gulf of Cadiz 
MVs investigated here showed a low or medium range in methane turnover rates, reflecting 
the relatively low methane fluxes. At the Namibian Shelf, the north western Black Sea Shelf 
and the western Argentinean Basin for instance, the SMT is located several meters bsf and 
methane fluxes are low with values usually <55 mmol m-2 yr-1 (Hensen et al., 2003; Jørgensen 
et al., 2001; Niewöhner et al., 1998). These values are comparable to Ginsburg and Gemini 
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MV as well as to the “No Name” sructure. The AOM activity and diffusive methane fluxes at 
Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV were substantially higher than those at Ginsburg MV, 
Gemini MV and the “No Name” structure. However, areal rates and diffusive fluxes at Capt. 
Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV are still two orders of magnitude lower in comparison to other 
cold seeps, which bear gas hydrates at their stability limit such as Hydrate Ridge and the Gulf 
of Mexico. In such environments with active fluid flow (>100 cm yr-1) and gas emission via 
ebullition, methane fluxes were estimated with values >8.7 mol m-2 yr-1 (Luff and Wallmann, 
2003; Torres et al., 2002) and AOM reached values >4 mol m-2 yr-1, i.e. >0.5 µmol cm-3 d-1
(Joye et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003).
At Bonjardim MV, integrated SR rates agreed best with the sulphate flux calculated from the 
aligned sulphate profile. Additionally, the deviation of integrated rates from diffusive fluxes 
calculated from the gravity core alone could be caused by the much lower resolution of 
subsamples taken from these cores. Integrated rate measurements were comparable to 
diffusive fluxes at Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV (Tab. 3). However, further modelling 
is required to assess a potential advective transport component in order to estimate total 
fluxes. Also, the roughly s-shaped sulphate concentration profile from Ginsburg MV can not 
be explained by a steady state, diffusive transport as this would require an additional sulphate 
source at about 80 cm bsf.  
In vitro experiments with sediment slurries and ex situ tracer injection assays showed that 
AOM and SR are in a 1:1 molar stoichiometry if methane is the sole carbon source (Nauhaus 
et al., 2002; Treude et al., 2003). In spite of the disproportionate loss of methane and sulphate 
caused by degassing during sampling, the deviation from the 1:1 stoichiometry between AOM 
and SR as well as between the sulphate and methane fluxes (Tab. 2) indicates the presence of 
electron donors other than methane for SR at the investigated MVs. SRB can use a variety of 
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short and long chain alkanes and complex aliphatic and aromatic compounds (Rueter et al., 
1994; Widdel and Rabus, 2001). The energy yield from the degradation of e.g. ethane coupled 
to sulphate reduction (reaction 4) is higher than syntrophic AOM (reaction 5) (refer to 
Hanselmann et al., (1991) for Gf 0-values of the reactants).
4C2H6 (aq) + 7SO42-(aq)? 8HCO3-(aq) + 7HS-(aq) + 4H2O (l) + H+(aq), ?G0 = -279 kJ mol-1      (4) 
CH4 (aq) + SO42- (aq) ? HCO3- (aq) + HS-(aq) + H2O (l), ?G0 = -33 kJ mol-1        (5) 
Hence, it is possible that a substantial fraction of SR is fuelled by the anaerobic oxidation of 
C2+-compounds in sediments where methane and higher hydrocarbons co-occur. Besides the 
present observations on C2+ compounds at Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV, Mazurenko 
et al. (2003) observed a composition of hydrocarbon gases at Ginsburg MV, which is very 
similar to Bonjardim MV. The presence of substantial amounts of higher hydrocarbons in 
these MVs, as well as the likely presence of petroleum in sediments of Ginsburg MV indicate 
that methane is of a thermogenic origin in the Gulf of Cadiz, and that hydrocarbon-fuelled 
sulphate reduction could be an important microbial process in the sediments. Accordingly, 
AOM explained a smaller fraction of SR at Bonjardim MV, which had a higher C2+
concentration than Capt. Arutyunov MV (Fig. 4b-c, 5b-c, Tab. 2). This is comparable to 
previous findings from the Gulf of Mexico where SR rates exceeds AOM rates up to 10-fold, 
most likely due to the presence of a variety of hydrocarbons and petroleum in the sediments 
(Joye et al., 2004). The microbial hydrocarbon degraders at natural petroleum seeps have not 
been identified yet.  
Another interesting, potentially microbial process is the oxidation of sulphide in anaerobic 
sediments just above and below the depth of the SMT (Fig. 4d-6d). At least at Capt. 
Arutyunov MV, a biological control of the upward sulphide flux seems likely. At many seep 
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systems, the upward sulphide flux is utilized by thiotrophic organisms such as endosymbiotic 
bacteria living in invertebrate organisms such as clams and tube worms (Felbeck, 1983; 
Fisher, 1990; Sahling et al., 2002; Sibuet and Olu, 1998; Southward et al., 1986) and by 
various giant sulphide-oxidizing bacteria like Beggiatoa sp. and Thioploca sp. which can use 
oxygen or nitrate as electron acceptors (Fossing et al., 1995; Huettel et al., 1996; Mussmann 
et al., 2003; Nelson et al., 1982). At Capt. Arutyunov MV, the tubes of the worms extend to 
20 cm. The upper horizon where sulphide consumption takes place is at 20 to 40 cm bsf, 
hence it seems likely that the worms and/or gliding bacteria can be responsible for this 
process. In contrast, it appears very unlikely that organisms depending on oxygen or nitrate 
utilise sulphide below the horizon where sulphide is produced. Here, a reaction of downward 
diffusing sulphide with iron as proposed previously is a more likely explanation (Hensen et 
al., 2003; Jørgensen et al., 2004).
In conclusion, our biogeochemical measurements as well as biological and geological 
observations indicate that the MVs studied during cruise SO-175 are currently not emitting 
methane and other hydrocarbon gases to the hydrosphere. However, there is evidence for 
extensive fluid and/or gas escape in the past, as indicated by the widespread occurrence of 
massive carbonate chimneys and crusts along or in close proximity to the main channels of 
the Mediterranean outflow water in the northern part of the Gulf of Cadiz (Diaz-del-Rio et al., 
2003; Somoza et al., 2003). Another geological evidence for temporally varying activities of 
mud volcanism in the Gulf of Cadiz are the typical “Christmas tree” structures observed on 
high-resolution seismic profiles (Somoza et al., 2003; Somoza et al., 2002). Such patterns are 
probably caused by eruptive events followed by phases of dormancy. This so-called 
multiphase activity is a common behaviour in many terrestrial mud volcanoes (e.g. Lokbatan 
MV; Aliyev et al., 2002; Dimitrov, 2003; Kholodov, 2002). It is therefore possible that mud 
volcanism in the Gulf of Cadiz is in a transient state of low activity at present. 
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4.4 Identity of Methane Oxidising Communities in Sediments and Carbonate Crusts 
Fingerprinting of diagnostic lipids is a common tool for the chemotaxonomic identification of 
micro organisms  (Boschker and Middelburg, 2002; Madigan et al., 2000). This approach has 
been used extensively to examine anaerobic methanotrophic organisms, because the carbon 
isotope fractionation associated with AOM leads to specific, very depleted ?13C-signatures of 
lipid biomarkers (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2001; Hinrichs et al., 1999). The 
dominance of bacterial and archaeal lipids with low ?13C-values in sediments and carbonates 
indicate that AOM is a dominant biomass-generating process at the explored MVs. 
Differences in the abundances of specific archaeal isoprenoidal diethers and hydrocarbons and 
varying contents of bacterial FAs, as well as varying ??13C values of these lipids (compared 
to source methane) give evidence that several phylogenetic groups of methanotrophic 
communities mediate AOM in the Gulf of Cadiz. Elevated concentrations and associated low 
?13C-signatures of specific archaeal and bacterial membrane lipids corresponded with elevated 
AOM and SR rates in sediments of the SMT at Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV (Fig. 4e-
g, 5e-g, Tab. 3). The molecular analyses give evidence that AOM is mediated by a microbial 
community consisting of methanotrophic archaea and SRB phylogenetically related to those 
which were previously found at other methane seeps (Boetius et al., 2000; Michaelis et al., 
2002; Orphan et al., 2002; Teske et al., 2002). Furthermore, the presence of a similar suite of 
13C-depleted lipids in abundant authigenic carbonates recovered from Hesperides and Faro 
MV (Tab.3) indicates higher activities and a more wide spread methane turnover in the past.  
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4.4.1 Methanotrophic Archaea 
Previous publications revealed dominant amounts sn2-hydroxarchaeol relative to archaeol in 
ANME-2 dominated habitats, whereas the reverse was observed in ANME-1 dominated 
systems (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Boetius et al., 2000; Orphan et al., 2001a; Teske et al., 
2002). Moreover, ANME-2 communities were found to comprise high contents of crocetane 
which is only present at low concentrations in ANME-1 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Boetius et 
al., 2000; Elvert et al., 1999). Moreover, stable carbon isotope fractionations were found to be 
higher in ANME-2 compared to ANME-1 dominated habitats with ??13C-values (archaeol 
relative to source methane) ranging between 34 to 53‰ and 11 to 37‰, respectively 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et al., 2001; Hinrichs et al., 1999; 
Orphan et al., 2002; Teske et al., 2002).
The high ratio of sn2-archaeol relative to archaeol and a ??13C-value of 42‰ of archaeol 
compared to source methane (-48‰, Nuzzo et al., 2005) at Capt. Arutyunov MV is in good 
agreement with the published lipid signatures of ANME-2 dominated habitats. Furthermore, 
the dominant abundance of ANME-2 compared to ANME-1 clone sequences, together with 
the lipid biomarker fingerprint suggest a dominance of ANME-2 in sediments of Capt. 
Arutyunov MV.
The comparably high ratio of archaeol relative to sn2-hydroxyarchaeol as well as a ??13C-
value of -31.5‰ of archaeol compared to source methane at Bonjardim MV (-49.5 ‰, Nuzzo 
et al., 2005) lies between published values from systems dominated by ANME-1 and ANME-
2. This suggests a mixed ANME community in these sediments.  
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The low ratio of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol in carbonate crusts obtained from 
Hesperides MV is in very good agreement with the published values for ANME-1 
communities. Our chromatography settings for hydrocarbon separation did not resolve 
crocetane from its isomer phytane, which is a known breakdown product of chlorophyll. 
However, the comparably heavy ?13C-value of this compound mixture provides evidence for a 
low crocetane content, which furthermore agrees with a dominant ANME-1 origin of archaeal 
lipid biomass in these carbonates. Similar to Bonjardim MV, the lipid imprint in carbonate 
crusts recovered from Faro MV shows characteristics of both, ANME-1 and ANME-2 
systems. Comparably low amounts of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol would be 
indicative for ANME-1. However, high amounts of crocetane also point to a substantial 
contribution of ANME-2 to the archaeal biomass preserved in the crusts.  
4.4.2 Sulphate Reducing Bacteria 
At many different cold seep settings, ANME-1 and ANME-2 archaea have been found in 
consortium with SRB of the Seep-SRB1 cluster belonging to the 
Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus group (Seep-SRB1, Knittel et al., 2003). However, this cluster 
apparently comprises physiologically different ecotypes that are distinguished by very 
specific FA patterns according to their association to either ANME-1 or to ANME-2 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2003). FA signatures in 
environmental systems dominated by ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 communities comprise high 
contents of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0, whereas systems dominated by ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 
communities comprise the unusual FA cyC17:1?5,6 and dominant contents of C16:1?5 but almost 
balanced ratios of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003).  
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The dominance of the unusual FAs C16:1?5 and cyC17:1?5,6 and an almost equal ratio of the iso 
and anteiso branched C15:0 FAs at Capt. Arutyunov MV are in very good agreement with the 
published lipid signatures of the Seep SRB 1 ecotype associated with ANME-2. This finding 
is in agreement with the predominance of Seep-SRB1 sequences in the bacterial clone library.
As expected from the detection of potentially diverse ANME communities at Bonjardim MV, 
the FA signature shows characteristics of various SRB previously identified as bacterial 
partners in AOM. The high ratio of ai-C15:0 compared to i-C15:0 would be indicative for the 
Seep-SRB1 ecotype associated with ANME-1 while the high abundance of C16:1?5 would
indicate the ecotype associated with ANME-2. However, a further assignment of FAs to 
particular SRBs remains speculative as the FA cyC17:0w5,6 specific for the Seep-SRB1 type 
associated with ANME-2 was not detected, which might be a result of the overall low 
concentrations of lipids in sediments at Bonjardim MV (Fig. 5e, f, Tab. 3). At Bonjardim MV, 
several FAs carry ?13C-signatures that are comparable to the source methane and do not show 
any fractionation. This indicates a contribution to carbon biomass from processes other than 
methane consumption, possibly related to the anaerobic oxidation of higher hydrocarbons. A
similar mixture of carbon sources could also explain the unspecific signature of FAs in 
carbonates of Hesperides MV. Similar to Bonjardim MV, FA signatures of Seep-SRB1 cluster 
associated with ANME-1 and ANME-2 were found in carbonates recovered from Faro MV. 
The comparably high content of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0 and the lack of cyC17:0?5,6 is 
indicative for Seep-SRB1 associated to ANME-1 while relatively high amounts of C16:1?5 are 
indicative for Seep-SRB1 associated to ANME-2. In contrast to Hesperides MV, the low 
?13C-values of all lipid components analysed at Faro MV give evidence that AOM dominated 
biomass production. 
Another striking difference is the comparably high lipid concentration in carbonates recovered 
from Faro compared to those recovered from Hesperides MV. A rather recent formation of the 
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sampled carbonates from Faro MV appears likely, as these were stained black from sulphide 
and recovered together with some living specimens of the chemosynthetic bivalve Acharax
sp. A possible explanation for the difference in AOM-derived lipid content could be that the 
sampled carbonate crusts from Hesperides are older than those recovered from Faro MV and 
have  been exposed to oxic sea water and lipid diagenesis for a longer time. 
CONCLUSIONS
At the centres of the mud volcanoes Captain Arutyunov, Bonjardim, Ginsburg, Gemini and 
Faro as well as at the “No Name” structure, several indications for a slow fluid and gas   
transport were found. Our data suggest a complete consumption of methane and higher 
hydrocarbons in the sediments of the studied mud volcanoes at depths of 30-300 cm below 
seafloor. We found no indication of hydrocarbons reaching the hydrosphere, except from the 
visual observation of small patches of reduced sediments covered by giant sulphide-oxidizing 
bacteria. The overlap of methane and sulphate depletion with sulphide production shows that 
methane and higher hydrocarbon oxidation processes are mediated microbially under 
anaerobic conditions. Correspondingly, anaerobic oxidation of methane and sulphate 
reduction rates show a peak in a distinct, narrow methane-sulphate transition zone in the 
subsurface sediments of the mud volcano centres. Highest turnover rates and fluxes coincided 
with the shallowest SMT depths with Capt. Arutyunov MV as the most active system in the 
study area, followed by the mud volcanoes Bonjardim, Ginsburg, and Gemini and finally the 
“No Name” structure. In comparison to other gas seeps, methane fluxes and turnover rates are 
low to mid range in the Gulf of Cadiz. In addition to AOM, a substantial fraction of the SR is 
fuelled by the anaerobic oxidation of higher hydrocarbons, which rise from deep reservoirs 
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together with methane. Lipid biomarker and 16S rDNA clone library from the sediments and 
carbonates of the AOM hotspots provide evidence that both of the previously described 
ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 and ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 communities mediate AOM at mud 
volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz. The finding of their signatures in carbonate crusts at the 
centres of the investigated mud volcanoes indicates that at least some of the vast amounts of 
carbonates littering mud volcanoes and diapirs in the northern part of the Gulf of Cadiz are 
linked to methane seepage. 
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ABSTRACT
The North Sea hosts large coal, oil and gas reservoirs of commercial value. Natural leakage 
pathways of subsurface gas to the hydrosphere have been recognized during geological 
surveys (Hovland and Judd, 1988). The Tommeliten seepage area is part of the Greater 
Ekofisk area, which is situated above the Tommeliten Delta salt diapir in the central North 
Sea. In this study, we report of an active seep site (56° 29.90’ N, 2° 59.80’ E) located in the 
Tommeliten area, Norwegian Block 1/9, at 75 m water depth. Here, cracks in a buried marl 
horizon allow methane to migrate into overlying clay-silt and sandy sediments. Hydroacoustic 
sediment echosounding showed several venting spots coinciding with the apex of marl domes 
where methane is released into the water column and potentially to the atmosphere during 
deep mixing situations. In the vicinity of the gas seeps, sea floor observations showed small 
mats of giant sulphide-oxidizing bacteria above patches of black sediments and carbonate 
crusts, which are exposed 10 to 50 cm above seafloor forming small reefs. These methane-
derived authigenic carbonates (MDACs) contain 13C-depleted, archaeal lipids indicating 
previous gas seepage and AOM activity. High amounts of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to 
archaeol and low abundances of biphytanes in the crusts give evidence that anaerobic
methane-oxidising archaea (ANME) of the phylogenetic cluster ANME-2 were the potential 
mediators of anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) at the time of carbonate formation. 
Small pieces of MDACs were also found subsurface at about 1.7 m sediment depth, 
associated with the sulphate-methane transition zone (SMTZ). The SMTZ of Tommeliten is 
characterized by elevated AOM and sulphate reduction (SR) rates, increased concentrations of 
13C-depleted tetraether derived biphytanes, and specific bacterial fatty acids (FA). Further 
biomarker and 16S rDNA based analyses give evidence that AOM at the Tommeliten SMTZ 
is mediated by archaea belonging to the ANME-1b group and sulphate reducing bacteria 
(SRB) most likely belonging to the Seep-SRB1 cluster. The zone of active methane 
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consumption was restricted to a distinct horizon of about 20 cm. Concentrations of 13C-
depleted lipid biomarkers (e.g. 500 ng g-dw-1 biphythanes, 140 ng g-dw-1 fatty acid ai-C15:0),
cell numbers  (1.5 * 108 cells cm-3), AOM and SR rates (3 nmol cm-3 d-1) in the SMTZ are 2-3 
orders of magnitude lower compared to AOM zones of highly active cold seeps such as 
Hydrate Ridge or the Gulf of Mexico.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hydrocarbon seepage in the ocean has been known for more than thirty years, but the 
contribution of this process to the global methane budget and the carbon cycle are not well 
constrained. Upwelling of hydrocarbon-rich geofluids from subsurface reservoirs to the 
hydro- and atmosphere could be a relevant process in the global carbon cycle, especially with 
regard to emissions of the greenhouse gas methane. Gas seepage from temperate shallow shelf 
seas is likely to contribute to methane emissions to the atmosphere, because of the seasonal 
deep mixing of the water column reaching the gas plumes above active seeps. The main 
challenge in constraining methane emission from the ocean is the need for quantitative 
estimates of the abundance and activity of cold seeps of ocean margins. As part of the 
OMARC cluster (Ocean Margin Deep-Water Research Consortium) of the 5th framework 
program of the European Commission, the project METROL (Methane flux control in ocean 
margin sediments) has been investigating methane fluxes from seep systems of the central and 
northern North Sea. Here we present results from biogeochemical and microbiological 
investigations of the Tommeliten seep area (56° 29.90’ N, 2° 59.80’ E) in the central North 
Sea. This and other active cold seeps have been detected during pipeline route and site 
surveys by oil companies (Hovland and Sommerville, 1985). Cold seeps have been reported 
from various geographic and geological settings (Judd, 2003). Once initiated, cold seeps may 
continuously emit gas, but they become inactive if subsurface gas and fluids are depleted, or 
undergo phases of dormancy where the shallow reservoir is recharged and none or little 
seepage occurs (Çifçi et al., 2003; Hovland and Judd, 1988). In the particular case of the 
central North Sea, thermogenic methane is produced in Jurassic sediments (Hovland and 
Judd, 1988). In the Tommeliten area, the enclosing sedimentary rocks have been pierced by a 
buried salt diapir, the so called Delta Structure, at about 1 km depth below sea floor (bsf). As 
a result, the methane reservoir lacks a proper seal and disturbances on seismic profiles 
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indicate that free gas migrates in sediments above the diapir to the sea floor (Hovland, 2002; 
Hovland and Judd, 1988). Previous expeditions to the Tommeliten seepage area with remotely 
operated vehicles (ROVs) documented streams of single methane bubbles of a thermogenic 
origin (–45.6‰ vs. Pee Dee Belemnite), small patches of filamentous, microbial mats and 
MDACs that outcrop on the sea floor (Hovland and Judd, 1988; Hovland and Sommerville, 
1985; Thrasher et al., 1996). Such observations are typical for active seep systems, which 
have been found at passive and active continental margins.  
High fluxes of methane usually lead to the development of methanotrophic microbial 
communities. Anaerobic methanotrophic archaea dominate submarine seep communities, 
because they profit from the abundance of sulphate utilised as an electron acceptor for AOM 
(Hinrichs and Boetius, 2002; Reeburgh, 1996). High AOM activities lead to high fluxes of 
sulphide and the development of microbial mats of giant sulphide-oxidizing bacteria (e.g. 
Beggiatoa sp.) and other thiotrophic organisms (Boetius and Suess, 2004; and literature 
therein). Furthermore, methane venting at various cold seeps is associated with the 
precipitation of MDACs which often contain lipid biomarkers of AOM communities 
(Bohrmann et al., 1998; Diaz-del-Rio et al., 2003; Hovland et al., 1985; Hovland et al., 1987; 
Michaelis et al., 2002; Peckmann et al., 1999; Roberts and Aharon, 1994; Thiel et al., 2001). 
The phylogenetic origin of methanotrophic communities has been determined using 
combinations of lipid analysis and 16S rDNA methods in several methane seep environments 
(Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Hoehler and Alperin, 1996; 
Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001b). Previous 
works identified two groups of anaerobic methane oxidising (ANME) archaea, which are 
phylogenetically related to methanogens (Methanosarcina sp.). Both ANME-1 and ANME-2 
occur in consortia with relatives of a SRB cluster (Seep-SRB1) within the 
Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus branch (Knittel et al. 2003). Although the geology and biology 
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of a variety of shallow water cold seeps have been well investigated, there is still very little 
known on the biogeochemistry and relevance of microbial methane consumption (Barry et al., 
1996; Barry et al., 1997; Bian et al., 2001; Bussmann et al., 1999; Dando and Hovland, 1992; 
Garcia-Garcia et al., 2003; Thomsen et al., 2001). The aim of this investigation was to study 
microbial processes related to methane seepage in shelf sediments. The main tasks were to 
reveal the distribution and identity of methanotrophic microorganisms, the zonation and 
magnitude of methane oxidation and to analyse the impact of methane venting on a sandy 
benthic habitat of the North Sea. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Field Observations
 Visual observations of the Tommeliten sea floor were carried out with a remotely operated 
vehicle (ROV “Sprint 103” of the Alfred Wegener Institute of Polar and Marine Research) 
during a cruise with R/V Heincke in June 2002 (HE-169) and with a towed video camera in 
October 2002 (HE-180). Gas flares in the water column were detected with a SES-2000 
echosounder operated at different frequencies in the range of 10 to 100 kHz. The same 
parametric echosounder was used for high-resolution sub-bottom profiling at frequencies 
between 8 and 15 kHz. Video and echosounder images were used to select positions for 
sediment sampling. 
Figure 1. A chart of the survey area at Tommeliten showing 
sampling positions of vibrocoring, sea floor and hydroacoustic 
observations.
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2.2 Sample Collection and Storage
Sediment samples were collected by vibrocoring (Institute of Baltic Sea Research) during the 
cruise HE180 in October 2002. Three cores were recovered from seep areas (core 1860, 1866, 
1904, Fig. 1) and one from a reference station (core 1867). Upon recovery, cores were 
sectioned in 1 m pieces and kept in their plastic bags during subsampling of porewater 
constituents (methane, sulphate, sulphide) and turnover rate measurements of methane and 
sulphate.  Replicate subsamples were obtained from a 10 cm section every 10 (cores 1866 and 
1904) or 20 cm (core 1860). Samples for lipid biomarkers, cell counts and DNA were 
collected from the same 10 cm sections of core 1904. Sediment samples for lipid analysis 
were transferred into pre-cleaned glass vials and stored at –25 °C until extraction. Sediments 
for microbiological analysis were fixed for fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) or frozen 
for DNA extraction. Pieces of MDACs were collected from the SMTZ at station 1904 and 
stored at –25°C until extraction. MDACs from the surface of the sea floor were collected 
earlier during a ROV expedition in 1998 (Hovland, 2002). Detailed protocols for the 
following methods can be obtained from www.metrol.org.  
2.3 Methane Concentrations 
Methane concentrations from selected sediment horizons were determined according to the 
“head space” method from 5 ml sediment fixed with 25 ml NaOH (2.5%, w/v) in gas-tight 
glass vials as described previously (Treude et al., 2003). Immediately after sub-sampling, 
methane concentrations were determined on board using a gas chromatograph as described 
elsewhere (Treude et al., 2003). 
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2.4 Sulphate Concentrations 
5ml of wet sediment were fixed in 50 ml corning vials with 25 ml zinc acetate solution (20%, 
w/v). After vigorous shaking, sediment particles were separated by centrifugation and 
filtration. Sulphate concentrations were determined from an aliquot of the supernatant using a 
Waters HPLC system (Waters 512 HPLC pump, I.C.-Pak anion-column (Waters; 
WAT007355) 4.6 x 50 mm, Waters 730 conductivity detector). Isophtalic acid (1mM) was 
used as a solvent at a constant flow rate of 1ml min-1. Sulphate concentrations were corrected 
for porosity, which was determined according to Treude et al. (2003).
2.5 Sulphide Concentrations 
Total sulphide concentrations were determined using a combination of a WTW Multiline P4 
multi meter equipped with a WTW pH/ION 340i ion meter with two coupled electrodes 
(WTW Ag 500 / WTW Ag/S 5001) for S2- concentration measurements and a WTW SenTix 
41-3 electrode for pH measurements. The S2- measuring section was calibrated against 
standards of H2S/HS-/S2- at pHs of 6, 7, 8 and 9.
2.6 Ex situ AOM and SR Measurements 
Subsamples for turnover rate measurements were collected from core 1904 by plugging glass 
tubes (1 x 6 cm) into a defined sediment horizon of ca 10 cm (n = 5 for AOM and SR, 
respectively) as described previously (Treude et al. 2005 and references therein). To prevent 
gas exchange, the tubes were sealed with butyl rubber stoppers and only briefly opened for 
radiotracer injection, i.e., 50 µl 14C-labelled methane and 5 µl 35S-labelled sulphate (tracer 
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dissolved in water, 10 kBq and 50 kBq, respectively). Sediment samples were incubated on 
board at in situ temperature (4 °C) for 24 h in the dark. After incubation, AOM and SR 
samples were fixed like the methane and sulphate samples (see above). Further processing of 
AOM and SR samples was performed according to Treude et al. (2003) and references 
therein. Turnover rates were calculated according to the following formulas:  
Timeincubat.
CHconc.
COCH
COAOM 4
2
14
4
14
2
14
?
?
?             (1) 
Timeincubat.
SOconc.
STRISO
STRISRR
2
4
352
4
35
35 ?
? ??
?             (2) 
Here, 14CO2, 35SO42- and TRI35S are the activities  (Bq) of carbon dioxide, sulphate and total 
reduced sulphur species, respectively, whereas conc. CH4 and conc. SO42- are the 
concentrations of methane and sulphate at the beginning of the incubation.  
2.7 In Vitro Potential Rates 
The applied subsampling techniques of this work have been proven useful for muddy 
sediments (Treude et al., 2003). To test the suitability for sandy sediments, we compared 
short-term AOM and SR measurements with long-term in vitro measurements (1 wk) of 
sediments collected from three horizons (surface, at the sulphide peak, and deep horizons) 
according to a modified method of Nauhaus et al. (2002). For this study, 20 ml sediment 
slurries were incubated with radio-labelled methane and sulphate (n = 5 for AOM and SR, 
respectively). The slurries consisted of 1 cm3 fresh sediment and methane saturated (1.4 mM), 
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artificial sea water media with 28 mM sulphate (Widdel and Bak, 1992). As a control, slurries 
from one horizon (100-150 cm, core 1904) were incubated without methane. After incubation, 
sediment slurries were processed like those from short-term incubations. 
2.8 Extraction of Sediment and MDAC Samples and Preparation of Derivatives 
The extraction procedure and preparation of fatty acid methyl esters was carried out according 
to Elvert and co-workers (2003). Briefly, total lipid extracts (TLE) were obtained from ca. 
25g of wet sediment collected from core 1904 and from two MDAC pieces (one collected 
from the surface of the sea floor and one from the SMTZ in core 1904). Prior to extraction, 
the MDAC pieces were disintegrated with HCL (2M). The TLE was extracted by subsequent 
ultrasonification using organic solvents of decreasing polarity. Internal standards of known 
concentration and carbon isotopic compositions were added prior to extraction. Esterified 
fatty acids (FAs) present in glyco- and phospholipids were cleaved by saponification with 
methanolic KOH-solution. After extraction of the neutral lipid fraction from this mixture, FAs 
were methylated for analysis with BF3 in methanol yielding fatty acid methyl esters 
(FAMES).
Neutral lipids were further separated into hydrocarbons, ketones and alcohols on a SPE silica 
glass cartridge (0.5 g packing). Prior to separation, the column was rinsed with 15 ml n-
hexane/dichloromethane (95:5, v/v). After application of the neutral fraction, solvent mixtures 
of increasing polarity were subsequently added: (I) 5 ml n-hexane/dichloromethane (95:5, 
v/v), (II) 5 ml n-hexane/dichloromethane (2:1, v/v) and (III) 5 ml dichloromethane/acetone 
(9:1, v/v). Neutral lipid fractions (hydrocarbons (I), ketones (II) and alcohols (III), 
respectively) were collected and concentrated to 100 µl using rotary evaporation. Finally, 
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neutral lipid fractions were stored at –20 °C until further processing and/or analysis. Alcohols 
were analysed as trimethylsilyl (TMS) ethers. Shortly before analysis (<1 wk), aliquots from 
selected alcohol fractions were dried under a stream of nitrogen. 100 µl pyridine and 50 µl 
bis(trimethylsilyl)triflouracetamid were added and the reaction was carried out for 1 h at 70 
°C. After cooling, excess solvent was evaporated and the remaining TMS adducts were re-
suspended in 50 µl of n-hexane. TMS adducts were stored at –20 °C until GC and GC-MS 
analysis.
Sediments and the two MDAC pieces were additionally analysed for the content of tetraether 
lipids. Tetraether lipids, which are contained in the alcohol fractions, were subjected to ether 
cleavage through HI treatment as reported previously yielding phytanes and biphytanes which 
can be analysed by GC (-MS and IRMS) analysis (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Kohnen et al., 
1992). Briefly, 500 µl HI (57%) and 500 µl acetic acid (100%) were added to a dried alcohol 
fraction and iodisation of ether bonds was promoted at 110 °C for 4 h. After cooling, alkyl 
iodides were extracted with n-hexane. Excess iodine was removed by adding sodium 
thiosulphate solution (5%, w/v in water). Subsequently, the hexane phase was removed and 
dried. Alkyl iodides were reduced to alkanes in 0.5 ml of tetrahydrofurane (THF) by adding 
lithium-aluminium hydride (2 spatula tips). Reduction of iodides was carried out at 110 °C for 
3 h. After cooling, excess lithium-aluminium hydride was deactivated by the addition of 
deionised water. The supernatant solvent phase was removed, dried and stored at -20 °C.  
2.9 Preparation of Dimethyl Disulphide (DMDS) Adducts
Double bond positions of monoenoic FAs were determined by analysis as DMDS adducts 
according to previously reported methods (Moss and Lambert-Fair, 1989; Nichols et al., 
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1986). Briefly, an aliquot of a selected sample (dissolved in 50µl n-hexane) was treated with 
DMDS (100 µl) and iodine-diethyl ether solution (20 µl, 6% w/v). Formation of DMDS 
adducts was carried out at 50 °C for 48 h. After cooling, excess iodine was reduced with 
sodium thiosulphate (5% w/v in water). The organic phase was removed, dried and stored at –
20 °C. 
2.10 Gas Chromatography (GC), Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS), 
Gas Chromatography-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (GC-IRMS) 
Concentrations, identities and stable carbon isotope ratios of individual compounds were 
determined by GC, GC-MS and GC-IRMS analyses, respectively. Instrument specifications 
and operation modes of the GC, GC-MS and GC-IRMS were set according to Elvert and co-
workers (2003). Concentrations were calculated against internal standards. Identities of 
acquired mass spectra were compared to known standards and published data. The chemical 
structure of biphytanes are reviewed in Schouten et al. (1998): monocyclic biphytane reported 
here equals compound IV and bicyclic biphytane compound V. Stable isotope ratios are given 
in the ?-notation against PDB. ?13C-values of FAs and alcohols were corrected for the 
introduction of additional carbon atoms during derivatisation. Internal standards were used to 
monitor precision and reproducibility during measurements. Reported ?13C-values have an 
analytical error of 1-2 ‰. 
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2.11 Cell Counts and Fluorescence In Situ Hybridisation 
Selected sediment samples from core 1904 were fixed with 2 % formaldehyde and stored at 
4°C until further analysis. Total cell numbers were quantified with the aid of epifluorescence 
microscopy after staining the cells with Acridine Orange according to Knittel et al. (2003). 
Sediments from above, below and within the SMTZ were analysed for the presence of 
archaea and bacteria by fluorescence in situ hybridization with horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-
labelled oligonucleotide probes and tyramide signal amplification (CARD-FISH) according to 
the method of Pernthaler et al. (2002). The CARD-FISH probes used in this study were 
EUB338, ARCH915 and ANME1-350, purchased from biomers.net GmbH, Ulm, Germany. 
Oligonucleotide probes and instrument specification are presented in Knittel et al. (2005). 
Briefly, after 2 hours fixation at 4°C, formaldehyde fixed sediments were washed with 1xPBS 
(10 mM sodium phosphate, 130 mM NaCl) and stored in 1xPBS/EtOH (1:1) at -20°C. These 
samples were diluted 1:10, treated by sonification and filtered on 0.2 µm GTTP polycarbonate 
filters. Prior to filtration, filters were coated with agarose to prevent cell loss. In addition to 
ultrasonification, cells were permeabilised with lysozyme solution for 1 h at 37° C and 
subsequently hybridised with HRP labelled probe for 2 h at 35 °C. Finally, filters were 
incubated for 15 min in tyramide solution labelled with the fluorochrome Cy-3. 
2.12 DNA Extraction and Clone Library Construction 
Total community DNA was directly extracted from ca. 5 g of wet sediment from the SMTZ of 
core 1904 according to Zhou et al. (1996). Crude DNA was purified with the Wizard DNA 
Clean-Up Kit (Promega, Madison, WI). Almost full-length archaeal and bacterial 16S rRNA 
genes from the extracted chromosomal DNAs were amplified using primers 20f (Massana et 
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al., 1997) and Uni1392R (Lane et al., 1985) for archaea and GM3F (Muyzer et al., 1995) and 
GM4R (Kane et al., 1993) for bacteria. Polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed 
with a Mastercycler Gradient (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) as described previously 
(Ravenschlag et al., 1999), except that the annealing temperature was 58°C and 42°C for 
archaea and bacteria, respectively. PCR products of several reactions were combined and 
purified with the QiaQuick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). DNA was 
ligated in the pGEM T-Easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI) and transformed into E. coli
TOP10 cells (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Sequencing was performed by Taq cycle sequencing with a model ABI1377 sequencer 
(Applied Biosystems) with insert-specific and vector primers. The absence of chimeric 
sequences in the clone libraries was verified with the CHIMERA_CHECK program of the 
Ribosomal Database Project II (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/html/analyses.html). A total of 57 
archaeal and 54 bacterial clones were partially sequenced (~ 0.5 kb). Using the ARB software 
package, these sequences were calculated into existing phylogenetic trees by parsimony 
without allowing changes in the tree topology. Representative sequences of each cluster were 
then fully sequenced (~1.3 kb) and matched against the NCBI data base 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST). The sequence data reported here will appear in the 
EMBL, GenBank, and DDBJ nucleotide sequence databases under the accession numbers 
DQ007532 to DQ007540.
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3. RESULTS 
3.1 Field Observations
 Echosounder transects revealed several gas flares reaching from the sea floor to the sea 
surface (transducer depth) at 6° 29.92’ N, 2° 59.80’E in an area of ca. 3500 m2 (Fig. 1, 2). A 
small area with 4 single plumes was also found at 6° 29.56’ N, 2° 59.25’E. No plumes were 
detected outside of the seep areas within a larger area of 12 km2.  Echosounder guided 
sampling of the gas flares and subsequent gas extraction showed high concentrations of 
methane within the plumes (500 nM), which were up to 2 orders of magnitude above the 
background concentration (5 nM, data not shown). Similar to earlier findings (Hovland, 2002; 
Hovland and Judd, 1988), sea bottom observations with the ROV and the towed camera 
showed the presence of bubble streams emanating from small point sources of a few cm in 
diameter (Fig. 3a). 
White bacterial mats, 
most likely formed by 
giant sulphide 
oxidizing bacteria 
with a patch size of 
some decimetres were
found in the same 
area (Fig. 1, 3b). No 
bubble emission was 
observed directly 
from bacterial mats. 
Figure 2. Hydro acoustic image of a methane plume reaching 
from the sea floor to the sea surface. Ascending sub-surface 
horizons forming dome-like structures are visible. The image was 
recorded with a SES-2000 echosounder operated at 8 to 100 kHz. 
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At various locations mostly situated north of the plume cluster, carbonate crusts with 
diameters ranging from decimetres to metres were exposed 10 – 50 cm above the sea floor 
(Fig. 1, 3c). These crusts were densely covered by several species of anthozoa and other 
sessile macrofauna typical of hard grounds (Fig. 3c). These animals were not found in the 
surrounding area characterized by sandy sediments. Furthermore, a comparably high density 
of demersal fish was observed in the vicinity of the crusts. 
Figure 3. Images of the seafloor observations showing (a) a stream of methane 
bubbles, (b) bacterial mats and (c) sessile macro fauna on exposed carbonates. (d) A 
lower section of core 1904 comprising methane-rich, clay-silt sediments and (e) 
MDACs recovered at the interface between methane-rich, clay-silt and overlying 
sandy sediments.   
3.2 Sediment Layers and Geochemical Profiles 
The echosounder profiles showed several dome like structures in the seep area with a distinct 
sequence of layers narrowing towards the apex of each dome where the gas plumes were 
situated (Fig. 2). Station 1904 was furthest away from the plume, and station 1860 was 
closest. All cores obtained from the Tommeliten seep area (1904, 1866 and 1860, Fig. 1) 
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contained four different horizons of sediments (Fig. 4a-6a): (1) the lowest (350 – 240 cm bsf 
in core 1904; 300 – 200 cm bsf in core 1860) consisted of stiff marl followed by (2) a gassy                        
layer of clay-silt (Fig. 3d) (240 – 175 cm bsf in core 1904; 230 – 160 cm bsf in core 1866; 
200 – 125 cm bsf in core 1860). (3) 10 to 40 cm of sand comprising MDACs (Fig. 3e) were 
overlying the clay-silt  in cores 1904 and 1860. The presence of gas bubbles of ca 0.1-1 cm in 
diameter in the clay-silt (2), MDAC bearing sediments (3) and the first 10 to 20 cm just above 
the carbonate bearing sections gave the sediments a spongy appearance (Fig. 3d). (4) The 
upper most sediment layer consisted of carbonate-free sand (165 – 0 cm bsf in core 1904; 85 
– 0 cm bsf in core 1860). Hence, the narrowing of layers towards the apex of the dome 
visualized by echosounder images (Fig. 2) was reflected in the sedimentology (Fig. 4a, 6a). 
The sediment layering at station 1866 was different from station 1904 and 1860 as the (3) 
horizon containing MDACs was found at ca 75 to 85 cm bsf within the (4) sandy sediments 
(Fig. 5a). No (1) marl section was recovered from core 1866, which was 230 cm long. 
Sediments at the reference station (recovered ca. 5 km away from the seep area) consisted of 
(4) a sandy surface horizon (0 to 100 cm bsf) and an underlying (3) clay-silt horizon (100 - 
400 cm bsf). No gas bubbles or carbonates were observed at this station (data not shown).
The methane, sulphate and sulphide gradients in the cores from the Tommeliten seep area 
were influenced by their proximity to the gas plume and by the sediment layering. Because of 
the artefacts introduced by vibrocoring and subsequent sampling of the gassy and sandy 
sediments, fluxes of methane and sulphate cannot be calculated from the profiles. 
Nevertheless, the data indicate a distinct zonation of the processes of anaerobic methane 
consumption and associated sulphide production. At the reference station away from the seep, 
sediments contained methane concentrations <0.1 µM (quantification limit) throughout the 
core. In contrast, within the seep area, methane concentrations reached supersaturation in the 
(2) clay horizon and the (3) MDAC-bearing sediments (core 1860 = 2.5, 1866 = 1.4, 1904 = 
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1.6 mM). Within the stiff marl sediments (1), the methane concentration was comparably low 
(<0.2 mM) (Fig. 4a-6a). The sulphate-methane transition zone (SMTZ) is defined here as the 
horizon with a distinct dip in methane and sulphate concentrations as well as a peak in 
sulphide concentrations. This was located between the (3) MDAC-bearing sediments and (4) 
the overlying sandy sediments in cores 1904 and 1860, and in the lower sand section in core 
1866. In contrast to a typical SMTZ, sulphate was not depleted in the methane-rich zone. 
However, this is most likely a result of sampling artefacts. Above the SMTZ, methane 
concentrations declined to values <0.04 mM. In core 1860, methane concentrations remained 
comparably high above the carbonate-bearing horizon (>0.25 mM) but declined to <0.04 mM 
in the top sediment horizon. At station 1904 and 1866, methane concentrations were below 
0.01 mM in the top 40 cm of the seabed (Fig. 4a, 5a). Sulphate concentrations declined 
slightly at the methane transition zone (SMTZ) from seawater values (28 mM) to values 
between 23 (core 1904, 1866; Fig. 4a, 5a) and 15 mM (core 1860; Fig. 6a). In each core, a 
distinct sulphide peak was measured just above the horizon in which methane declined with 
concentrations of 3.1 mM (core 1904, 135 cm bsf), 1.9 mM (core 1866, 115 cm bsf) and 2.1 
mM (core 1860, 55 cm bsf), respectively (Fig. 4b-6b). Sulphide concentrations declined to 
values below detection limit in surface and bottom horizons. Sediments of the reference 
station did not show any detectable sulphide concentrations (data not shown).
3.3 Ex situ AOM and SR 
In short-term ex situ incubations, AOM reached a maximum rate of 2.4 nmol cm-3 d-1 at 170 
cm bsf in core 1904 within the SMTZ. Sulphate reduction rates were also elevated at the 
SMTZ reaching 2 nmol cm-3 d-1. Unfortunately, no SR could be measured below this horizon 
due to sample loss. Rates in  overlying  horizons decreased to values ranging between 0.8  and  
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0.1 nmol cm-3 (Fig. 4e). Highest SR were detected in the surface horizon (3.5 nmol cm-3 d-1).
AOM and SR were highly variable between replicate subsamples within one horizon leading 
to standard errors of up to 83 % of the mean (Fig. 4e). 
3.4 In Vitro Rates at Methane Saturation 
Potential AOM and SR rates (AOMmax, SRmax) measured in long-term incubations were 
highest in sediments collected from the SMTZ with 1.4 to 3 and 2.9 to 4.6 nmol cm-3 d-1,
respectively (Fig. 4c, d - 6c, d). In these incubations, the ratio of AOM to SR was 1:1 in core 
1904, 0.3:1 in core 1866 and 0.5:1 core 1860. In sediment slurries from the SMTZ at station 
1904, SR without methane was 70% lower compared to incubations with methane. This 
indicates a close coupling between AOM and SR. AOMmax and SRmax were substantially 
lower in slurries obtained from horizons above and below the SMTZ (Fig. 4c,d-6c,d). 
3.5 Biomarker Signatures
3.5.1 Sediments 
Concentration measurements of single lipid compounds showed maxima of specific bacterial 
FAs and archaeal isoprenoidal lipids in sediments from the SMTZ of core 1904 (150 – 180 
cm bsf; Fig. 4g, i, Tab. 1). At this horizon, stable carbon isotope analysis revealed the highest 
depletion in 13C with minimum values of –79‰ (sn2-hydroxyarchaeol) in archaeal diether 
lipids (Fig. 7) and –50‰ (ai-C15:0) in bacterial FAs (Fig. 4h, Fig. 9). The concentration of 
both  archaeal  and  bacterial  lipids  decreased  just  above  and  below the SMTZ where these
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biomarkers were also less 
depleted. Archaeal lipids 
found at the SMTZ were 
dominated by the glycerol 
diether archaeol and the 
decomposition products of 
both diether and tetraether 
lipids, i.e. phytane and 
biphytanes with ?13C-
values ranging from  –60‰ 
to -70‰ (Tab. 1, Fig 7). 
sn2- and sn3-hydroxy-
archaeol (?hydroxyarcha-
eol) were less abundant relative to archaeol with a ratio of 0.4:1. Concentrations of the 
biphytanes decreased with increasing degree of cyclisation (Fig. 7). Compared to the di- and 
tetraethers, archaeal isoprenoidal hydrocarbons were approximately one order of magnitude 
lower in concentration (Tab. 1). As a result, the stable isotope composition of these 
compounds could not be measured (required minimum concentration: ~100 ng g-dw-1).
Isoprenoidal hydrocarbons were dominated by 2,6,10,15,19-pentamethylicosenes with two 
double bonds (?PMI:2; 3 isomers) followed by PMI:0 and PMI:1 (Fig. 8). The FA fraction in 
sediments of the SMTZ was dominated by C16:0, followed by C18:1?9, C18:0 and C18:2. FAs that 
are putatively specific for SRB involved in AOM such as C16:1?5, i-C15:0 and ai-C15:0
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003), were approximately 5 to 50 times lower in 
concentration compared to C16:0 in Tommeliten sediments (Tab. 1). However, in contrast to 
abundant FAs, stable carbon isotope compositions of i-C15:0 and ai-C15:0 showed a depletion in 
13C  (Fig 4h, 9).
Table 1. Lipid biomarker concentrations extracted from 
sediments at the sulphate-methane transition zone (155 cm 
bsf) of core 1904. 
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3.5.2 Methane Derived Authigenic Carbonates
Lipid analysis revealed that MDACs from the Tommeliten seep contained specific archaeal 
and bacterial lipids. ?13C-values of these compounds were 20-30‰-lower in comparison to 
those extracted from sediment at the SMTZ of station 1904 (Fig. 7-9). In contrast to the 
SMTZ sediments, the di- and tetraether fraction in the subsurface MDACs was dominated by 
sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, which was slightly more abundant than archaeol (archaeol:
?hydroxyarchaeol = 1:1.6). The surface MDACs even reached a ratio of archaeol to 
?hydroxyarchaeol of 1:1.9 (Fig. 7). The suite of biphytanes found in sediments of the SMTZ 
was also present in the subsurface and surface MDACs. Furthermore, the biphytanes in the 
MDACs   and   in   sediments   of   the   SMTZ   showed   a  similar  abundance  pattern.   I.e.,  
Figure 7. Abundance (bars) and stable carbon isotope composition 
(circles) of cleaved, archaeal tetraether and whole diether lipids 
extracted from sediments and MDACs at the sulphate-methane 
transition zone (155 cm bsf) of core 1904 and from surface 
MDACs recovered by a ROV. Abundances were normalised to 
archaeol. Note the constant offset in ?13C-values between 
sediments and MDACs.  
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concentrations of the biphytanes decreased with higher degrees of cyclisation. However, in 
contrast to sediments of the SMTZ, the abundance of biphy-tanes relative to archaeol and 
phytane was lower in the subsurface MDACs and lowest in surface MDACs (Fig. 7). 
Furthermore, PMIs in the MDACs showed higher degrees of saturation (Fig. 8) and a higher 
number of isomers compared to sediments of the SMTZ. ?PMI:1 comprised 4, ?PMI:2  5 and 
?PMI:3 2 isomers. Notably, surface MDACs contained very high amounts of crocetane. 
Stable carbon isotope compositions of diethers, tetraethers and isoprenoid hydrocarbons were 
uniformly <-90 ‰, both in the subsurface and the surface MDACs. An exception was 
crocetane showing ? 13C values of –70 and –55 ‰ in the subsurface and the surface MDACs, 
respectively (Fig. 8). Variations in ?13C-values among the PMI isomers were small with a 
Figure 8. Abundance (bars) and stable carbon isotope composition 
(circles) of archaeal, isoprenoid hydrocarbon lipids extracted from 
sediments and MDACs at the sulphate-methane transition zone (155 
cm bsf) of core 1904 and from surface MDACs recovered by a ROV. 
Abundances were normalised to PMI:0. Note that concentrations of 
crocetane are ca. 7.5-fold increased in surface MDACs. Low 
concentrations prohibited ?13C-measurements of hydrocarbons in the 
sediment. 
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maximum of ?2 ‰. As with the biphytanes, the FA abundance pattern of the subsurface 
MDACs showed comparably high similarities to the pattern found in sediments of the SMTZ, 
whereas the abundance pattern of the surface MDACs showed lower similarities (Fig. 9). 
Subsurface MDACs contained roughly twice as much i-C15:0 than ai-C15:0 while this ratio was 
almost 1:1 in surface carbonates. In the subsurface MDACs, i-C15:0 and ai-C15:0 were the most 
13C-depleted FAs with values down to -62‰. In contrast, the most 13C-depleted FA found in 
the surface MDACs was C16:1?5 with a ? 13C-value of –80‰ while i-C15:0 and ai-C15:0 showed 
values of -67‰ and -65‰, respectively (Fig. 9).
Figure 9. Abundance (bars) and stable carbon isotope composition 
(circles) of fatty acids extracted from sediments and MDACs at the 
sulphate-methane transition zone (155 cm bsf) of core 1904 and from 
surface MDACs recovered by a ROV. Abundances were normalised to 
i-C15:0. i-C15:0, ai-C15:0 and C16:1?5, are among the most depleted fatty 
acids. Note the offset in ?13C-values between sediments and MDACs.  
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3.6 Archaeal and Bacterial Clone Libraries 
 One archaeal and one bacterial clone library were constructed from a sediment sample from 
the SMTZ of station 1904 to study the microbial diversity in the AOM zone. A total of 57 
archaeal and 54 bacterial clones were partially sequenced (~ 0.5 kb). From each phylogenetic 
group, one representative sequence was almost fully (~1.5 kb) sequenced. The obtained 16S 
rDNA archaeal clone library showed a low diversity in comparison to previous publications 
of methane seep systems (Mills et al., 2003; Orphan et al., 2002; Teske et al., 2002). Two 
different phylogentic groups of archaea were detected (Tab. 2). The ANME-1b cluster 
(Methanosarcinales) accounted for 98 % of obtained sequences. The second group comprised 
a single clone sequence, which belongs to the Marine Benthic Group D (Thermoplamatales). 
Other ANME groups or methanogens were not detected.  
The bacterial clone library consisted of seven uncultivated, methane seep-related lineages. 
The next relatives to all sequences obtained are commonly found in marine cold seeps (Tab. 
2). Most abundant were clones of the ?-Proteobacteria comprising sequences of the putative 
bacterial partner for AOM (26% of bacterial clone sequences), i.e. the Seep-SRB1 cluster 
(Knittel et al., 2003). One other abundant group among the ?-Proteobacteria were the 
Desulfoarculaceae (26%). 38% of bacterial sequences were distantly related to the 
Haloanaerobiales, which belong to the Firmicutes.  
3.7 Total Cell Counts and ANME-1 Abundance 
 Direct cell counts showed highest numbers in surface sediment horizons (23.2 *108 cells cm-3
at 30 cm bsf). Cell counts decreased below this horizon to values <0.2*108 cells cm-3 at 130 
cm bsf but showed an increase in  sediments of  the  SMTZ  (1.1 – 1.3 *108 cells cm-3 at 150 –
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170 cm bsf). In this horizon, probing 
with CARD-FISH targeting ANME-1 
cells resulted in positive signals (Fig. 
10). Only single cells or chains of up to 
three cells were observed. Bacterial 
partners physically attached to ANME-
1 were not observed. Specific CARD-
FISH counts resulted in 1.45 * 107
ANME-1 cells cm-3 sediment. The 
overlying horizon (110 cm bsf) 
contained very low numbers of ANME-
1 cells (<3* 105 cells cm-3), whereas 
ANME-1 could not be detected in an 
underlying horizon (190 cm bsf.).  
Figure 10. Individual cells of ANME-1 
archaea from sediments at the sulphate-
methane transition zone (155 cm) of core 1904 
(a) visualised with 4´,6´-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI), (b) cy-3 horseradish 
peroxidase-labeled oligonucleotide probe 
ANME1-350 and tyramide signal 
amplification (CARD-FISH) and (c) an 
overlay of both images. The red scale bar 
represents 2µm. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Methane Emission from the Tommeliten Seep Area 
Two decades after the discovery of gas seeps in the Tommeliten area by Hovland and Judd 
(1988), we revisited this area for video and biogeochemical surveys. The Tommeliten area is 
located in the central North Sea (56° 29.90’ N, 2° 59.80’ E) above three salt diapiers. Here, 
the so-called Delta structure has pierced the enclosing sedimentary rocks allowing methane to 
migrate to surface sediments. During ROV surveys, Hovland and Judd (1988) identified 
several small gas vents emitting single streams of methane bubbles from the sandy seabed 
into the hydrosphere. High reflective, small patches (<5 m across, ~0.5 m deep) noted on 
short-range side-scan sonar records, which the authors termed “eyed pockmarks”, were found 
to comprise MDAC crusts serving as a hard substrate for a variety of anthozoa such as sea-
anemones and sea pens. Furthermore, it was estimated that the flux of gas from the wider seep 
area of 6500 m2 was 47 g CH4 m-2 yr-1 (Hovland and Judd, 1992; Hovland et al. 1993).  Two 
decades later, our observations provide evidence that the Tommeliten seep area is still active. 
Here, several gas flares reaching almost to the sea surface were recorded by hydroacoustic 
profiling (Fig. 2) and video surveys provided evidence for bubble streams being emitted from 
the sandy sea floor (Fig. 3a). From these observations it can be concluded that the seeps of the 
Tommeliten area contribute to atmospheric methane, especially during deep mixing situations 
in the North Sea. Video observations also showed microbial mats of filamentous, presumably 
thiotrophic bacteria (Fig. 3b) and reef like structures of MDACs as already described by 
Hovland and Judd (1988).
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Such features as observed at Tommeliten are typical for active cold seeps on continental 
margins and generally indicate high methane fluxes and turnover rates (Boetius and Suess, 
2004; Joye et al., 2004; Michaelis et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003). 
However, we found only few highly focused point sources in the sandy seabed and very 
patchy, small microbial mats pointing to very restricted AOM zones close to the sea floor.  
4.2 Control of Methane Efflux from Seep Sediments 
Our study provides evidence that methane flux at the Tommeliten seeps is controlled by a 
combination of geological and microbial processes as illustrated in figure 11. The shallow 
seismic profiles show strong, ascending reflectors in the sediment (Fig. 2). Moreover, 
ascending and discontinuous reflectors on seismic plots of deep sediment layers (Hovland, 
2002; Hovland and Judd, 1988) indicate that the process of local gas venting may have 
occurred several times in the history of Tommeliten. At present, the position of the methane 
plumes together with direct observations of methane bubbles (Fig 1, 3a) give evidence for 
seepage pathways at the crest of the marl domes that allow for emission of free gas, 
circumventing microbial consumption (Fig. 11-II). Our observations from vibrocorer 
sampling indicate that the marl sediments represent a barrier to gas flow. A shallower depth 
and narrowing of the marl boundary in the vicinity of plumes as observed previously 
(Hovland and Judd, 1988) and in this study (Fig. 4a, 6a) suggests that subsurface gas pressure 
lifts sediments (Fig. 11-I). As a consequence, the marl may locally crack, allowing an 
advection of methane into and within the overlying clay-silt sediments. At the station 1860 
closest to the gas plume, the marl horizon was missing. It is possible that the position of the 
gas vents is connected to the distribution of sands, which facilitate the passage of free gas 
bubbles compared to clays. 
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  Figure 11. Schematic overview of seepage and related processes at 
Tommeliten modified from Hovland & Judd (1988). The different 
sediment horizons are indicated. (I) methane migrates through cracks in 
the uplifted marl into overlying, clay-silt sediments sediments. (II) 
sedimentary pathways at the crest of the marl dome permit the escape of 
free gas, circumventing microbial consumption. (III) subsurface, AOM 
depletes uprising methane at the interface between clay silt and sandy 
sediments where MDACs precipitate. With time and/or reduced methane 
fluxes, seepage at Tommeliten is sealed of as indicated by (IV) patches of 
thiotrophic, bacterial mats on the seafloor. These are commonly 
associated to high AOM rates in shallow surface sediments consuming 
uprising methane. (V) MDACs are precipitated in near-surface sediments. 
These provide a hard substrate for sessile macro fauna after exposure. 
Within the sediments, methane is most likely advecting horizontally in the clay-silt layer 
above the marl. Here, it is partially consumed in a very distinct subsurface horizon of no more 
than 20 cm located at the SMTZ between the MDACs (horizon 3) and the sandy sediments 
(horizon 4)  (Fig. 11-III). The decline of methane concentrations in this sediment layer 
coincided with increased concentrations of 13C-depleted lipid biomarkers, cell abundances as 
well as with relatively elevated rates of AOM and SR measured by in vitro and ex situ
incubations.
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The ex situ and in vitro AOM and SR rates at the Tommeliten seep SMTZ are 2 to 3 orders of 
magnitude lower in comparison to highly active cold seeps such as Hydrate Ridge and the 
Gulf of Mexico (Boetius et al., 2000; Joye et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003), Nevertheless, 
AOM apparently consumes all the methane diffusing into the sands. With respect to the 
abundance of ANME-1 cells (1.5 * 107 cells cm-3) and the average AOM rate in sediments at 
the SMTZ (2.4 nmol cm-3 d-1), the cell-specific AOM rate at Tommeliten was ~0.17 fmol d-1.
This value is comparable to highly active seeps. At Hydrate Ridge, ex situ measurements of 
AOM showed near surface peaks with average values of 1.1 and 1.3 µmol cm-3 d-1,
respectively (Treude et al., 2003; study site Beggiatoa field 2 at 2.5 and 6.5cm bsf). In these 
horizons, ca. 0.9*108 and 0.6*108 ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 aggregates per cm3 were detected, 
respectively (Treude et al., 2003). An average aggregate at Hydrate Ridge was found to 
consist of ca. 100 archaeal and 200 SRB cells (Boetius et al., 2000). Hence, cell-specific 
AOM rates are ranging between 0.13 and 0.21 fmol d-1. These values are in good agreement 
with in vitro measurements from Hydrate Ridge. Nauhaus et al. (2005) measured in vitro
AOM rates of 2.5 µmol g-dw-1 d-1 in sediments from a Beggiatoa site, which contained 
0.9*108 aggregates g-dw-1. This corresponds to a cell specific rate of 0.28 fmol d-1. Other 
AOM systems such as the ANME-1 dominated microbial mats from the Black Sea were 
found to contain ca. 4*1010 ANME-1 cells cm-3 (Knittel et al., 2005). Corrected for porosity 
(~87%, Treude pers. com.), in vitro AOM at the Black Sea microbial mats was ca. 5.3 µmol 
cm-3 d-1 (Nauhaus et al., 2005) which corresponds to a cell-specific rate of 0.13 fmol d-1. In 
conclusion, the capacity for AOM at methane seep systems appears to be mainly related to the 
biomass and distribution of the AOM community, which is in turn regulated by the 
availability of methane and sulphate. 
The sea floor observations of patches of presumably thiotrophic mats, above blackish, 
reduced sediments (Fig.6b, Fig. 11-IV), give evidence for another type of patchy hot spot of 
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microbial activity just beneath the sea floor, possibly AOM as indicated by previous 
observations of free methane trapped below microbial mats (Hovland, 2002). However, we 
were not able to sample these sediments with our tools during the R/V Heincke expeditions. 
The imprint of 13C-depleted archaeal and bacterial lipids in MDACs exposed at the sea floor 
also provide evidence of AOM activity and resulting carbonate precipitation in near surface 
sediments at Tommeliten. However, at present, no seepage was observed at the crusts 
(Hovland, 2002; Hovland and Judd 1988; this work). It is possible that the precipitation of 
carbonates in the AOM zone leads to a self-sealing of gas leakage pathways (Hovland, 2002). 
The surface MDAC crusts found at the Tommmeliten site may have formed in near-surface 
horizons just like the MDAC pieces found in the SMTZ, and may have been exposed due to 
sediment erosion. Today they are providing a niche for sessile hard substrate fauna, which is 
unusual for the sandy seabed of the central North Sea (Fig.3c, Fig. 11-V). Furthermore, the 
crusts also attract demersal fish. Hence, these observations indicate that seepage related 
carbonates, which outcrop the sea floor have a stimulating effect on the abundance of mega 
fauna.
4.3 Distribution and Identity of Methanotrophic Communities 
Specific lipid biomarkers with typically low ?13C-values in sediments and MDACs of the 
Tommeliten seep area provide evidence for anaerobic methanotrophic communities associated 
with gas seepage. The differences in the biomarker patterns in sediments at the SMTZ and in 
the surface and subsurface MDACs indicate the presence of different groups of 
methanotrophs. Sediments of the SMTZ host a methanotrophic community dominated by 
ANME-1. MDAC pieces at the SMTZ show a lipid pattern indicative of a mixed ANME-1 / 
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ANME-2 community whereas the exposed MDAC crusts contain a biomarker signature 
typical of ANME-2 communities, as discussed in the following: 
4.3.1 ANME-1 Community in Sediments of the SMTZ 
13C-depleted acyclic and cyclic biphytanes were found in relatively high abundances in 
sediments at the SMTZ (Fig. 7). Biphytanes are present in various methanogenic archaea and 
planktonic crenarchaeota (De Rosa and Gambacorta, 1988; Koga et al., 1993; Schouten et al., 
2002). However, a substantial ?13C-depletion as observed here and in other seep environments 
points to methanotrophic organisms. A similar lipid pattern as in the Tommeliten SMTZ was 
found in microbial mats from the Black Sea. These mats were dominated by ANME-1, as 
shown by microscopic observation based on FISH (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Knittel et al., 
2005; Michaelis et al., 2002). Blumenberg et al. (2004) also showed that biphytanes are 
absent or rare in ANME-2 dominated microbial mats and proposed to use biphytanes as 
specific indicators for ANME-1 communities. Furthermore, in sediments of the SMTZ, the 
low ratio of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol (0.2:1, Fig. 7), both of which are 13C-
depleted, matches typical ANME-1 signatures known from other cold seep sediments and 
MDACs (Aloisi et al., 2002; Blumenberg et al., 2004; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 
2000; Teske et al., 2002). In contrast, a ratio of 2:1 or higher was found in ANME-2 
dominated systems (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., submitted; Hinrichs et al., 2000; 
Orphan et al., 2001a). The predominance of ANME-1 in the SMTZ of Tommeliten seeps is 
confirmed by 16S rDNA and FISH analysis. We found a very low diversity of archaeal 16S 
rDNA clone sequences, which belonged almost entirely to the ANME-1b sub-cluster (98 % of 
the retrieved archaeal sequences, Tab. 2). Epifluorescence microscopy of CARD-FISH 
targeted cells detected ANME-1 in the SMTZ zone (Fig. 10). In contrast, probes targeting 
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ANME-2a, ANME-2c or ANME-3 gave no positive results in sediments from the SMTZ or 
around it.
Usually, ANME cells are found physically associated with SRB in samples from AOM zones 
of most seep systems. It is generally assumed that these SRB are syntrophic partners of 
ANME, however, so far, the mechanistic nature of their interaction remains unknown 
(Boetius et al., 2000; Hoehler et al., 1994; Nauhaus et al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001b). 
Fingerprints of 13C-depleted bacterial FAs and microscopic observations using FISH showed, 
that the most common partners of ANME-1 and ANME-2 communities are SRB of the Seep-
SRB1 cluster (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2003). Accordingly, 
the 16S rDNA clone library from sediments of the SMTZ contained high abundances of Seep-
SRB1 sequences. Although sequences of the Seep-SRB1 in ANME-1 and ANME-2 
dominated habitats form one cluster, FA lipid patterns suggest the existence of two distinct 
ecotypes of Seep-SRB1 with different FA fingerprints when associated to ANME-1 or 
ANME-2 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003). In the Tommeliten SMTZ sediments, 
the high content of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0 and the lack of abundant amounts of C16:1?5
suggest the presence of the Seep-SRB1 type associated to ANME-1 (Blumenberg et al. 2004).  
4.3.2 ANME-1 / ANME-2 Communities in MDACs
Previous investigations showed that biomarker patterns in MDACs may be derived from 
living biomass or represent fossilized materials, or a mixture of both (Aloisi et al., 2002; 
Peckmann et al., 2002; Thiel et al., 2001). The presence of 13C-depleted archaeal lipids in 
subsurface and exposed MDACs indicate that carbonate precipitation at Tommeliten is 
associated with processes of seepage and AOM. The shapes of subsurface MDACs suggest 
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that these were precipitated in pore spaces and channels formed by gas bubble streams. It is 
interesting to note that the subsurface and exposed MDACs contained different biomarker 
patterns. The subsurface MDACs were found to contain archaeal lipids which indicate a 
mixed ANME-1 / ANME-2 community. Compared to sediments at the SMTZ, the relative 
abundance of ANME-1 specific biphytanes was low (Fig. 7). The ratio of sn2-
hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol was comparable to available values from settings 
comprising a mixed community consisting of ANME-1 / ANME-2 or dominated by ANME-2 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., submitted; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 2000; Orphan 
et al., 2001a). In contrast to the subsurface MDACs, the MDACs exposed at the seafloor 
contained a biomarker signature typical for ANME-2 communities. Low amounts of 
biphytanes and high amounts of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol (1:1.9, Fig. 7) as 
well as substantial amounts of 13C-depleted crocetane (Fig. 8) are in good agreement with 
published data for ANME-2 dominated systems (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2001; 
Elvert et al., submitted; Elvert et al., 1999; Orphan et al., 2001a). The subsurface as well as 
the surface MDACs also contained lipid signatures typical of the Seep-SRB1 cluster 
commonly associated with ANME-1 or ANME-2.  High amounts of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0
(2.1:1, Fig. 9) in surface MDACs are indicative of Seep-SRB1 associated with ANME-1, 
whereas in exposed MDACs, a ratio of nearly 1:1 and substantial amounts of C16:1?5 point to 
the Seep-SRB1 ecotype associated to ANME-2 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003). 
It is possible that the MDACs found at Tommeliten preserve signatures of previous ANME-2 
communities once populating the surface sediments of this seep.  At present, such a niche 
could exist in the reduced patches covered by bacterial mats, which we unfortunately were not 
able to sample because of their small size and patchy distribution. Previous studies at the cold 
seep systems of Hydrate Ridge showed a similar trend in the distribution of ANME-1 and 
ANME-2 communities. Here, surface sediments are dominated by ANME-2 whereas the 
abundance of ANME-1 was found to increase subsurface (Knittel et al. 2003, 2005). 
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However, the environmental factors selecting for these different phylogenetic groups and their 
bacterial partner remain unknown. 
CONCLUSIONS
So far, only very little is known on the identity, activity and distribution of AOM 
communities of shallow water cold seeps. In this investigation we revisited the Tommeliten 
area, a seepage site of the central North Sea. Here, an impermeable horizon of stiff marl 
sediments represents a natural barrier for methane rising from a deep gas reservoir. Methane 
pressure lifts this horizon forming dome-like subsurface structures. As a consequence, the 
marl may crack, allowing methane to advect into overlying, sediments of clay-silt. At the 
interface between silty and sandy sediments, methane is oxidised anaerobically by a 
community of ANME-1 archaea and SRB of the Seep-SRB1 group in a defined subsurface 
horizon of ca. 20 cm. This horizon also bears methane-derived authigenic carbonates and 
shows the highest AOM activity. AOM and SR rates are several orders of magnitude lower in 
comparison to AOM zones of highly active cold seeps. Nevertheless, the specific activity of 
methanotrophic cells detected in the sediments is comparable. All uprising methane is 
consumed within the sediments, except for a few locations with active gas venting to the 
hydrosphere. Here, at the crest of the marl domes, the ebullition of free gas circumvents 
microbial consumption most likely due to the presence of gas channels through sandy 
sediments. Thiotrophic bacterial mats as well as methane-derived authigenic carbonates 
exposed at the sea floor also indicate the presence of local gas escape routes.
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Final discussion and conclusion 
PREFACE
In this thesis, a variety of different cold seep systems were investigated in three oceanic 
regions (Fig 1). The focus was on methane turnover at mud volcanoes (MVs) and coastal gas 
seeps, which have not been investigated before with regard to their geomicrobiology. The 
studies presented here combined biogeochemical, microbiological and geological tools for a 
system-oriented investigation of those methane seeps. Major aims were to detect and to 
quantify hot spots of methane oxidation as well as to assess environmental factors 
determining the activity and the distribution of methanotrophic communities. Furthermore, 
key microbial players mediating methanotrophy were identified and the impact of the 
anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) and the aerobic oxidation of methane (MOx) on the 
surrounding, marine environment was analysed. The studies were carried out at: 
?? The highly active Håkon Mosby Mud Volcano (HMMV) 
?? Quiescent mud volcanoes of the Gulf of the Cadiz 
?? The Tommeliten gas seeps 
In the first part of the final discussion, the magnitude of turnover rates and environmental 
factors determining the distribution of AOM and MOx are summarized. Furthermore, the 
dependency of methanotrophic activity and concentrations of diagnostic lipid biomarkers are 
discussed. The second part focuses on the identity of methanotrophic communities and 
diagnostic lipid signatures expressed by the key microbial players. The third part investigates 
how methanotrophic activity changes a marine habitat. The last section of gives an outlook on 
further research questions. 
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Figure 1. Selected cold seeps in the world oceans. Locations investigated in this thesis are 
indicated in red. Other seep locations with known identities and activities of the key 
methanotrophs are highlighted in yellow. Black dots denote seeps where either key 
methanotrophs and/or activities have not been fully determined yet.  
1. METHANE OXIDATION RATES IN DIFFERENT MARINE HABITATS 
The average turnover rates of methane in different habitats are illustrated in Figure 2. The 
magnitude of AOM and MOx as well as the main characteristics of the investigated habitats 
are shown in Table 1.  On average, methane turnover rates varied by 2 orders of magnitude 
within the AOM and MOx zones in the investigated areas. The end member with the highest 
fluid flow rates was the HMMV. Here, AOM and MOx consume 22 – 55 % (7 * 10-5 Tg yr-1)
of   the  estimated  methane  efflux  (Chapter  2, 4).  The  magnitude  of  AOM  at  HMMV  is  
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comparable to other highly active seep systems such as Hydrate Ridge, the Gulf of Mexico 
and the Black Sea where areal AOM of up to 35 mol m-2 yr-1 and maximum rates of 1.4 µmol 
cm-3 d-1 were detected. On average, AOM was estimated to consume 60 % of the methane at 
sites of Hydrate Ridge with the highest flux rates (Treude et al., 2003). The Gulf of Cadiz 
mud volcanoes investigated in this thesis (Chapter 5) showed a low or medium range activity.  
Areal AOM rates at Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV were substantially lower compared  
Figure 2. Mean methane turnover rates at the hot spots of AOM and MOx at methane-rich 
habitats. The dominant modes of substrate transport and the depth interval of maximum 
rates are indicated. Habitats investigated in this thesis are highlighters in bold face type.  
Data from Hydrate Ridge, the Black Sea, Eckernförde Bay and the Chilean continental 
margin are modified from Treude (2003). Data from the Gulf of Mexico are modified after 
Joye et al. (2004). 
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to HMMV but higher than those in diffusion  dominated ocean sediments with AOM rates 
<0.06 mol m-2 yr-1 (Hensen et al., 2003; Jørgensen et al., 2001; Niewöhner et al., 1998). These 
values are comparable to Ginsburg MV Gemini MV and the “No Name” structure. 
AOM at the Tommeliten seep area (Chapter 6) is very low and comparable to the gassy 
sediments of Eckernförde Bay and some diffusive systems at the Chilean continental margin 
where maximum rates of <0.01 µmol cm-3 d-1 were measured (Treude, 2003).  
Today, less is known on MOx rates than on AOM in gassy sediments. The MOx rates in 
surface sediments of the centre at HMMV (Chapter 2, 4) are to our knowledge among the 
highest ever measured in marine sediments. However, since the penetration depth of oxygen 
into the sediment was limited to a few millimetres (de Beer et al., submitted), the MOx zone 
was very small, as was the proportion of total methane consumed by MOx.  
MOx at HMMV’s centre was >1.5-fold higher in comparison to oxygenated surface 
sediments of a methane seep in the Baltic Sea (Jensen et al., 1992) and in low-flux seep 
sediments at Hydrate Ridge which are populated by the ventilating bivalve Acharax (Treude 
et al., 2003). 
1.1 Environmental Factors Determining Methane Turnover 
Generally, the AOM rates correlate with the methane flux (Tab.1). At HMMV (Chapter 2, 4), 
the high methane oxidation rates associated with the mats of sulphide oxidizing bacteria 
(Beggiatoa site) are supported by high rates of methane flow from deeper sediment layers. 
The deeper penetration depth of sulphate at the grey mat areas supported a 2-fold higher 
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AOM activity compared to the Beggiatoa site, indicating the relevance of the availability of 
electron acceptors.  At the Pogonophora site, high AOM rates were found just beneath the 
roots of the worms (Fig. 2, Tab. 1, Chapter 4). Here, fluid flow is relatively small and 
methane is sequestered as clathrate in the sediment below 100 cm bsf. The bioirrigation 
activities of the worms pump sulphate to the methane-bearing sediment layers thereby 
fostering a high AOM activity. In contrast, AOM was substantially lower at the mud 
volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz and at the Tommeliten seep area (Fig. 2, Tab.1, Chapter 5, 6). 
Although no advective fluxes were estimated for Capt. Arutyunov and Bonjardim MV, the 
good agreement of AOM and diffusive methane fluxes indicate that the advective flux is 
within the same order of magnitude as the diffusive transport component.  
Increasing methane concentrations during in vitro incubations had a positive effect on MOx 
and AOM activity (Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005; Chapter 4). AOM is the 
reaction of the electron donor methane with the electron acceptor sulphate (Barnes and 
Goldberg, 1976; Iversen and Jørgensen, 1985; Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005; 
Treude et al., 2003). This thesis and previous work (Treude, 2003; Treude et al., 2003) 
provide evidence that  AOM hotspots are found where both substrates are available at 
milimolar concentrations. If either methane or sulphate is depleted, other processes take over. 
For example, the central area of HMMV is dominated by MOx because upward fluid flow 
rates of 4 µm s-1 limit the penetration depth of sulphate to the top few millimetres where it co-
occurs with oxygen (de Beer et al., submitted). These are unfavourable conditions for AOM 
but allow for comparably high MOx rates. Similarly, bioirrigation of pogonophoran worms 
lead to an oxygen penetration depth of up to 10 cm sediment depth, which supports MOx but 
excludes AOM in this horizon (de Beer et al., submitted; Chapter 2, 4).  
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An additional factor that controls the magnitude of methane turnover rates is the biomasses of 
AOM and MOx communities. At Tommeliten, the magnitude of AOM (2.4 nmol cm-3 d-1)
and the abundance of ANME-1 cells (1.45 * 107 cells cm-3) correspond to a cell specific rate 
of 0.17 fmol d-1 (Chapter 6). This value is in good agreement with highly active seeps such as 
Hydrate Ridge and the Black Sea which have much higher population densities of 
methanotrophs (Nauhaus et al., 2002; Nauhaus et al., 2005; Treude et al., 2003). A correlation 
between AOM rates and cell counts of methanotrophs is also present on a smaller scale, i.e. 
within the core. The vertical profiles of ANME-1 cell counts at Tommeliten and counts of 
microbial aggregates consisting of ANME-3 and sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) of the 
Desulfobulbus (DBB) group matched the vertical distribution of AOM activity at Tommeliten 
and HMMV, respectively.  Similarly, highest counts of the type I methanotroph 
Methylobacter sp. coincided with peaks in MOx activity at the centre of HMMV.  
1.2 Hot Spots of AOM and MOx 
Within the seabed, the hot spot of AOM and MOx were restricted to a few cm in the 
investigated sites (Tab. 1). The dimension of these zones of maximum methane turnover was 
controlled by (1) fluid flow, (2) bioirrigation activities, (3) diffusion and by (4) 
sedimentology. At the vertical boundaries of the hot spots, AOM and MOx most probably 
become unfavourable due to thermodynamic limitations. 
(1) Fluid and/or gas flow is a defining characteristic of cold seep geosystems (Boetius and 
Suess, 2004; Judd et al, 2002). At sites of high fluid and/or gas flow, sediments are often 
covered by thiotrophic bacteria (Barry et al., 1996; Torres et al., 2002; Tryon et al., 2002) 
indicating elevated rates of chemoautotrophic metabolism fuelled by the upward flux of 
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electron donors (Boetius et al., 2000; Joye et al., 2004; Treude et al., 2003). However, with 
respect to the chemical composition of fluids and/or gases, high flow rates may also hinder 
the influx of electron acceptors such as sulphate, oxygen and nitrate, thus limiting microbial 
activity to near surface sediments. At HMMV, fluid flow and bioirrigation activities are 
dominant factors controlling the vertical distribution of AOM and MOx. Hot spots of MOx 
activity were generally restricted to the top mm surface sediments due to oxygen limitations. 
The thickness of the MOx hot spot at the centre of HMMV is controlled by fluid flow. Here, a 
pore water flow velocity of 4 µm s-1 restricts the in situ penetration depth of oxygen to about  
2 - 3 mm (de Beer et al., submitted) allowing for comparably high MOx rates. These high 
upward fluid flow rates also restrict the penetration depth of sulphate to a few centimetres into 
the sediment at the Beggiatoa site, thus limiting AOM to the top of the seafloor due to 
thermodynamic limitations. Unfortunately, in situ concentrations of AOM-reactants are 
unknown, thus prohibiting further analysis of thermodynamics. At the grey mat sites, the 
overlap of sulphate and methane over a larger depth interval allows for a comparably broad 
AOM zone. The reason for the deeper penetration depth of sulphate in these patches of 1-2 m 
in diameter remains unknown.  
(2) Benthic animals can play an important role in the biogeochemical zonation by activities 
like dwelling, burrowing and bioventilation. At cold seeps, a variety of symbiotic 
chemosynthetic animals may occur which are adapted to transport sulphide and/or methane as 
well as oxygen to their symbionts. The most important groups are vestimetiferan and 
pogonophoran tubeworms, and the bivalves Calyptogena, Acharax and Bathymodiolus
(Cordes et al., 2005; Sahling et al., 2002; Treude et al., 2003). At the HMMV, the most 
abundant chemosynthetic animals are two types of pogonophoran tubeworms (Oligobrachia
haakonmosbiensis, Sclerolinum contortum; Smirnov, 2000). The larger species  
(O. haakonmosbiensis) form up to 60 cm long but thin (~1 mm) tubes and transports oxygen 
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and sulphate into methane rich sediments. The thickness of the MOx horizon at the 
Pogonophora site is controlled by the irrigation activities of the worms, which oxygenate the 
upper 10 cm of the sediment. The AOM horizon is also controlled by the bioirrigation 
activities of the worms, indicated by its position directly below the lower end of the tubes (> 
60 cm sediment depth). Bioirrigation activities of macrofauna organisms irrigating methane-
rich sediments with sulphate, thereby fueling AOM, were also reported from Hydrate Ridge 
and the Gulf of Mexico (Cordes et al., 2005; Sahling et al., 2002; Treude et al., 2003).
(3) Diffusion controlled methane-rich sediments generally show the lowest methane turnover 
and methanotrophic biomasses (Treude, 2003; Treude et al., 2005). Diffusion rather than 
advection was the dominant factor controlling the fluxes of methane and sulphate at the MVs 
of the Gulf of Cadiz. The depth of the sulphate methane transition zones (SMTs) at the 
studied mud volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz was matching the magnitude of methane fluxes 
(Tab. 1). At Capt. Arutyunov MV where the highest methane flux was encountered, the SMT 
was at about 30 cm bsf, whereas at the “No Name” structure, the methane flux was 10-fold 
lower and the SMT was at about 275 cm bsf. As an example of energy availability in 
diffusion controlled systems, a simplified, high-resolution ?G profile from methane, sulphate 
and sulphide concentrations is calculated according to the following reactions: 
CH4 (aq) + 3H2O (l) ? HCO3- (l) + 4H2 (aq) + H+(aq)           (1) 
SO42-(aq) + 4H2 (aq) + H+(aq) ? HS- (aq) + 4H2O (l)            (2)
Single ?G values were calculated with the program Thermodyn? and concentrations of 
protons (10 nM), DIC (10 mM) and H2 (0.1 pM) were assumed without any changes over 
depth. The ?G profile roughly follows the vertical distribution of AOM (Fig. 3). Background 
values of methane at the sediment surface (0-10 cm) make AOM unfavourable with  
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?G-values of ca -10 kJ mol-1. At the hot spot of AOM, ?G decreases to a minimum of about -
26 kJ mol-1 and then increases with depth due to sulphate limitations and increasing sulphide 
concentrations.
Figure 3. Geochemical gradients in sediments of Capt. Arutyunov MV. (a) Methane 
and sulphate, (b) sulphide, (c) AOM and SR rates, (d) free energy yield of AOM. 
Circles and triangles denote multi-core and gravity core samples, respectively. 
(4) The sedimentology of a site can influence pathways of methane flow, both for free as well 
as dissolved gas. Some sediments like marl act as barriers to methane flux. An example is 
Tommeliten where the depth of the methane transition zone is controlled by the sedimentary 
regime. At Tommeliten, subsurface methane pressure was observed to lift a marl horizon 
developing dome-like structures visible in acoustic sediment imaging. Methane advects most 
probably through cracks of this marl horizon into overlying clay-silt sediments. At the 
interface of the clay-silt to overlying sandy sediments, methane is consumed in a defined 
SMT. This AOM hot spot was found to follow the depth of the marl horizon.   
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1.3 Correlating Distribution of Microbial and Geochemical Signatures in Marine 
Sediments.
The investigated habitats can be divided into two categories according to the location of the 
hot spot of methane turnover in (1) surface or (2) subsurface sediment horizons (Fig. 4). The 
first category encompasses the centre, Beggiatoa and grey mat site of HMMV. The 
Pogonophora site with its deep AOM hotspot as well as the studied mud volcanoes in the 
Gulf of Cadiz and the Tommeliten pockmarks represent the second category.  
Figure 4. Scheme of the vertical distribution of (a) methane and sulphate concentrations, (b) 
methanotrophic biomass, (c) AOM, SRR and MOx activity, (d) diagnostic archaeal and 
bacterial lipid concentrations and (e) their associated ?13C-values in methane bearing habitats. 
The upper and lower sections illustrate a methanotrophic hot spot in surface and subsurface 
sediments, respectively. 
A surface AOM hot spot characterized by high methane and sulphate concentrations, 
coinciding peaks in methane and sulphate turnover, biomarker and cell counts was first 
described at Hydrate Ridge (Boetius et al., 2000; Elvert et al., submitted; Treude, 2003; 
Treude et al., 2003). The biomass of key microbial players (Fig. 4b), methane turn over rates 
(Fig. 4c), concentrations of membrane lipids specific for the key microbial players (Fig. 4d) 
and their associated ?13C-values (Fig. 4e) showed a matching vertical distribution. Hence, an 
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increase in AOM and MOx biomass appears to be associated to elevated methane turn over 
rates (see section 1.1) as well as to elevated lipid biomarker concentrations and depleted 
isotope signatures. With respect to the data presented in this work and those available in the 
literature, the correlation of these parameters needs further investigation for quantitative 
estimates. Cell specific lipid concentrations are available from only three habitats, i.e., 
Tommeliten  (ANME-1 dominated; chapter 6), Hydrate Ridge (ANME-2 dominated; Elvert et 
al., submitted) and from HMMV (ANME-3 dominated; chapter 3). Here, the cell specific 
values of for instance archaeol were: 20 fg (Tommeliten), 0.25 fg (Hydrate Ridge) and 3.7 fg 
(HMMV). In previous works, biomarker analyses and cell counts were usually not carried out 
on the same sample but on replicate samples from one core or even replicate cores. As both 
methods are very time consuming, the data are usually based on single measurements and not 
averages of replicates. Hence, there is an additional error associated with both sets of data 
since the methods do not account for small-scale heterogeneity.  
One other interesting observation is the distinct minimum in ?13C of lipid biomass associated 
with the maximum activity (Fig. 4c, e). Subsurface AOM hot spots usually coincide with the 
methane-sulphate transition zone (Iversen and Jørgensen, 1985). Here, methane with a given 
carbon isotope signature rises upward and is completely consumed within the hot spot. The 
AOM metabolism was found to discriminate against the heavy isotope 13C leading to a 
depletion in the lipid biomass (Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Orphan et al., 2001b). 
Hence, the uprising methane becomes progressively heavier according to Raleigh distillation 
processes (Whiticar, 1999). This explains the enrichment of 13C in the lipid biomass at the 
upper boundary of the AOM biomass peak at subsurface hot spots (Fig. 3e). However, the 
same trend was also found at the lower boundary, which cannot be explained by Raleigh 
distillation processes. Here, the uprising methane carries its source ?13C-signal. Hence, 
methanotrophic activity should lead to very low ?13C-values of the lipid biomass. However, at 
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the lower boundary, sulphate is limiting making AOM unfavourable. This raises the question 
whether the AOM community could switch from a methanotrophic to a methanogenic mode 
once AOM becomes unfavourable.  
2. IDENTITY OF METHANOTROPHIC MICROBES 
At most of the study sides investigated here, i.e., HMMV, Capt. Arutyunov MV and at 
Tommeliten, the microbial communities mediating AOM and MOx were identified by 16S 
rDNA methods combined with biomarker analysis. All known archaea mediating AOM are 
distantly related to methanogens of the orders Methanosarcinales and Methanomicrobiales
(Knittel et al., 2005). At HMMV, a novel AOM community was discovered (Chapter 2, 4). It 
consists of archaea forming a distinct cluster closely related to ANME-2 and more distantly to 
ANME-1. Previously, a few sequences clustering with this group were detected in the Santa 
Barbara basin (Knittel et al., 2005; Orphan et al., 2001a). The new group was termed  
ANME-3. Like the ANME-2, this group often forms shell-like, dense aggregates with SRB 
enclosing the archaea. However, in contrast to ANME-2 which is associated with the Seep-
SRB1 group (Boetius et al., 2000; Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005; Orphan et al., 
2002), ANME-3 has been found in association with SRB of the Desulfobulbus group (Chapter 
2, 3).
At Capt. Arutyunov MV (Gulf of Cadiz), 16S rDNA clone libraries indicate, that AOM is 
mediated by ANME-2 and Seep-SRB1 (Tab. 2; Chapter 5). ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 dominated 
habitats were previously found in surface sediments at the cold seeps of Hydrate Ridge 
(Boetius et al., 2000; Boetius and Suess, 2004; Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 2005), the  
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Eel River and Santa Barbara Basin (Orphan et al., 2001a; Orphan et al., 2002), cold seeps at 
the Eckernförde Bay (Treude, 2003) and in the Black Sea (Knittel et al., 2003; Knittel et al., 
2005; Michaelis et al., 2002) but also in surface sediments of the hydrothermal vents of the 
Guaymas Basin (Teske et al., 2002). At Tommeliten, a predominance of ANME-1 and  
Seep-SRB1 was found in subsurface sediments (Chapter 6). Here, ANME-1 occurred as 
single cells or small chains of up to three cells. ANME-1 associated with Seep-SRB1 was 
previously found in surface sediments at the cold seeps of the Eel River- (Hinrichs et al., 
1999; Orphan et al., 2001a; Orphan et al., 2002) as well as at the hydrothermal vents at the 
Guaymas Basin (Teske et al., 2002), microbial mats at cold seeps of the Black Sea (Knittel et 
al., 2005; Middelburg et al., 2002), and carbonate crusts at the Napoli Mud Volcano (Aloisi et 
al., 2002). Obviously, different phylogenetic groups of archaea and SRB with some 
morphological variation in the form of their consortia can mediate AOM in a great variety of 
oceanic settings. Unfortunately, the specific environmental conditions selecting for a 
particular AOM community are still unknown.  
In addition to AOM communities, also MOx bacteria were found at HMMV (Chapter 2, 4). 
These were type I methanotrophs of the Methylobacter sp., belonging to the class ?-
Proteobacteria. In the HMMVs centre and in shallow sediments of the Pogonophora site 
these methanotrophs consume a significant amount of methane. The ice-cold (-1°C) ambient 
sea water temperature might be one parameter selecting for type I methanotrophs (Hanson and 
Hanson, 1996). However, in most marine sediments, oxygen and methane do not overlap, 
which makes MOx a minor sink of methane in marine sediments.  
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2.1 Lipid Fingerprints of Active Communities of Anaerobic Methanotrophs 
Methanotrophic communities were identified by independent, molecular techniques, i.e. lipid 
biomarker patterns, 16S rDNA clone libraries and/or FISH. 16S rDNA clone libraries and 
FISH directly provide information on the phylogentic relations of microbes. Furthermore, 
FISH allows to quantify key microbial players. Lipid biomarker analysis provides information 
on dominant metabolic pathways (Boschker et al., 1998; Elvert et al., 2003; Hinrichs et al., 
1999). Furthermore, phylogentic information can be gained by analysing the pattern of 
diagnostic lipids (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003). This thesis and previous work 
provide a database to assign lipid patterns to the known groups of methane oxidizing archaea 
and to test the statistical relevance of these patterns. For identifying diagnostic lipid signatures 
of particular ANME groups and their associated, sulphate reducing bacteria, I compared 
literature data from methane–rich environments of which information on both, lipid signatures 
and the identity of dominant key microbial players are available. Information on the particular 
habitats, the dominant ANME and SRB groups, abundances and isotope signatures of 
diagnostic lipids as well as ?13C-values of the source methane is provided in Table 2.  
2.1.1 Archaeal Biomarkers 
A variety of lipid signatures putatively indicative for particular ANME-archaea have been 
discussed in the literature during the last decade. These include the glycerol dialkyl diethers 
archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, the C20 and C25, irregular tail-to-tail linked, isoprenoidal 
hydrocarbons 2,6,11,15-tetramethylhexadecane (crocetane) and 2,6,10,15,19-
pentamethyleicosane (PMI) and their unsaturated analogues (crocetenes and PMI?) as well as 
a variety of isoprenoidal glycerol dialkyl tetraethers (GDGT). With the exception of 
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crocetane, all of these molecules were also found in methanogenic archaea utilising 
bicarbonate, acetate or methylated substrates.  
Archaeol was found in a variety of archaea and therefore appears to be ubiquitous, whereas 
significant amounts of hydroxyarchaeols where only detected in certain strains of the  
Methanosarcinales (Koga et al., 1998; Koga et al., 1993; Kushwaha and Kates, 1978). PMIs 
were also previously detected in methanogenic archaea (Brassell et al., 1981; Schouten et al., 
1997). GDGTs were found in variety of thermophilic and planktonic archaea (De Rosa and 
Gambacorta, 1988; Schouten et al., 1998; Schouten et al., 2000). However, the incorporation 
of methane-derived carbon into these compounds is indicated by very low ?13C-values of the 
lipids. This is caused by the uptake of already 13C-depleted methane in combination with a 
subsequent carbon isotope fractionation (Elvert et al., 1999; Hinrichs et al., 1999; Michaelis et 
al., 2002; Orphan et al., 2001b; Thiel et al., 1999).
Significant amounts of ?13C-depleted archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol were reported from 
every ANME dominated habitat (Tab. 2). However, ANME-2 dominated microbial mat 
sections at cold seeps of the Black Sea were found to contain considerably higher amounts of 
sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to archaeol in comparison to ANME-1 dominated sections 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004). The ratio of these compounds was therefore proposed as a specific 
fingerprint pattern for either ANME-1 or ANME-2 (Blumenberg et al., 2004). With respect to 
the currently available literature data, the ratio of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol to archaeol ranges 
between 0.05 and 0.78 (mean = 0.34, ±0.1 SE) in systems clearly dominated by ANME-1, and 
between 1 and 5.50 (mean = 2.38, ±0.46 SE) in systems predominated by ANME-2 (Fig. 5a). 
This difference is statistically significant when comparing all available data (t-test, p = 0.02,  
n = 14). Ratios of ANME-3 are within the range of ANME-2 and show values of 2.44 and 
1.78 in two environmental samples analysed (Felden and Niemann, unpubl.; Chapter 2, 3). 
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Therefore, a sn2-hydroxyarchaeol to archaeol ratio >1 is a robust indicator for the distinction 
of ANME-1 from ANME-2 and ANME-3 (Fig. 4a).  
The first discovery of a biomarker originating from archaea using methane as a carbon source 
was made in subsurface sediments at the SMT in the Kattegat, North Sea (Bian, 1994; Bian et 
al., 2001). Here, Bian and co-workers (1994, 2001) found elevated concentrations of 
crocetane, carrying a significant depleted 13C-signal. High concentrations of strongly 13C-
depleted crocetane and crocetenes were also found in ANME-2 dominated habitats (Tab. 2). 
In contrast, only minor amounts of crocetane were found in ANME-1 systems. Consequently, 
the presence of substantial amounts of ?13C-depleted crocetane appear to be a second 
indicator for the presence of ANME-2 (Blumenberg et al., 2004).  
Figure 5. Diagnostic lipid patterns of methanotrophic archaeal (a) and sulphate reducing 
bacterial key players (b) in AOM environments. Error bars in panel a indicate maxima and 
minima of ?13C-values of the source methane. The ratios of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol relative to 
archaeol and the ??13C-values of archaeol are significantly different in ANME-1 and ANME-
2 dominated systems (t-test, p = 0.02, n = 14). Ratios of C16:1?5 relative to i-C15:0 are 
significantly different in AOM environments dominated by eco-types of Seep-SRB1 
associated with ANME-1 and ANME-2, respectively (t-test, p = 0.02, n = 8). Numbers denote 
locations of finding (see Table 1). 
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13C-depleted PMI:0 and unsaturated PMIs were detected in virtually all studied AOM 
environments (Tab. 2). Nevertheless, ANME-1 and ANME-2 systems were found to contain a 
suite of PMIs ranging from PMI:0 to PMI:5 whereas ANME-3 was found to contain 
exclusively PMI:4 accompanied by more abundant PMI:5. The presence of only PMI:4 and 
PMI:5 and the absence of higher saturated PMI analogues may thus provide a tool to 
distinguish ANME-3 from ANME-2 (Chapter 2, 3). 
Concentration measurements of GDGTs require a high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) instrumentation. In the absence of this technique, GDGT contents have been inferred 
from their decomposition products, the acyclic and cyclic biphytanes (Blumenberg et al.,
2004; Schouten et al. 1998; Chapter 6), but also free biphytanediols and biphytanic acids have 
been detected (Teske et al., 2002). Significant amounts of GDGTs were commonly detected 
in ANME-1 systems (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Hinrichs et al., 2000). Released biphytanes 
were generally dominated by acyclic biphytane followed by monocyclic biphytane (one 
cyclopentane ring) and bicyclic biphytane (two cylcopentane rings). The presence of ?13C-
depleted biphytanes released from GDGTs was consequently used as an indicator for ANME-
1 (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Chapter 6). However, recently, Elvert and co-workers (submitted) 
found GDGTs in ANME-2 dominated sediments (Tab. 2). At Hydrate Ridge, these authors 
detected comparably high contents of intact GDGTs at a Calyptogena site where 80 % of the 
ANME-2 cells belonged to the ANME-2c and 20 % to the ANME-2a sub-cluster (Knittel et 
al., 2005). Significantly lower GDGT contents were found at a Beggiatoa site were the 
ANME-2c / ANME-2a ratio was reverse to the Calyptogena site, indicating that the GDGTs 
were probably derived from archaea of the ANME-2c subgroup (Elvert et al., submitted). An 
ANME-1 origin is unlikely here, as the total content of ANME-1 cells was <10 % of detected 
single cells (Elvert et al., submitted; Knittel et al., 2005). No biphytanediols were detected at 
the Guaymas Basin at an ANME-2c dominated site (Teske et al., 2002). However, this is no 
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prove for the absence of intact GDGTs which were detected at high concentrations in other 
cores obtained from this region (Schouten et al., 2003). Substantial amounts of 13C-depleted
GDGTs are therefore indicative for ANME-1 and most probably ANME-2c. 
2.1.2 Bacterial Biomarkers 
Biomarker surveys in AOM environments found 13C-depleted lipid compounds of presumably 
bacterial origin that co-occur with 13C-depleted archaeal lipids. As for the archaeal partners, 
the strong depletion in 13C is indicative for an incorporation of methane-derived carbon 
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003; Hinrichs et al., 2000; Michaelis et al., 2002; 
Zhang et al., 2002). At many different cold seep settings, ANME-1 and ANME-2 archaea 
have been found in consortia with SRB of the Seep-SRB1 cluster belonging to the 
Desulfosarcina/Desulfococcus group (Knittel et al., 2003). However, the suite of  
13C-depleted, bacterial lipids is surprisingly diverse (Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 
2003; Hinrichs et al., 2000). This may indicate that the Seep-SRB1 cluster comprises 
physiologically different ecotypes of the same species. Intriguingly, the physical association 
of the same partner bacteria in the consortia also expresses morphological differences, e.g. in 
the ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 and ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 communities (shell type, mixed type, 
mat type, see also Knittel et al. 2005). ANME-3 has been found in close association with SRB 
of the Desulfobulbus sp. that express lipid signatures substantially different from those 
detected in Seep-SRB1 (Chapter 2, 3). Of particular value for typifying the sulphate reducing 
AOM-partners are fatty acid glycerol esters of which the fatty acid (FA) moieties are 
commonly cleaved off and separately analysed as fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs). The 
second class of compounds putatively derived from SRB involved in AOM encompasses the 
non-isoprenoidal mono and dialkyl glycerol ethers (MAGE, DAGE) (Hinrichs et al., 2000; 
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Pancost et al., 2001; Rütters et al., 2001). Similar to the archaeal biomarker used for 
identifying particular ANME groups, none of the bacterial lipid compound classes discussed 
in the following is exclusively restricted to a particular group of SRB (Hinrichs and Boetius, 
2002).
The iso and anteiso branched C15:0 fatty acid have been found in virtually all AOM 
environments (Tab. 2). Similar to the use of the sn2-hydroxyarchaeol / archaeol ratio as an 
archaeal fingerprint, the ratio of ai-C15:0 relative to i-C15:0 shows higher values in  
ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 compared to ANME-2  / Seep-SRB1 dominated systems and has 
consequently been proposed to distinguish the two Seep-SRB1 eco-types (Blumenberg et al., 
2004). A value >>2 appears to be indicative for ANME-1-associated SRB (Fig. 5b). However, 
a statistical analysis of a larger set of data shows that there is a comparably large overlap 
between the two Seep-SRB1 eco-types and from a statistical point of view, the  
ai-C15:0 / i-C15:0 ratios are not significantly different (t-test, p>0.5, n = 8). This is probably a 
result of the still relatively small data pool available in the literature.  
High concentrations of the fatty acid C16:1?5 were observed in ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 
dominated systems and thus suggested as an indicator for this Seep-SRB1 eco-type  
(Blumenberg et al., 2004; Elvert et al., 2003). Relative to i-C15:0, the C16:1?5 content is 
significantly higher (t-test, p = 0.02, n = 8) in ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 systems (mean = 4.8  
±1 SE) compared to ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 systems (mean = 0.5 ±0.3 SE).  A value <1.8 is 
hence a robust indicator for the Seep-SRB1 ecotype associated with ANME-1 (Fig. 4b). 
However, both ratios appear to be comparable in the Seep-SRB1 ecotype associated to 
ANME-2 and in Desulfobulbus sp. (Fig. 4b). Elvert et al. (2003) suggested that the presence 
of the unusual fatty acid cyC17:0?5,6 is restricted to the Seep-SRB1 ecotype associated to 
ANME-2 which is consistent with the available literature data. Dseulfobulbus at HMMV was 
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found to express comparably high amounts of the unusual fatty acid C17:1?6 additionally 
discerning these SRB (Felden and Niemann unpubl.; Chapter 2, 3) 
13C-depleted MAGEs and DAGEs were detected in most AOM environments (Tab. 2) The 
former seem to be a robust markers of the SRB involved in AOM because of their very 
similar chain-length distribution and pattern of unsaturated bonds (Hinrichs et al., 2000). 
Both, MAGEs and FAs have been detected in cultures of Desulfosarcina variabilis and 
Desulforhabdus amnigenus (Rütters et al., 2001). The DAGEs have so far only been found in 
deeply-branching thermophilic and halophilic bacteria (Huber et al., 1992; Langworthy et al., 
1983; Ollivier et al., 1991). DAGEs detected in AOM environments have been found to 
comprise alkyl moieties with cyclohexane rings (Elvert et al., submitted; Pancost et al., 2001), 
which is in stark contrast to the pattern of alkyl moieties in the FA fraction. Thus, the question 
arises if DAGEs are directly produced by the syntrophic SRB or by an up to now unknown 
source organism heterotrophically feeding on AOM biomass. Substantial amounts of MAGEs 
appear to be restricted to the ANME-2 associated Seep-SRB1 ecotype and to Dseulfobulbus
(Tab. 2). Thus, in addition to the ratios of diagnostic fatty acids discussed above, substantial 
amounts of MAGEs additionally point to these SRBs. 
With respect to the currently available data on fatty acids as well as MAGEs and DAGEs, the 
ratio of C16:1?5 relative to i-C15:0 and the presence or absence of cyC17:0?5,6 and C17:1?6 appear 
to be the most robust fingerprints for discerning the different SRB types associated to the 
ANMEs.  However, further investigations have to be carried out to assess the role and a 
potential involvement of other seep related bacteria such as Seep-SRB2 (Knittel et al., 2003) 
in AOM. 
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2.1.3 Carbon Isotope Systematics of AOM 
In comparison to ANME-1, ANME-2 shows a higher stable carbon isotope fractionation as 
indicated by the respective ??13C-values of archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol. Compared to 
the source methane, ??13C-values of archaeol range between -11‰ and -51‰ (mean = -25‰ 
±6 SE) in ANME-1 dominated systems and between -34‰ and -61‰ (mean = -44‰ ±3 SE) in 
ANME-2 dominated systems (Fig. 4a, b). For sn2-hydroxyarchaeol, ??13C-values are shifted 
by ca. -10‰ compared to archaeol ranging between -24‰ and -54‰ (mean = -39‰ ±5 SE)
and between -34‰ and -74‰ (mean = -49 ±5 SE) in ANME-1 and ANME-2 dominated 
systems, respectively. Both compounds are thus more strongly 13C-depleted in ANME-2  
(t-test, p = 0.05, n = 14). A comparable isotope shift between ANME-1 and ANME-2 was 
previously observed by Orphan et al. (2002). Similar to the ratio of sn2-hydroxyarchaeol
relative to archaeol, ??13C-values of ANME-3 are within the range of ANME-2 (Fig. 4a). 
However, at one site at HMMV, ANME-3 derived archaeol was found with a higher ?13C-
value compared to the source methane (Tab. 2). The reason for this phenomenon is unknown. 
The comparison of ??13C-values of archaeol and sn2-hydroxyarchaeol show a considerable 
overlap between the three ANME groups. Hence, ??13C-values have to be regarded with 
caution.
Compared to the archaeal lipids, ??13C-values of specific bacterial fatty acids show an even 
weaker difference among the two Seep-SRB1 ecotypes and Dseulfobulbus. The available 
?13C-values of i-C15:0 for instance show a depletion of -20‰ compared to the source methane 
in ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 systems in the Black Sea whereas source methane and ai-C15:0 have 
comparable ?13C-values at Tommeliten (Tab. 2). In ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 systems the 
carbon isotope fractionation appears to be slightly stronger ranging between –7‰ and -25‰ 
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(mean = -14 ±4 SE). At HMMV, ai-C15:0 was only slightly depleted in comparison to the 
source methane (Tab. 2). However, unlike ANMEs often accounting for the bulk of archaeal 
cells, e.g. >90 % in Hydrate Ridge sediments (Knittel et al., 2005), up to 70 % in Black Sea 
microbial mats (Michaelis et al., 2002), a comparably high diversity of bacteria was detected 
in most AOM environments (Knittel et al., 2003; Lösekann et al., unpubl.; Orphan et al., 
2001a; Teske et al., 2002; Chapter 5, 6). A mixture of the methane-derived ?13C-signal of 
Seep-SRB1 or DBB with non-AOM sources is thus likely (Elvert et al., 2003). Furthermore, 
an utilisation of multiple carbon sources by the syntrophic SRB can not be excluded.  
2.1.4 Archaeal and Bacterial Biomass Ratios of AOM Communities 
ANME-1 was found to comprise up to 70 % of cell counts (average 40 %, Knittel et al. 
unpublished) in microbial mats of the Black Sea (Michaelis et al., 2002), whereas aggregates 
at Hydrate Ridge are characterised by an ANME-2 relative to Seep-SRB1 ratio of 1:2 
(Boetius et al., 2000).  In several subsurface sediments, ANME-1 was observed without an 
associated bacterial partner (Orphan et al., 2002; Chapter 6). Hence, the content of archaeal 
lipid biomass relative to the bacterial one is most likely higher in ANME-1 systems compared 
to ANME-2 systems. For ANME-3 systems, this has not been determined yet. However, it 
remains entirely speculative if the ratio of archaeal relative to SRB cells as well as the 
archaeal relative to the bacterial lipid content is constant to the ratio of total archaeal vs. 
bacterial biomass in ANME-1, -2 and -3 dominated systems. Hence, the biomarker ratio 
presented in the following should be regarded as a tool for discerning the syntrophic SRB and 
not as an expression of biomass ratios. In order to estimate differences in the relative lipid 
contents,  one  has  to  use  ratios  of  diagnostic   archaeal  and   bacterial  lipids,  which  have
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been detected and quantified in all 
of the three known ANME / SRB 
communities. The ratio of the 
archaeal biomarker archaeol 
relative to the sum of the bacterial 
fatty acids i-C15:0, ai-C15:0 and C16:?5
can be used as an approximation to 
discern the different AOM 
communities (Fig. 6). With respect 
to the currently available literature 
data, the ratio of archaeol relative to 
the sum of i-C15:0, ai-C15:0 and C16:?5
ranges between 0.9 and 2.4 (mean = 
1.5 ±0.4 SE) in ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 dominated systems and between 0.2 and 1.1 (mean = 
0.4 ±0.1 SE) in ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 dominated systems (Fig. 6). This ratio is thus 
significantly higher in ANME-1 systems (t-test, p = 0.02). For ANME-3 / DBB, this ratio is 
within the range of ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1. Hence, a value >1.5 is an additional, robust 
indicator for ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 systems and a value <0.4 for ANME-2 / Seep-SRB1 or 
ANME-3 / Dseulfobulbus systems. 
In conclusion, the combination of ??13C values and ratios of diagnostic archaeal and bacterial 
lipids presented in this section provide a robust tool to distinguish all of the three known 
AOM communities. This is of particular value to gain information on the identity of AOM 
communities and to interpret fossil lipid biomarker patterns in e.g. carbonates (Chapter 5, 6). 
Figure 6. ratios of archaeol relative to selected 
bacterial FA. ANME-1 / Seep-SRB1 comprise 
significantly lower FA contents than ANME-2 / 
Seep-SRB1 and ANME-3 / Dseulfobulbus
(T-test, p <0.05). Error bars = maxima and 
minima. 
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3. BIO-GEOSPHERE INTERACTION IN METHANE-BEARING,
MARINE SEDIMENTS
This thesis and previous works provide evidence that the chemoautotrophic activity of 
methanotrophic organisms influence the benthic habitat (e.g. by mixing, by providing hard- 
substrate in the form of shells or tubes) and channel methane-derived carbon into higher 
trophic levels. At active cold seeps, fluids enriched in hydrocarbons are advected into surface 
sediments where the activity of methanotrophic and sulphate reducing communities form 
ecosystems that are almost independent from photosynthetic, primary production. The 
biogeochemical activities at these cold seeps exceed the biomass production in the adjacent 
none-seep sediments by orders of magnitude (Chapter 3). In near surface sediments, AOM 
supports enormous biomasses of filamentous, sulphide oxidising bacteria, chemosynthetic 
clams and vestimentiferan or pogonophoran worms (Boetius and Suess, 2004; Joye et al., 
2004; Levin et al., 2003; Olu et al., 1997; Orphan et al., 2004; Sahling et al., 2002;  
Chapter 2, 3). For instance, AOM-related SR accounts for approximately all of the sulphide 
production at the Beggiatoa site at HMMV (Chapter 2, 4). Apart from the indirect support of 
thiotrophic biomass by AOM-derived sulphide, AOM communities may also represent a food 
source for organisms of higher trophic levels (Levin and Michener, 2002; Werne et al., 2002). 
Where oxygen or nitrate is available, all of the produced sulphide - representing an enormous 
reducing power - is oxidised. However, the mechanisms removing free sulphide in deeper 
sediment layers (>1m bsf), are poorly understood. Here, it appears unlikely that gliding 
bacteria, burrowing clams or tubeworms are the mediators for sulphide oxidation (Chapter 5). 
Hence a geochemical reaction of sulphide with iron as proposed previously is a more likely 
explanation (Hensen et al., 2003; Jørgensen et al., 2004).
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Free living cells of MOx bacteria may play an important role in the hydrosphere, reducing 
methane which has circumvented the benthic microbial filter system (Larock et al., 1994). 
However, very little is known about the identity and distribution of these microbes and the 
magnitude of MOx in the marine water column. It appears that free-living MOx bacteria play 
an important role if fluid flow limits the penetration depth of sulphate or if the comparably 
fast growth rates of these bacteria allow to colonise the sea bed around newly created methane 
sources (Chapter 2, 3). However, once oxygen is limiting and sulphate and methane overlap, 
it is expected that AOM out-competes MOx.  In contrast, endosymbiontic MOx bacteria and 
some megafauna organisms have apparently formed a very successful symbiosis (Fisher, 
1990; Hanson et al., 1993). At HMMV two species of Pogonophora, Oligobrachia
haakonmosbiensis and Sclerolinum contortum build up biomass volumes of about 2 kg m-2
(Chapter 2). Of these two species, at least O. haakonmosbiensis harbours methanotrophic 
endosymbionts (Gebruk et al., 2003; Smirnov et al., 2000; Chapter 2). Little is known about 
mechanisms selecting for either free-living AOM communities or symbiotic MOx-containing 
animals. However, pogonophoran worms at HMMV were found to be confined to habitats 
characterised by comparably low fluid flow rates (Chapter 2, 4).  
The most striking geochemical process related to AOM is the build up of large structures due 
to the precipitation of methane-related, authigenic carbonates. It is currently not known if this 
process is directly induced by methane turnover or by other geochemical processes. However, 
lipid biomarker analyses have provided evidence that AOM and carbonate precipitation are 
spatially connected (Michaelis et al., 2002; Peckmann and Tiel, 2004; Thiel et al., 1999; 
Chapter 5, 6). Such authigenic carbonates were found to form subsurface layers in marine 
sediments or reef-like structures and chimneys. In permanently anoxic waters of the Black 
Sea, calcified microbial reefs were also found to grow into the water column (Michaelis et al., 
2002). In oxic waters, the carbonate crusts may then serve as a hard substrate for sessile 
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organisms (Chapter 6; Bohrmann et al., 1998; Hovland and Judd, 1988; Hovland et al., 1987). 
Similar to artificial reefs, carbonate reefs were also found to attract several fish species and 
other non-endemic species to the seeps (Hovland and Judd 1988; Chapter 6).  
4. FUTURE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis combined independent analytical tools to investigate dominant modes and 
magnitudes of methane oxidation, the mechanisms controlling the vertical and horizontal 
distribution of methane turnover, the identity of key methanotrophs and the impact of 
methanotrophy on the habitat at active methane seeps. Yet, a quantitative and systematic 
understanding of methane seeps as ecosystems and sources of methane to the ocean still 
seems far away. In principle, a similar set of questions as addressed in the beginning of this 
thesis should be asked again when it is possible to measure methane and sulfide gradients as 
well as their turnover in situ at the seafloor:
What is the magnitude of methane oxidation?  
What is the heterogeneity in the system?  
How much methane escapes into the water column and potentially to the atmosphere? 
What are the environmental conditions selecting for particular groups of methanotrophs? 
 How do methane seeps change over time? 
It is still speculative how much methane is turned over in situ as sample recovery and 
changing environmental conditions during ex situ measurements introduce artefacts. Hence, 
an important research task would be to develop analytical tools allowing to measure substrate  
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concentrations and methane turnover in situ. With respect to a higher availability of 
submarine technology such as submersibles, ROVs and AUVs, a combination of sea floor 
mapping and high resolution in situ measurements of substrate turnover as well as flux 
calculations from in situ pore water solute concentrations provide possibilities for accurate 
estimates of microbial activity, environmental heterogeneity and to asses the controlling 
mechanisms. 
Estimates on methane emission to the hydrosphere and potentially to the atmosphere are 
preliminary at most.  One interesting task would therefore be to measure methane oxidation 
rates in the water column as well as to develop methods allowing to estimate the amount of 
methane that is leaving the benthos. For this purpose, instruments are needed which can 
measure fluid flow as well as gas ebullition. Some prototypes for these tasks are already 
available, but need further development.  
Three types of AOM communities were discovered in the last five years and it is possible that 
some have remained undiscovered. For example, it is not known which types of 
methanotrophs could consume methane anaerobically at high temperatures. Also it is not clear 
if terrestrial habitats and the deep biosphere host new groups of anaerobic methanotrophs. The 
environmental factors determining for particular AOM communities are entirely speculative. 
The morphology and varying contents of membrane lipids of the known, closely related AOM 
communities may indicate a different physiological functioning or adaptation to yet unknown 
environmental conditions. Very little is known on the phylogeny and membrane lipids of 
symbiotic and free living MOx bacteria, and almost nothing is known on environmental 
parameters selecting for particular groups of these bacteria. Hence, a first approach would be  
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to obtain AOM and MOx communities in pure culture for manipulation experiments. 
Moreover, further analyses on phylogeny and intact membrane lipids in combination with 
field studies on environmental conditions should be carried out in the future.  
One additional gap in our knowledge on methane seeps and methane-bearing habitats is their 
temporal behaviour. Future research should thus attempt to elucidate the variations in 
methane fluxes and seep activities over time and the response of the ecosystem to such 
variations.
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